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ABSTRACT 

High-speed digital three-dimensional (3-D) imagery is possible using multiple independent charge-

coupled device (CCD) cameras with sequentially triggered acquisition and individual field storage 

capability. The system described here utilizes sixteen independent cameras, providing versatility m 

configuration and image acquisition. By aligning the cameras in nearly coincident lines-of-sight, a sixteen 

frame two-dimensional (2-D) sequence can be captured. The delays can be individually adjusted to yield a 

greater number of acquired frames during the more rapid segments of the event. Additionally, individual 

integration periods may be adjusted to ensure adequate radiometric response while minimizing image blur. 

An alternative alignment and triggering scheme arranges the cameras into two angularly separated banks of 

eight cameras each. By simultaneously triggering correlated stereo pairs, an eight-frame sequence of stereo 

images may be captured. In the first alignment scheme the camera lines-of-sight cannot be made precisely 

coincident. Thus representation of the data as a monocular sequence introduces the issue of independent 

camera coordinate registration with the real scene. This issue arises more significantly using the stereo pair 

method to reconstruct quantitative 3-D spatial information of the event as a function of time. The principal 

development here will be the derivation and evaluation of a solution transform and its inverse for the digital 

data which will yield a 3-D spatial mapping as a function of time. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The impetus for this work arose out of a need for acquisition and subsequent quantitative 

reconstruction of the 3-D evolution characteristics of armor penetrating ballistics, before, during, and after 

impact with armor plate. Although data acquisition requirements of this nature arise from varied sources, 

the body of this dissertation will focus on two: quantitative observation of the transient event, and empirical 

verification of computer simulations. Items of focus in quantitative observation include projectile motion, 

such as pitch and yaw of the roll axis, and impact spall, including flash progression and fragment velocities. 

Computer codes used to simulate these processes are based on finite element and finite difference 

approaches applied to spatially discretized models of sub-hypervelocity impact. Computer modeling of 

impact mechanics constitutes a wealth of theoretical and experimental science, a comprehensive 

introduction to which, will not be attempted here. Rather an abbreviated description will be provided, 

beginning with section 1.2. which is intended to provide sufficient insight into the need for verification of 

computer models by empirical approaches such as that provided by the acquisition system described here. 

The mathematical framework employed for 3-D sequence reconstruction is of central importance and is 

detailed in Chapter 2. However, the validity underlying any mathematical approach must be accompanied 

by a description of the system used for data acquisition. And as will be shown, the system requirements are 

driven by the nature of the high-speed event. 

Maximum projectile velocities expected are on the order of 2 kilometers-per-second (Km/s). 

allowing tens of microseconds in which to image the incoming projectile, and with armor penetration and 

ejecta occurring on the order of a few milliseconds thereafter. The short duration of the event requires 

sequential frame acquisition as rapid as one frame per microsecond, or one million frames per second (fps). 

Frame rates such as these mandate high-speed data transfer and storage capabilities which are important, 

albeit commonplace, criteria in the selection of any high-speed data acquisition system. .\ second criterion 



more specific to our needs, and to which we therefore devote more detailed scrutiny, is a necessity for an 

uncommon versatility in the parameters of acquisition. 

The nature of a high-speed event such as this suggests that we address two conceptually distinct 

phases of evolution. For the present discussion we can refer lo these phases as "projectile flight", and 

"impact". The "projectile flight" phase involves one object of known dimensions and general trajectory, 

detectable by surface light scattering and reflection, and which is for the purposes here undergoing no 

plastic deformation. Furthermore dimensions and locations of the impact target are known, as is the 

approximate spatial location at which the flight phase will end. Quantitative 3-D information reconstructed 

from this phase will yield the projectile's flight characteristics such as velocity, pitch, yaw. and roll rate due 

to barrel rifling. The "impact" phase differs distinctly in that the moving objects are set in motion by a 

violent conversion process wherein the projectile is partially or entirely eliminated and its kinetic energy 

dispersed into various forms including sonic blast, thermal flash, shock waves through various media, 

plastic, and possibly hydrodynamic deformation of both projectile and target. The newly formed objects are 

largely self-luminous in the detected wavelengths, of varying size, velocity, and trajectory, and of an a priori 

indeterminate number. To further complicate matters the envelope of radiating material emanating from the 

point of impact consists not only of solid projectiles, but also of gases and sub-resolution particles, 

composed of various oxides of projectile material, target material, and propellant. The gaseous component 

of the expanding envelope is spatio-temporally varying in optical density, reflectivity and self-luminosity, 

making depth determination a difficult and generally ill-posed problem. Nevertheless, resolving all or part 

of the "impact" phase dynamics will provide data on the dispersion of the ballistic energy and efficacy of 

armor penetration. 

A scheiriatic illustration of the flight and impact phases is presented in Figure 1.1. Here the pitch, 

roll, and yaw axes of the projectile during flight are shown. Note that these coordinates are in motion with 

the projectile. The projectile velocity is labeled as Vf. Then the later evolution of the impact phase is 

represented to the right. 
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prtch axis \j 
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rod axis V, 

Projectile 
Flight Inpact 

Figure 1.1: Flight and Impact Phases 

For our purposes the principal distinction between the two evolutionary "phases" is evident in the 

different velocities and optical signal strengths of their respective objects. If the goal were to study each 

phase in isolation, it is likely that two or more distinct acquisition systems would be developed. That these 

distinct phases are correlated aspects of one transient event constitutes an example in which optimized 

recording necessitates flexibility in frame rate and shutter duration during acquisition. The frame rate is the 

number of frames acquired during a particular period of time and must be sufficiently high to frame an 

object of interest multiple times within the field of view of the system for time-resolved data reduction to be 

possible. Shutter duration in framing cameras (integration time, or t,„j, in video systems) is the period of 

time light is acquired for a given frame which is, in high-speed applicarions. inevitably a compromise 

between minimizing motion smear and maintaining an acceptable signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the 

detection medium. As an example, typical video systems generating television standard video signals 

possess frame rates of 30 fps. At full frame integration, this gives a maximum integration time of 33 

milliseconds per frame. Ii a recorded event involves significant motion during the span of 33 milliseconds, 

the result will appear as image smear in the direction of motion, and motion details within the interframe 

period will be lost. Alternatively, if an event of sufficiently low signal strength is being recorded, 33 
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milliseconds may be insufficient to allow the detection medium to respond, resulting in an unacceptably low 

SNR, and an image that is correspondingly lost in spatial noise. These two cases are illustrated in Figures 

1.2 (a) and (b) respectively using shorter than video iniegraiion times of high-speed impacts. Note in these 

images that the event being acquired would occur pretty much in its entirety within Jk jpan of a single 33 

millisecond frame. We must eventually address these two parameters more fully, although that discussion 

will be deferred to Chapter 2, in which the formalism to describe their effects has been detailed, and their 

effect more analytically understood. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.2: Effect of Integration Period 

(a) Motion blurring and saturation, tj^ too long 
(b) Insufficient signal acquired, tim too short 

The following section will provide an introduction to computer simulation of high-speed impacts 

The emphasis will be on description sufficient for underscoring the need for empirical verification. The 

remainder of the chapter will cover brief, comparative descriptions of high-speed film and video media, 

with emphases on their capacity for data u-ansfer and storage, as well as versatility relative to the acquisition 

requirements previously set forth. This will be followed by comparisons of a few commonly employed 
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methodologies in acquisition of high-speed 3-D frames. The chapter concludes with an inuoduction to the 

3-D data acquisition relevant to stereopsis, which when combined with the video medium forms the bas s 

for the system developed here. 

1.2 Simulation of Impact Mechanics 

To gain insight into computer simulation of high velocity ballistic impact, a review of the salient 

features of the relevant physics are in order. Specifically, we begin with a decidedly non-rigorous look into 

the analytical frameworks used in understanding wave and shock propagation in solid materials, as well as 

various mechanisms by which these shock waves will induce materia! failure. The event-governing 

equations will be discussed, along with the computational approaches taken in both rendering them linear 

through use of finite difference and finite element discretization, and the complexities which arise in 

subsequently solving them. The development here is intended to illustrate the extent to which 

computationally realizable solutions to the analytical mathematical approaches can be expected to yield true 

results, along with some of the empirical observations used to confirm veracity. 

The response of materials to impulsive loading can be treated as being separable into three general 

regimes (Zukas, 1982). In the first regime, the loading amplitudes and rates are sufficiently low that 

material response is essentially elastic, with metals exhibiting classic Hooka's law behavior. As the loading 

intensity and rates are increased, the materials can be expected to begin to exhibit plastic behavior, with 

permanent deformation being one result. The final of these regimes is that in which the loading intensities 

are far in excess of the impacting material strengths, resulting in behavior which can well be described as 

hydrodynamic. As previously noted the projectile velocities of present concern are in the range of 2 Km/s. 

As an upper limit this figure places the observed phenomena between two assigned problem areas, each 

governed by its own characteristic parameters. In the terminology of impact mechanics, these areas are 

referred to as Kinetic Energy Penetration and Hypervelocity Impact. Before proceeding to these areas of 
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interest an introduction to wave and shock propagation models in solid materials will serve by way of 

introduction. 

Wave Propagation in Solids 

While an induced load remains below the plastic limit there are essentially two kinds of waves 

which will be generated and propagated in a solid responding to (ransient loading. These are longitudinal, 

or essentially compression waves, and transverse, or shear waves. These two fundamental wave 

propagation modes possess characteristic velocities. 

. E , G 
CT = — and c '  —  —  11 

P P 

where cl is the longitudinal and c, the transverse wave velocities respectively. E is Young's modulus. G is 

the shear modulus, and p is the material density. Furthermore, waves of even further variety can. in general, 

be generated and propagated at an interface between two media, that being either the boundary of the 

material with space, or an interface between two materials of different E, G, and/or p. Waves traveling 

within a volume of a material impinging on an interface will, in general, generate new waves of both 

longitudinal and transverse types. The modeling of elastic waves as described by the velocities in equation 

1.1 is essentially a matter of solving a wave equation of the form. 

1 d'y/ 
^'W = —-T^ 1-2 

c" dr 

subject to appropriate boundary conditions. In equation 1.2. \j/ is the wave amplitude with dependence on 

space and time, and c is as given in equation 1.1. Equation 1.2. as written, can be generally applied to 

propagation of plane waves through bulk (i.e. unbounded) materials, however in impact studies, boundaries 

of both impacting and impacted materials cannot be ignored. The existence of boundaries in high-energy 

impacts inu-oduces tremendous mathematical complexity to the problem, and as a result, exact analytical 

solutions to boundary problems are rare. Experiments used to verify wave models often employ cylindrical 

rods impacting axially symmetric targets, a problem well suited to evaluation in limited degrees of freedom. 
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The form of equation 1.2 can be shown to agree with experimental results of these tests provided the 

impacting rod's diameter is 10% or less of its length. This is due to the fact that the approach neglects 

uransverse strain, and lateral inertial effects in the material response. More inclusive equations have been 

derived and the principal additional development is the dispersion equation. 

which gives the relationship between wavelength and propagation velocity for elastic waves within the 

medium. In equation 1.3 Cp is the wave's phase velocity, Cl, the longitudinal wave velocity given in 

equation 1.1. v is Poisson's ratio, r is the impacting bar radius, and finally. X is the wavelength of the 

propagating wave. This relation provides an analytical tool for predicting constructive and destructive wave 

interference occurring both within the material and at interfaces. 

Material impacts occurring widi velocities in excess of the impacting material speed of sound are 

generally referred to as hypervelocity impacts, to be described in greater detail in section 1.2.2. Force 

loading at these rates predictably causes the formation of inelastic waves of a highly compressed nature 

known as shock waves. Here we examine an alternative source of shock wave generation which will be of 

importance to us in section 1.2.1 which describes kinetic energy penetration. 

Transverse and longitudinal waves that can be solved by equation 1.2 are elastic in nature. When 

transient loading is increased to sufficient intensity, these waves will be accompanied by a subsequent 

inelastic, or plastic wave. A rate-independent wave theory (Nicholas. 1982) describing these modes 

involves consideration of nonlinear stress-strain relationships governing propagation of inelastic stresses in. 

once again, symmetric bars. This theory, as with that of equation 1.2, is entirely uniaxial in scope, 

neglecting 3-D effects due to lateral inertia. A differential element of the rod, and the coordinate 

conventions are displayed in Figure 1.3. In the figure, u is a displacement in the x direction, and a is the 

material stress. The equation of differential force along x, acting on the volume Adx. can be written. 

1.3 

Shock Waves 
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dF = A (5a/5x) dx 1.4 

with the area, A. taicen as perpendicular to the plane of the Figure. Strain, e, and particle velocity, u. can be 

related to the derivatives of u with respect to space and time respectively. 

e = 5u/5x 
u = 5u/5t 

and the equation of motion expressed as, p (5'u /5t') = (da /d£) 5e/5x 

By substitution of 1.5 into 1.6, we get the more useful wave equation form, 

5"u /St" - {(l/p)(dCT/de)} 5"u /5x" = 0 

in which we recognize the second term coefficient as the wave function phase velocity, 

c-= {(l/p)(da/d£)} 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

Figure 1.3: Rate-Independent Differential Coordinates 

We have taken the time to arrive at equation 1.8 because it yields a very important result. The velocity of 

the inelastic wave is proportional to the slope of the tangent to the nonlinear su-ess-strain curve at the point 

defined by the values of a and e. When considering nonlinear stress-strain relationships, the issue arises of 

whether the curvature of the stress-strain diagram can be concave upward, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. 

Under the right material conditions, this is possible, and the result is that a plastic pulse propagating through 

this material will see its higher amplitude components overtaking its initially leading lower amplitude 

components, resulting in pulse compression within the material. This important result is one of the 
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conditions under which the formation of a shock wave can be expected, and in fact, introduces the 

possibility of shock front generation in impacts near, but below the sound velocity in the material. 

a 

Figure 1.4: Nonlinear Stress-Strain 

(concave up) 

high and low canbine in-to shock front 

leading low anplrtude 

high anplitude \ 

u 

X 

Figure 1.5: Sub-Hypervelocity Shock Wave Generation 

Figure 1.5 illustrates sub-hypervelocity shock wave generation. The wave is shown on the left shortly after 

formation, propagating toward the right, with the leading edge composed of lower amplitude components, 

and the high amplitude components following. At a later lime, the high amplitude components have, by 

virtue of greater propagation velocity, caught up and combined with the lower amplitude components 

resulting in formation of a very steep leading edge to the propagating wave. This edge is the shock wave 

front. 



Constitutive Relations 

Rate-independent theory has been used with moderate success in prediction of material behavior 

under inelastic conditions, however, experimentation used to verify theory also uncovered regimes in which 

the predictions of wave behavior break down. Specifically it was discovered that certain characteristics of 

plastic wave propagation could not be described with an entirely rate-independent approach, and instead, 

require rate-dependent material response relationships. Chief among these is a requirement to have 

information as to the effect of strain rate. £. upon material response. This is one among the relationships 

which are referred to as constitutive relations and which are prevalent in simulation code today. Their 

derivation is beyond the present scope, however, the information to be gleaned is that, although they are 

considered critical to the accuracy of computer simulations, they are highly subject to verification through 

empirical wave propagation studies. 

In fact it is an inherent conundrum of high strain rate material studies that the empirical study of 

the wave propagation characteristics of the material requires knowledge of the constitutive relations 

(Nicholas. 1982), and that the constitutive relations are generally what one seeks to determine with the 

empirical test. As a result, an iterative approach is often required, in which an estimated form of the 

constitutive relation is assumed and used in predicting the wave-propagation experimental outcome. The 

prediction is then compared with the experimental results. This process is then followed with a variation in 

configuration and subsequent repetition of the wave-propagation experiment, with the constants of the 

constitutive relation held constant to verify the accuracy of the prediction model. As is evident in this 

process, a good a priori physical understanding of the event is crucial in developing an initial constitutive 

relation which will produce convergence in the iterative process. Furthermore, the boundary characteristics 

of the experimental verification must be very accurately measured in order for there to be meaningful 

subsequent comparison with predicted parameters. 



1.2.1 Kinetic Energy Penetration 

Studies in impact dynamics where projectile velocities range from .5 - 2 Km/s are assigned to a 

region often referred to as "kinetic energy penetration." Pressures generated are typically on the order of 

300-500 kbars. which rapidly decay to levels comparable with the material strength (Walters and Zukas. 

1989). Here the process mechanics are characterized predominantly by inertial quantities and material 

failure characteristics. As far as the three regimes outlined in the introductory paragraph, we are already 

beyond the point of treating the transient loading as taking place between elastic materials (striking 

velocities well below 60 m/s), and in fact, we are well into the second area, in which plastic material 

response is to be expected. The equations of motion will form the basis for prediction of event-driven 

forces, with material characteristics being used for determination of plastic flow and failure. The emphasis 

in providing for accurate computer simulation in these studies is a requirement for empirical data which 

accurately describes material behavior under high strain rate conditions as well as providing a model of 

material failure. 

1.2.2 Hypervelocity Impact 

Somewhere beyond the velocities of kinetic energy penetration we enter the area of "hypervelocity 

impact", so named because projectile velocities are in excess of the speed of sound in the target material. A 

characterizing phenomenon in this impact regime is the entire pulverization of the projectile and target 

material in the immediate region of impact (Swift, 1982). In these cases hydrodynamic pressure is the 

predominant parameter and high-pressure equations of state dominate the evolution process, with material 

strength characteristics, especially those in shear, playing a much less significant role. Thus the 

mathematical analyses of these kinds of impacts exhibit the greatest tractability, neglecting impacts entirely 

within the elastic material regime. These simplifying conditions can largely be understood by seeing that 

the intensity of loading is so great, or its duration correspondingly short, that the rigidity, and accordingly 

shear strength, of the materials involved can be taken as negligible. As a result, the material will behave as 



a high-densitv liquid (the hydrodynamic limit) and will, accordingly, no longer propagate transverse, or 

shear waves. 

1.2.3 Discretization Models 

The relations governing material behavior under transient loading as described in sections 1.2.1 

and 1.2.2, are well known, and can be generally grouped in to four categories (Walters and Zukas, 1989). 

Those are conservation equations, constitutive relations, failure criteria and postfailure descriptions. The 

conservation equations are inclusive of energy, angular and linear momentum, and mass. A full listing of 

these equations along with variable definitions is beyond the present scope, however, we will write down a 

few of the more fundamental relations in order to illustrate a subsequent point. The conser.'ation of mass, 

for example, is expressed. 

where p is, again, the material density, the dot indicating differentiation with respect to time, u,,, is 

displacement, Uj, and Up are the shock and particle velocities respectively, and I is internal energy. The 

Hugoniot jump conditions are conservative relations included to provide a mathematical way to deal with 

mass properties across the discontinuous shock front described earlier and illustrated in Figure 1.5. 

Likewise, conservation of energy may be expressed as. 

P + PU... =0 1.9 

with the relations known as the Hugoniot jump conditions (Zukas, 1982), 

P o U , = p (u. - u J  

P - Po = PoU^Up 1.10 



Where e is the total energy term, q is the rate of heat flow per unit area across a specified surface, / is the 

body force per unit mass, and S is the rate of internal heat generation per unit mass. The rigorous derivation 

for these and remaining equations of state, constitutive and failure relations, etc. are non-trivial, however, 

presentation of this subset of the total body of eqiiations is sufficient to illustrate a point. That point is that 

given these fully derived equations and then writing them down to describe an impact loading scenario does 

not yet yield a tractable problem. These relations come largely in the form of partial differential equations 

which have no general analytical means of solution. Such situations are not rare in the sciences, in which 

relationships describing electrodynamic interactions, for example, are not difficult to write down, but can 

often be devoid of analytic solution for other than highly simplified geometries. 

Quite often the problems of interest are not able to be well described with simplified geometries. 

The nature of the problem is such that it is commonly necessary to give up the quest for closed-form 

analytical solutions, in favor of methodologies which allow broadening the scope of addressable problems. 

In the field of mechanical loading, the methods most commonly u.sed to achieve this goal are referred to as 

finite difference analysis (FDA) and finite element analysis (FEA). As will be shown, the essential 

commonality of these approaches lies in their ability to render linear interpretations to nonlinear relations. 

In both approaches we will be principally interested in the resulting discretization of the problem space. 

Finite Difference Analysis 

In FDA linearization occurs in the form of estimation of the differentials contained in our 

governing equations. This is done by numerically establishing the functional form, and subdividing the 

region around the point of interest in order to determine values which can then be used to determine the 

local slope. In this way the derivative is approximated by a ratio of differences taken along the ordinate 

axis to the corresponding differences along the abscissa, changing a single differential representation to a 



family of algebraic differences. The concept is illustrated in Figure 1.6. In the figure, the slope of the 

function f(x) is being estimated by finite differences. The values of f(x) for a range of the independent 

variable, x. has been calculated, allowing the computation of slope estimates df(x)/dx as shown. As is 

plainly visible, and as will continue to be the tradeoff in FEA as well as FDA, the spacing of sample points 

relative to the slope variations of the function being differentiated, plays a critical roie in the accuracy with 

which the approach can be expected to perform. 

We can readily observe that the estimated differential df(x)/dx will approach the real value, irrespective of 

sampling period, for linear regions of the function f(x), or ideally, if f(x) is. in actuality, a linear function. 

For the present problem, however, nonlinear as well as highly transient behavior can be expected, driving 

the nature of the approximation to an opposite extreme. Thus we can often expect that the interval, dx, 

around the chosen point of evaluation, x, will need to be made smaller and smaller as the functional 

behavior of f(x) becomes more extreme. It must be remembered that we are, in essence, replacing a handful 

of differentials without analytic solutions, with possibly thousands of linear equations which can be 

numerically solved. Predictably a tradeoff will become necessary in the form of a balancing act bet%veen 

increasing the number of samples of f(x). thereby de-;easing the sampling interval, and maintaining 

tolerable computing times and roundoff errors. 
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Figure 1.6: Finite Difference Analysis 



Finite Element Analysis 

An alternative method to linearizing the problem domain is finite element analysis. FEA is widely 

used in the field of structural analyses (Rockey et al.. 1975), and is applied in an analogous fashion to the 

problem of high-speed impacts. The method begins by reinterpreting a continuous region of material as a 

structure consisting of a finite number of individual elements connected only at discrete points known as 

nodes. This structural simplification is referred to as mesh discretization. As opposed to the approach of 

ETDA. the discretization here is performed at the beginning of setting up the problem, and results in a 

simplified world, in which we plan to employ unsimplified equations. The discretization of the spatial 

problem produces a model which is greatly reduced in its degrees of freedom, allowing the differentials to 

be directly applied, and iferatively solved. A schematic illustration of an FEA mesh is given in Figure 1.7. 

where a spatially discretized projectile is shown moving toward a similarly discretized plate. In the figure, 

Lhe finite elements are triangular in shape (2-D mesh), and the nodes are shown as black circles. 
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Figure 1.7; Finite Element Analysis 

The key consequence of FTDA and FEA is that we have in one way or another reduced the degrees of 

freedom of our differential equations such that they can be reduced to the form (Wallers and Zukas, 1989), 

F = [ M ] { U ) + [ C ] { U } + [ K 1 { U }  1.12 



which is a general force-based equation of motion represented in sets of algebraic relations. The first term 

is the mass acceleration, with the mass matrix [M] as its coefficient along with dependence on the second 

derivative of the displacement, u. Second is the damping term, with the damping matrix. [C], as its 

coefficient, and corresponding dependence on the velocity, or first derivative of u. And last is the restoring 

term, with the coefficient Hooke's law matrix [K], and the dependence on displacement itself. Before 

proceeding these equations undergo a final simplification by elimination of the damping term. [C]{ U ). 

assumed to be negligible under consideration of submillisecond loading. This leaves. 

pr^lcmal _ pniema] _ Q ) [ [ 3 

which is an equation treatable separately in lime and space. We now introduce the two principal spatial 

discretizations, known as the Eulerian and Lagrangian mesh descriptions. These mesh descriptions are 

illustrated in Figure 1.8. As a preliminary note, the focus of many computer simulation descriptions is often 

relegated to metal on metal impacts, however the responses of other materials have been likewise modeled 

in FEA (Cheng et al., 1991) (Chin et al., 1991), and their results are readily accessible in the modern 

literature. 

Eulerian Mesh Discretization 

The Eulerian discretization is characterized by a spatial mesh which does not deform with the 

impacting materials. Thus the mesh is a grid of space itself, and allows deforming material to pass from one 

grid cell to another. Eulerian methods tend to excel in situations in which large distortions predominate or 

large mixing of materials which were initially separated takes place. Thus impacts of sufficient energies 

that materials are not expected to remain distinct during and after impact tend to be easily modeled. By the 

same token Eulerian codes encounter problems in the areas of impact simulations with speeds less than 

about 1.5 km/s. These velocities are within the range of interest in the present work, so the effectiveness of 

the mesh description in this regime is an issue of significance. Difficulties arise as a result of an inherent 

lack of capability for dealing with sliding interfaces between impacting bodies, a phenomena which readily 

occurs at these speeds. Solution algorithms have been developed (Silling. 1992). and their viability 



numerically tested, [t remains the case, however, that the ability to model sliding interfaces in the case 

where separate interacting materials remain distinct can often be better addressed using Lagrangian meshes. 

Lagrangian Mesh Discretization 

Contrary to the Eulerian approach, the Lagrangian discretization employs a mesh which is 

embedded in the material, and thus deforms with it. As a result deforming material during the impact 

carries and deforms the mesh with it. Many examples of Lagrange-based computer simulation codes such 

as Zeus (Segletes and Zukas, 1989 and 1991) are described in the literature, and the computational 

capabilities are described. The Lagrangian mesh excels in a lack of material transfer terms from one grid 

cell to another, and is accordingly more intuitive to understand. Material histories are easily maintained and 

boundaries between initially separate materials remain distinct. The bulk of computational time with 

Lagrangian meshes is spent on the logic of the sliding interfaces to be accounted for, and the transfer of 

momentum occurring between impacting surfaces. One of the principal difficulties which arises with the 

Lagrangian approach occurs in the presence of impacts producing extreme plastic distortions. In this 

scenario it is often the case that material is distorted through stretching, crushing, or other mechanism, with 

the result that the mesh element containing the material becomes distorted as well. Since the grid elements 

maintain information about mass through geometric description, this distortion introduces computational 

roundoff errors, which will then conuibute to further mesh distortion. Mesh distortion in these cases is 

addressed through rezoning, in which the mesh in the highly distorted region is overlaid with a new one. 

Conservation and constitutive relations are maintained, and the calculation cycles continued. The damage 

done with rezoning is material history averaging, with distinct material properties partially lost. Another 

difficulty occurring under high strain rates is the onset of material failure within the discretized grid. Failed 

elements are removed from consideration in future computational cycles, however, distortions leading to 

incorrect prediction of nodal forces, and therefore, incorrect failure predictions, can cause large 

inaccuracies in the end result. Methods for elimination of failed elements from analysis based on 



appropriate failure criterion have been proposed to rectify this problem (Chen. 1992). however, the 

predicted failure strain remains highly dependent on the algorithm used in failed element elimination. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.8: Discretization Meshes 

(a) Lagrangian 
(b) Euierian 

Hybrid Meshes 

In Figure 1.8 (a) and (b), a mesh comparison is illustrated for an identical impact situation modeled 

in Lagrangian and Euierian meshes respectively. As a final note on mesh descriptions, it must be conceded 

that both Lagrangian and Euierian meshes have their respective areas in which they e.xcel. and it is often 

desirable to take advantage of the strengths of both. This is often accomplished through the use of 

hybridized mesh descriptions, in which either Lagrangian or Euierian discretizations are used for the 

principal cycle calculations, relying on localized calculations using the other discretization for regions in 

which the first breaks down. It must be realized, however, that combining the strengths of both 

discretizations in this way will also often retain a finite element of their weaknesses. 



Material Failure Model Uncertainty 

The most significant uncenainty which affects the accuracy of predictions made by reA computer 

codes remains the prediction of material failure. Material response at high strain rates has been described 

(Curran, 1982) as occurring in one or more specific ways. The first material response is elastic distortion, 

in which elastic wave initiation as earlier described can be expected. Higher strains and or rates will result 

in plastic How and solid phase changes in crystalline structure. The last three material responses are all 

mechanisms of mechanical failure, and are interpreted as beginning on the microscopic level. Nucleation is 

a general description of microscopic damage beginning at material heterogeneities such as grain boundaries, 

and includes microvoid formation, brittle crack formation, and the onset of shear instability. 

Despite detailed procedures for simulating material responses such as these in computer codes, 

accurate micromechanically-based failure models of general applicability remain an. as yet, unachieved 

goal. The computer simulations often proceed with simplified models in order to save cost and 

computational time. Simple material failure models often produce results which agree to a large extent with 

experimental results, however, the need still exists for systems which can empirically verify aspects of the 

high-speed event. 

The conclusion of this section has been that computer simulation of high-energy impacts between 

solid materials, although a highly developed area of experimentation, is not nearly a stand-alone tool. With 

this in mind, we now proceed to examine acquisition systems and methodologies which have been used to 

augment the process of understanding the mechanical aspects of high-speed ballistics. 

1.3 High-Speed Film Photography 

High-speed digital imaging and image processing have been recently made possible by the advent 

of the CCD camera and the digital computer but, nevertheless, represent an extension of high-speed film 

photography. High-speed fi-aming systems using the film medium have been highly prolific in design and 

application, and have managed to record events at rates in excess of several hundred thousand fps 
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(Dubrovik, 1981). At such frame acquisition rates an object tfaveling several thousand feet per second 

(approximately Mach 3, or 2.200 mph) can be readily imaged ten times within an inch of its travel. For our 

target velocity range, this is deemed sufficient. 

An area in which film systems perform exceedingly wail is in dealing with the data-transfer 

problem created by such high-speed acquisition. A system acquiring sequential frames must be able to 

transfer and store the information of each frame separately to be of any use. Film systems mechanically 

remove each exposed frame from the acquisition region and simultaneously replace the removed frame with 

fresh media. Each removed firame is sequentially stored in the film reel. All this is accomplished by simply 

advancing the film, and thus necessarily transfers the frame information to storage at the operating frame 

rate. To get an idea of the amount of data contained in a frame of film, we begin by determining the space-

bandwidth product, which is roughly equivalent to the number of pixel sites in the detection medium. This 

number multiplied by the pixel depth, or dynamic range of each pixel, represents the total bulk of data 

within each frame. It can be shown (Swift, 1982) that a conventional 35 mm SLR camera, using high-

resolution color film. can. when evaluated in this fashion, gather data at rales in excess of lO'^ bits per 

second. Although this number represents the upper limit of currently available state-of-the-art, high-speed 

elecu-onic equivalents, it doesn't even begin to realize the presently achieved capability with high-speed film 

systems. In fact, high-speed film systems using lower space-bandwidth film have been designed to capture 

information at more than one thousand times this rate. Although electronics is likely to someday prevail, it 

is an obviously non-trivial matter to exceed this data transfer capability. 

However, this solves only one of several engineering issues which arise when acquiring images at 

rates as much as tens of thousands of times greater than standard cinematographic frame rates of 24 fps. 

For example, the increased frame rate mandates development of the mec.hanical means to advance the film 

very rapidly. Since the film is being used at a higher rate, it is necessary to use proponionately more film to 

record an equivalent period of time, meaning that the mechanical system advancing the film will have to be 

sufficiently robust to adequately handle the film's mass. In order to be sure to capture the event within the 

limited span of film time, a triggering system accurate to the lime scale of the high-speea event must be 



developed in order to guarantee advancing of the film at the precise moment necessary. A high-speed 

shutter must be used to frame the event quickly enough to minimize the blur caused by subject motion and 

advancement during integration. As the interframe and likewise the maximum frame integration times arc 

decreased there arises a need for more radiant sources of light in order to obtain sufficient illumination to 

image the scene. The amount of light required is determined by many factors, not the least of which is 

quantum efficiency. The quantum efficiency of an optical detection medium is a ratio of the number of 

photons detected to the number incident. The mode of detection for film is a chemical reaction caused by 

the incident photon and generally provides a quantum efficiency on the order of one percent, hardly an 

optimal responsivity. Finally, once adequate s .-luticns have been developed for these and other engineering 

issues, there are still operational disadvantages with which to deal. 

After an acquisition and prior to data reduction, the tremendous amount of used film must be put 

through a time consuming development process. This chemical intensive and environmentally sensitive 

process poses possible hazards of its own and must be performed prior to any kind of quantitative analyses, 

making real-time event reconsuiiclion impossible. Additionally, data reduction must be performed with 

diligent regard to peculiarities of the acquisition medium. For example quantitative interpolation of relative 

image brightness must be determined against the logarithmic response of the film medium. 

The concluding observation is that film framing systems, although unexcelled in the rates at which 

they can be made to acquire data, are poorly suited to provision of certain acquisition versatility. The High-

Speed Ballistic Imaging System requires variation in frame rate and shutter speed which would mandate 

rapid accelerations and decelerations of mechanical film feed and shutter motion. Due to film and shutter 

inertia, these requirements necessarily introduce mechanical complexity to the film-system design. As we 

shall discover, digital video provides a more direct solution. 



1.4 High-Speed Video 

Video systems using silicon CCD cameras offer several advantages over the film medium in high

speed applications. The lack of moving film and shutters makes CCD cameras more robust under 

environmental variations such as shock or vibration and much more adaptable to alteration of frame rate and 

integration period. With CCD cameras these parameters are controlled electronically, alleviating the need 

for mechanical solutions as with film. The detection medium at each pixel sites is a silicon photo-diode 

which provides a greatly improved quantum efficiency relative to film. The information from each 

pixel/diode is an electron count determined by the number of incident photons times this quantum 

efficiency, and is made available through digitization of the analog electron voltage, without the need for 

developing. Quantitative analyses of these data are more straight forward since photo-diode response 

exhibits a much greater degree of linearity. And video frame grabbers provide rapid image digitization 

making data more readily available for computer processing and storage. 

Digital electronic technology provides these advantages over film, and then introduces the 

previously nonexistent difficulties with data-transfer at high acquisition speeds. A monocular high-speed 

video system requires extremely fast digitization and storage in order to be able to continuously acquire 

sequential frames. To illustrate, envision an uncompressed, black and white television frame (Benson and 

Whittaker. 1992), with 494 vertical lines with as many as 768 horizontal pixels per line for 379.392 total 

pixels. If we allow for one byte (8 bits, or 256 possible values) for gray scale level at each pixel, there will 

be 8 bits per pixel or over 3 million bits of data per frame as shown in Figure 1.9. At a rate of I frame-per-

microsecond (1 million frames-per-second) we require a bus capable of transferring data to storage at a rate 

of 3 X lO'" bits per second, or approximately 3 terabaud, in order to be ready to acquire sequential frames. 
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Figure 1.9; Video Frame Data 

This is an obtainable but highly impractical rate of data transfer, and the systems capable of achieving it are 

correspondingly expensive. Of the many possible solutions to this problem, we have chosen a multiple 

camera approach. 

The system described in this dissertation is a multiple framing system composed of 16 independent 

CCD cameras outputting RS-170 video, and interfaced to an Intel-based PC computer system. The 

detection media are 2-D half-inch format, CCD arrays, 768 pixels horizontally (H) by 494 pixels vertically 

(V), composed of solid-state silicon photo-diodes with no mechanical moving parts or film. Each of the 

sixteen CCD cameras has individually triggered acquisition and field storage, and programmable integration 
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period. The system is capable of triggered acquisition either in a monocular sixteen frame sequence, or in 

an eight frame stereo 3-D sequence. This choice of solution to the data-transfer problem provides precisely 

the versatility we require, while posing new problems of its own. Both acquisition modes must address the 

issue of independent camera 2-D coordinate registration to the real scene's global 3-D coordinates, while 

the latter method is additionally burdened with reconstruction of the event in 3-D with respect to time. 

1.5 Acquisition of the 3-D Data Set 

Information of the time evolution of an event is incomplete without knowledge of the event s 

position and extent in space as a function of time. Interpreting such information from a single 2-D camera 

perspective necessarily produces positional uncertainty along an axis parallel to the camera line of sight in 

the form of ambiguity between depth and translation. To counter this effect estimation methods based on 

system parameters such as camera defocus, reconstruction methods utilizing a priori knowledge of the 

event, and calibration methods based on a posteriori knowledge of the scene have all been developed to 

optimally utilize acquired 2-D data. Despite such methods it is often desirable to augment the hardware 

implementation to allow more direct acquisition of 3-D data. Optical film and video cameras are limited to 

data acquisition in two spatial degrees of freedom by virtue of their operational mapping of a 3-D space 

onto a 2-D format (see Chapter 2) and the fact that their modes of detection are insensitive to absolute 

optical phase. In order to overcome this constraint and "sec" in 3-D it is necessary to introduce a reference 

of some sort. Two methods often used to achieve this make use of coherence and stereopsis. 

1.5.1 Remapping vs. Reconstruction 

In this work references to 3-D reconstruction are used to indicate only a limited aspect of 

reconstruction being performed. In the best of situations, we would use our data to perform 3-D 

reconstruction as is done in medical tomographic imaging. In medical imaging systems true volume 

reconstruction in 3-D is commonly realized. This capability exists in apparati such as magnetic resonance 



imaging (MRI) systems, nuclear imaging systems, such as single photon emission computed tomography 

(SPECT), and positron emission tomography (PET), and radiological x-ray systems using computed 

tomography (CT). In CT the 3-D object space (Barrett. 1991) is first scanned in several angularly separated 

projections, and then reconstructed in a slice by slice basis. To accomplish this the projection data taken 

must represent a series of line integrals through the object, each a summation of absorption densities along 

the line of integration. Having acquired this information a reconsuoiction of the object in either a 2-D slice 

or a 3-D volume is achieved using a mattiematical methodology first developed by the Austrian 

mathematician, Johann Radon in the early 20"* century. The difficulty with this approach in the present 

application lies in the requirement for a data producing source (generally x-ray or y-ray). which either 

penetrates through the object of interest, carrying information about internal structure, or is emitted from 

within the volume itself, emerging with information about the source distribution within the volume. Since 

detection of the source represents our information base, there is an implicit assumption that all sources are 

allowed to escape the volume. In the example of a ballistic impact imaged in the visible specu^m, source 

penetration of the projectile is nil, and therefore no volume structural information may be reconstructed. 

The volume construct of the projectile can be known a priori, and thus does not represent a significant 

absence of data, however, the same problem exists for the blast envelope at the point of impact. .A.s 

previously discussed, the blast envelope, occurring during the impact phase, is largely self-luminous, with 

visibility limited to short distances in depth. Derivations incorporating limited amounts of absorption in the 

Radon transform have been made (Clough and Barrett, 1983), although it remains the case that any region 

of impermeability results in loss of data necessary for 3-D reconstruction. In the absence of a priori 

knowledge of its absorption, reflection, and self-luminance characteristics, the blast envelope represents an 

ill-posed problem for volume reconstruction. Flash radiograph imagery through blast envelopes has been 

performed (Swift, 1982), making tomographic reconstruction a realizable goal, however, detection at these 

energies is beyond the capability of the imaging medium of present consideration. Due to these limitations 

we restrict our attention to that which can realistically be retrieved. Therefore we limit our attention to 3-D 

reconstruction which yields surface mapping information, and this only to the extent of including points 
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which can be shown to correspond from one camera to the next. The modest expectations of this approach 

are a consequence of the inaccessibility of internal structure information. 

1.5.2 Coherence 

This work is principally focused on acquisition of 3-D information using uncorrected sources, 

however, coherent approaches have also been employed. The principle of coherence makes relative optical 

phase information manifest in an intensity pattern which can be recorded on film or video. An approach 

known as the Cranz-Schardin camera is shown in Figure 1.10. 

This and other approaches such as holographic and Schlieren techniques generally employ: a) methods 

using temporally coherent sources, or b) methods using white-light which has been focused and stopped 

down to a spatially coherent point. The common characteristic is that the sources used must be highly band-

/'/ 
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Figure 1.10: Coherent 3-D 

Example 3-D Cranz-Schardin Configuration 
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limited in either optical frequency (e.g. lasers) or spatial extent (e.g. point sources), rendering correlated 

phase information available in the intensity distribution. Source filtering to produce sufficient band-limiting 

invariably leads to a need for increased source radiance, without which the source becomes inapplicable to 

high-speed acquisition. Pulsed as well as continuous-wave laser sources often produce sufficient radiance, 

however, they tend to be expensive to purchase and maintain, and complex to implement. Alternatively arc 

white light sources are used providing high-intensity, broad spectral output and limited spatial extent. 

These can be somewhat easier to employ than a laser, but they also suffer from complications such as 

consistency of source location and radiance under high-speed repetition 

1.5.3 Stereopsi.c 

Figure 1.11: Stereopsis 

X-Z plane corresponds to the epipolar plane. 
The point, P(XYZ) is viewed by two monocular 

imagers separated from each other by the distance. 
S. resulting in an angular separation 0. 

An alternative method to acquire 3-D high-speed data is stereo-pair imaging, in which angularly 

separated pairs of images are acquired simultaneously. The use of 2-D correlated stereo images as a means 

to interpret a 3-D spatial configuration is a variation of a methodology referred to as stereopsis (Olson, 

1993). Figure l.l 1 illustrates an example stereoptic geomeU7. 
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As liiustrated in the figure tlie reference is a common coordinate plane known as the epipoiar plane 

(described in Chapter 2). established by the two camera lines of sight and the common object point being 

imaged. Stereo imaging eliminates ambiguities between depth and translation inherent in monocular 

imagery without requiring phase information of the source. Angular separations between respective lines of 

sight yield increasingly more robust information about the 3-D structure of the scene for angles up to 90°. 

As with the human visual system, some form of data processing must be performed upon the two 2-D data 

sets in order to render one 3-D spatial map. Quantitative application of stereopsis requires that the 

coordinate transform from 2-D to 3-D be either precisely known or calculated from points which must be 

correlated in the two images. Methods for post-calibration from points in the acquired images require a 

minimum of eight non-arbitrary corresponding points. Since our application does not ensure availability of 

these correspondences we have elected to perform a calibration step prior to data acquisition from which 

our coordinate transform is to be calculated. The details of the calibration methodology used for obtaining 

coordinate transforms are discussed in the next chapter. 
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2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

2.1 Introduction 

When the system characteristics are determined, the next task is to establish the mathematical 

framework from which to effectively utilize the data obtained by the system. The solution methodology is 

constrained to implementation by numerical analyses, the computer being the vehicle for our event 

reconstruction. This in mind it will be instructive to examine the nature of the data which constitutes the 

computer's information base, and then to arrange this data such that it describes the acquisition, or forward 

process, as operations performed on a discrete set of input basis functions. Once this has been 

accomplished the solution can be determined by computer using any of several numerical techniques. The 

selection criteria for the chosen approach will be the reduction of data into a least-squares solution, and the 

overall robust nature of the preferred algorithm. 

The data which will be made available to the computer will consist of a digitized sequence of eight 

stereo pair images acquired during the high-speed event. On a more fundamental level, the computer will 

be provided several monocular data sets, each arising from an individual camera. The data from each 

camera will consist of a 2-D sampled array of the real 3-D intensity distribution as seen by that particular 

camera. The digitization system provides one byte per pixel of intensity information yielding gray levels 

ranging from 255 (white) to 0 (black). Furthermore, each image will be discretized to an array 640 pixels 

wide by 480 pixels high. 

It is useful to view a monocular imaging device's effect as that of a collinear mapping operator 

which acts upon the information from a real scene and then renders data from the operation available, in our 

case, to the computer. For our purposes real scene information can be regarded as a time-dependent 3-D 

intensity pattern arising from optical sources, reflections, scattering, etc. within the imager's field of view. 

We defer treatment of the time dependence until section 2.7. and note that on a per-camera basis, the data is 
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ideally represented by a 3-D intensity distribution at an isolated point in time. The factor to note here is that 

real scene information is never made directly available to the computer. The only directly available 

information is the resultant imaging operator output in the form of acquired data. Inversion of the forward 

operator will yield a reconstruction operator which, when applied to the acquired data, will reverse the 

effects of the imaging device and, ideally, yield the real scene as its data set. In any physically realizable 

imaging system certain artifacts of the real scene are systematically lost during the imaging process, an 

immediate example being scene detail of sufficiently high spatial frequency as to be suppressed by the 

imaging system itself. This is to be expected since a real scene can generally be represented by an infinite 

set of non-degenerate degrees of freedom, while a real imaging device is necessarily limited to acquisition 

of a finite set of discrete data. At best acquisition system output data can be assembled to represent some 

subset of information contained in the real scene. Since we have determined a priori that the real scene 

information is not directly accessible, it is inevitable that information will be lost during the imaging 

operation and that this information cannot be made recoverable by the inverse imaging operator. A 

particular artifact, which is the present goal to reconstruct, is the 3-D information lost during a 3-D to 2-D 

imaging operation. More explicit description of this process and its notation will follow, but for now it is 

sufficient to note that the total insight to be gained by inverting the forward process is highly dependent 

upon a correct understanding of the initial data acquired, and its relationship to the real scene. 

In this chapter we will begin with a description of 2-D data representations in order to gain the 

necessary insight into both the form of expected data as well as the projection mechanisms which produce 

them. This information will be used in the subsequent sections in which we will derive and examine the 

geomeuical operator which performs our mapping from spatial 3-D to 2-D. The mathematical technique for 

establishing this operator as well as its empirical calibration will be addressed in detail. The intent in the 

derivation will be to isolate the mapping characteristics of the system from the overall system u-ansfer 

function, which will be developed more fully in section 2.7. 
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2.2 2-D Data Representations 

The structure of a real scene is continuous in three spatial dimensions, while conventional 

monocular representations of that scene are spatially sampled and dimensionally reduced to 2-D formats. 

Reference to monocular representations is inclusive of the output of most single imaging devices, such as a 

human eye or a monocular camera. The acquired data can be viewed as the result of an operation upon the 

real 3-D scene information which returns a sampled 2-D data set. There are several components to this 

operation and it is desirable to have the capability, conceptually as well as mathematically, to isolate and 

independently address these components. Thus we will express the overall operator to be a cascade of 

geometric transformations, which orient our coordinates in 3-D. followed by a rendering of the scene in 

these coordinates, which then maps the scene to our final image. At present we are concerned with the final 

operation component which performs the dimensional reduction to 2-D. The process by which this is done 

is referred to as projection, and it represents a mapping of three spatial dimensions onto two. The missing 

third dimension is a lost artifact of the real scene which we will eventually reconstruct. Preliminarily we 

will need to investigate the nature of the 2-D data in greater detail. For our purposes, mapping of 3-D data 

on a 2-D format can assume the form of either orthographic or perspective projection. Since both methods 

of projection play an integral role in the description of the 3-D scene, definitions and scopes of applicability 

are needed. 

2.2.1 Perspective Projection 

The CCD cameras described in this work perform a collinear mapping operation whose 

applicability encompasses the bulk of common imaging systems. If we permit ourselves the simplifications 

provided by paraxial optics approximations (small angles and curvatures), the mapping operation simplifies 

to the geometrical ray trace equations: 

v'= v + cor 
' . A  2 . 1  
co =co- v<p 
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with the relevant quantities defined as: 

T = t/n 

QJ = nu 2.2 

(p = (n'- n)/R 

Here "y" is used to denote the height of a given ray at a point in the system, "u" is the angle relative to the 

optical axis at which the ray is traveling, "t" denotes a distance along the optical axis, "<l>" is the refractive 

power of a given surface or element, "n " is the refractive index of a medium, "R" is the radius of curvature 

of an interface between two media, and the primes are useci to denote the newly altered value following 

propagation transfer or refraction. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates coordinate conventions. In the figure positive angles are measured counterclockwise 

relative to the optical axis, and positive distances are taken as left to right. These mapping operations form 

the basis of geometrical imaging as well as perspective projection. Given these equations and a simple 

imaging system composed of an object plane "o". a single lens of power "<p". and an image plane "f. we 

can use these equations to derive the familiar lens maker's relationship: 

n 1 
opTicol cx;s 

Figure 2.1: Paraxial Ray Tracing Conventions 

1 1 1 
- + 2.3 
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where we have taken "o" and "f as the absolute moduli of distances measured from the lens to the object 

and image planes respectively. The quantity "/' is the lens or system focal length, and is mversely 

proportional to "0". Equations (2.1 - 2.3) describe the geometric relationship between paraxial ray u-acing 

and perspective projection. They define a system in which a unique ray from each object point traveling 

through the center of the system stop, propagates effectively unaltered from the object pomt to its 

corresponding image point in the image plane. 

The imaging geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.2. where as in the previously described example, the 

imaging system consists of an object, image, and single lens for imaging. It can be seen that chief rays from 

object points passing through the center of the system stop (center of the lens) will proceed unaltered to its 

corresponding point in the image. Equation (2.3) is used to find the image/object distance from the lens 

along the optical axis given the distance to the object/image. 

In perspective projection the center of the stop becomes the center of projection. To extend the 

analogy to imaging systems of greater optical complexity, the image of the stop, or pupil, becomes the 

center of projection. This means that in object space we must use the center of the entrance pupil, and in 

image space, the center of the exit pupil. An insuTictive and simplifying example, in which both pupils and 

the stop are necessarily coincident is that of a pinhole camera. Figure 2.3 illustrates this relationship. 

Figure 2.2: Paraxial Imaging 



Figure 2.3: Perspective Projection by Pinhole Imaging 

In the figure any ray emanating from a point in object space, "O" must, by constraint, pass through the 

pinhole, or "center of projection," in the camera in order to be imaged on the focal plane, "i". This 

restriction has the effect of providing spatially correl"ied mapping from object points to image points along 

with an image magnification inversely proportional to object distance - precisely as defined by collinear 

mapping of equations 2.1 - 2.3. As a result one of the most ostensive characteristics of a perspective 

projection is the existence of a vanishing point in the final image, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. This is any 

point in the field of view at which vertical and horizontal dimensions tend to zero in the limit in which 

distance from the viewer along the line-of-sight tends to infinity. The figure illustrates the vanishing point 

along the symmetry axis of the imaging system itself. It marks the distant defining point to a line along the 

axis of projection. 
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infinily 

Z=3 

Z=2 

Z=1 

Z=0 

Figure 2.4; Geometry of the Vanishing Point 

Illustrated along a line-of-sight symmetric within the 
field of view. The vanishing point exists and 
is unique for any line-of-sight within the field. 

Another characteristic implied by the introduction of a center of projection and collinear mapping 

is also evident in Figure 2.3. It is an inversion of both lateral axes in the image plane. As a future note, this 

characteristic will be ignored, since its presence represents an unwanted alteration of the image data which 

is easily corrected by computationally or physically inverting both lateral axes in the image plane. This is 

equivalent to a 180° rotation about the axis of projection. This is in saying that, for the sake of geometrical 

interpretation, there is no difference between the projection plane being behind the center of projection or in 

front of it. 

The salient features of perspective projection applicable to pinhole cameras are also characteristic 

of all imaging systems described by collinear mapping operators. To be certain, this model excludes much 

of the complexity seen when the physical character of an imaging system is evaluated in greater rigor. As 

an example the presence of aberrations such as distortion may effectively alter the location of our "center of 

projection" for different points in object space. There are in fact several higher order imaging effects for 

which we have not accounted. For the purposes of geometrical interpretation of projection data for 3-D 
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rendering, however, it will be sufficient to limit the rigor of our approach to first order approximation, 

where we can assume paraxial ray tracing to provide an operative model. 

2.2.2 Orthographic Projection 

/ \ 

u 
c 

0 

Figure 2.5: Orthographic Projection 

Figure 2.5 illustrates orthographic projection. What characterizes an orthographic projection is the 

constraint that all rays forming the image travel parallel to each other and perpendicular to the 2-D 

representative format. Here we maintain the correlated spatial mapping, as with perspective projection, 

while discarding the effects of a center of projection. Thus in an orthographic projection's lateral 

dimensional information is invariant under change of location in depth. If we assign a right-handed 

coordinate system to our 2-D projection format, with "x" being horizontal, "y" being vertical, and ' 

being the dimension in depth, the meaning of this invariance becomes simple to illustrate. An object 

represented orthographically will exhibit constant length in "x" and width in "y" regardless of it's depth 

location in "z". Likewise, two features of one object which are of identical dimension in "x" and "y". but 

which are distantly separated in "z". will be indistinguishable in an orthographic projection. Figure 2.6 

illustrates this degeneracy. Orthographic projection is truly 2-D in that all information and subsequent 

complications relating to the third dimension are systematically removed. The utility of such a projection is 

that the invariance in horizontal and vertical scale with respect to location in depth renders the three spatial 

dimensions orthogonal in projection. 
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c 
Figure 2.6: Degeneracy in Orthographic Projection 

Engineering Representation 

Engineering drawings are examples of the utility of orthographic projection. They generally 

include a minimum of two projections, or "views" per drawing. An added constraint of these views is that 

they are generally onhonormal. By specifying two views as orthonormal and orthographic it is meant that 

they possess common scale, that the respective viewing axes are perpendicular to one another, and that both 

views are otherwise orthographic as described earlier. An example drawing using an ordinary Cartesian 

coordinate reference might possess one view along the minus "z" axis toward the origin showing the x-y 

plane (e.g. "side view"), and an orthonormal view along the minus "y" axis toward the origin showing the x-

z plane (e.g. "top view"), both views orthographic. If we project a scene in these two orthonormal and 

orthographic views, we will find that the 3-D location of any point common to both views is uniquely 

determined. 

The location of an orthographically projected point in 3-D space can be mathematically 

represented by the relations. 
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X = 

V =  • 

s 

r 

s 

Z 

2.5 

where (X, Y, Z) represent the real space coordinates, (x. y. z) represent coordinates measured in two 

orthonormai, orthographic views, and "s" is a scaling factor common to both views. It is of some 

significance that the three dimensional information indicated by (2.5) is unobtainable with out a minimum 

of two orthogonal views of the point in question. Given one view only, the x-y plane for example, our 

information is reduced to. 

X = 
K S J 

' artho..r>' 

( Y ]  'V = 
K s  J  

1/5 0 

0 I / s  

0 0 

2.6 

where (X,Y) and (x.y) represent the real scene and projected data respectively and Ponhoxy 's a 

representative matrix operator mapping from first to the latter. We note that the scaling factor "s" in these 

relations carries information neither intrinsic to a particular imaging system, nor extfinsic to any imaging 

configuration producing the views, but rather represents an arbiu-ary scale factor with which to interpret 

physical extent as represented. The corresponding formulas for 3-D determination using perspective 

projection are of somewhat greater complexity and their derivation will constitute the bulk of section 2.5. 

We may note, however, that relative to those listed in equation (2.6) formulas describing perspective will, at 

minimum, differ by the introduction of an imaging system-dependent, linear variation in the scaling factor 

"s" with distance from the viewer. By taking "Z" as the distance-from-imager axis, and now using "/' to 

denote the back focal distance (as opposed to the system focal length) of the imager, we can modify the 

lateral relations in (2.6) to incorporate this linear scaling yielding. 
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Izj 

' f  I Z  0 

P = 0 //z * per.xy J ' 
< 0 0 

\ 
2.7 

/ 

The most important consequence of the inclusion of our system and configuration dependent scaling factor, 

is the introduction of a previously absent nonlinear dependence upon distance from the imager to the object 

point. And as a direct result the convenience of position determination using orthographic projection is not 

applicable to interpreting an image in perspective, where two views of a real scene can not be rigorously 

described as orthogonal or normal. 

It will eventually become necessary to store reconstructed spatial information of a 3-D scene in 

such a manner that it is readily available for analysis of the event's evolution in time. It is desirable that this 

information no longer incorporate artifacts specific to the imaging system and configuration, but rather that 

it consist of no more than is necessary and sufficient to describe the 3-D scene. This is when the importance 

of orthographic projection will become evident. The scene information will be stored in the form of an 

orthographic transform. It is imperative to remember that with any system described by the collinear 

mapping operations of equations 2.1 and 2.2, such representation is inherently artificial, however, here the 

intent will be to decouple characteristics of the scene from those of measurement medium. Thus a 

u-ansform, T, will be used to encapsulate the imaging system and configuration characteristics, while the 

scene information can be reduced to a function, f (X,Y,Z), representing a brightness distribution as a 

function of 3-D world coordinates. 

As a final note, a real imaging system can be made to approximate orthographic mapping by 

reducing the angular range for rays passing through the center of projection. More specifically for an 

optical system, it is necessary to reduce the chief ray angle in object space. This can readily be 

accomplished in two ways. By increasing the distance from object to imager to the point at which 

maximum depth variation of the scene produces negligible variation in lateral scale (i.e. AZ/Z « X or Y), 

the effects of perspective can be reduced to sub-resolution extent. Alternatively we can project the center of 
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projection, in this case the entrance pupil, to infinity by designing the imaging system to be telecentric in 

object space, thus rendering all object space chief rays parallel to the optical axis. These are realizable 

configurations, however, the present system is must be highly configuration independent in its performance, 

and will therefore not attempt to make use of such simplifications. 

2.3 The Correspondence Problem 

Before proceeding to the more detailed description of our geometrical mapping, it is necessary to 

point out an important aspect of stereoptic perception commonly referred to as the correspondence problem. 

In any given stereo pair the information is essentially in the form of two independent 2-D frames which 

possess four-dimensional information to be extracted. This is to say that with the information contained in 

these frames, we can reconstruct a chosen event to the extent of determining three spatial degrees of 

freedom through stereo disparity and one temporal degree of freedom, assuming the frames to be correlated 

in time. We must place several constraints on the form of our acquired data in order to make this statement. 

Crucial among these is that determination of point correspondences between left and right images are 

methodologically realizable. The historical approach to achieving a working methodology for this task has 

largely been based on simulation of human stereopsis. In depth studies into human stereopsis (Mayhew. 

1981) have shown that the perception of depth may, in general, be modeled using pattern generation 

algorithms based on low-level point descriptions of a 3-D scene. Furthermore, establishment of the stereo 

correspondences of these "points" from multiple incorrect possibilities, is accomplished by way of global 

stereoptic mechar.isms. One must keep in mind that incorrect possibilities may, for a given point 

correspondence, x all that is available in the data, especially in the case in which a point seen in one view-

is obscured from its stereoptic counterpart. It is in this way, however, that computer modeling of stereopsis 

may be broken into the tasks of deciding on the precise monocular point model to be used in representation 

of the 3-D scene, and the global mechanisms to be used in resolving the ambiguity resulting from the 

multitude of possible local correspondence matches. In computer science and especially in artificial 
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intelligence, one is faced with the task of comprehending the process of stereoptic perception to the extent 

that it may be modeled by computer code. In machine and robotic vision the problem is one in which the 

acquisition system must be capable of capturing 3-D dynamic scene data, and subsequently providing it to 

the computer, or application specific electronics, in a form in which the stereoptic computer model will 

apply. Though this remains a significant area of active research, it is mentioned here merely to punctuate 

it's role in the overall process. For the present system, the matching of point correspondences is 

accomplished through user input, obviating the need for computer simulation of human stereopsis. Thus as 

we proceed with the derivation, we do so under the assumption that the correspondence problem has already 

been solved. 

2.4 T. T', and 3-D Calibration 

So far we have looked at the projection component of an overall geometrical system mapping 

operator, henceforth referred to as T. We now proceed with our development by deriving T's remaining 

components. A calibration procedure will then be designed for establishing the elements of the transform 

matri.x once its form has been determined. Several methodologies of 3-D spatial calibration of stereo 

camera rigs have been developed by photogrammetrists, engineers (Sutherland, 1974), and researchers from 

fields such as psychology (Longuet-Higgins, 1981) and computer science (Hartley, 1994) (Beyer, 1992). 

The specific applications are numerous, including the modeling of human vision and vergence, as well as 3-

D machine vision. The approaches vary both in the way in which the calibration information is gathered 

and the mathematical reduction technique. 

The method described here illustrates the fundamental principles and difficulties characteristic of 

the task at hand. Its approach renders data acquisition a straightforward process that is versatile and 

friendly to future system upgrades. The subsequent data reduction technique is stable, robust, amenable to 

readily available numerical computer algorithms, and also extensible to upgrade. 



In order to be able to reconstruct 3-D values from perspective stereo pair images, a transform is 

calculated for each camera perspective. The process begins by setting up the problem in the forward 

direction, that is as a coordinate transform from 3-D global coordinates to 2-D screen coordinates. The 

forward problem can be expressed in vector form, 

g = Tf 2.8 

in which the f and g are vectors (Appendix A) in the object and image spaces respectively, and T is the 

transform that maps f to g. It is useful to retain an open mind as to the dimensionality of the object vector, 

f. and that of the image vector, g, for reasons that will become clear in subsequent discussion. Using this 

expression to represent a camera in the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System, the vector, f, then represents 

a light intensity distribution in 3-D space. The vector, g, is the corresponding 2-D representation of that 

light intensity distribution as made available to the user through either the video monitor or computer 

screen. T is accordingly an operator which must embody the characteristics of our imaging configuration 

which define the process of mapping f to g. The objective in setting up the forward problem, is to develop a 

method to invert the process performed by the operator, T, thus providing access to f, our original real-

world information. This inversion process will be performed upon g, the data we actually receive from our 

system. Note here that the operator, T, is chosen rather than the usual system transfer function. H, for 

purposes of examining the mapping operation as an isolated issue from the imaging physics in general, 

which must include such phenomena as diffraction. The combined system transfer function is the topic of 

section 2.7. 

In matrix form, and with 3-D to 2-D dimensionality as presently envisioned, T represents the 

geometrical mapping from 3-D object space, to our 2-D screen coordinates. Video processing (Tekalp. 

1995), and computer graphics (Foley et al., 1990) utilize the mathematics of rigid body transforms in 

Cartesian coordinates to represent the spatial position and orientation relationship between an arbitrary 

imaging perspective and the 3-D scene. In the previously described terms of camera perspective, this means 

the position and orientation of the camera axis and center of projection is specified in three rotational and 

three translationai degrees of freedom with respect to the global coordinate frame. Since we are 



representing these transforms as matrix isometrics (Appendix A) the three rotations about the principal axes 

can be cascaded and represented as a single rotation matrix. Similarly, the three translational degrees of 

freedom can be described by a single displacement vector. To, with the subscript. •. added to distinguish the 

translation vectcir from what is being treated here as the overall transform matrix. T. We can now represent 

the total rigid body transform as an overall rotation operation, R, followed by a translation displacement. 

Tq. Here the Cirtesian coordinates, (x, y, z). are referred to as (ui, Ui, U3), representing the original position 

vector, U. with the rotated and displaced vector being U', with its coordinates, (ui'. u^', U3 ' ) .  

RU + Td = U' 2.9 

In this form, our geometric transformations will cause us to fail in our endeavor to create a single rigid-body 

transform matrix operator. The multiplicative rotation operation must be performed separate of the additive 

translation, and the order in which they are performed affects the output vector. We have already seen in 

equations 2.6 and 2.7 that the perspective projection operator, Ppe,. is multiplicative, which allows it to be 

combined with rotation, but not with translation. For this reason the Cartesian point representation will be 

altered to a form developed in the discipline of affine geometry, and referred to as homogeneous 

coordinates (Maxwell, 1959). 

Using homogeneous coordinates we extend the 3-D representation of a point in space to a four 

element vector representation. The additional founh element is referred to as the homogeneous term, and is 

denoted as W. Thus, a point in 3-D Cartesian space, (X,Y,Z), becomes a point in 4-D homogeneous space. 

(X,Y.Z.W). A homogeneous point, (X,Y,Z.W) is equivalently referenced by the family of coordinate 

representations, (X',Y',Z',W'), if one point is a ratio of the other. In other words where, 

X/X' = Y/Y' = Z/Z' = WAV 2.10 

Thus where a Car.esian point is uniformly represented by its three components (X.Y,Z), an infinite set of 

equivalent representations for that point can be constructed in homogeneous coordinates. As a final 

consequence the four homogeneous coordinates cannot all be zero at the same time. Finite X. Y, and Z with 

W equal to zero indicates a point at infinity. 
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The interpretation of the homogeneous representation is that a point in 3-D Cartesian space equates 

to a line through the origin, drawn in 4-D homogeneous space. As equation 2.10 indicates, the same pomt 

can be selected and its components written by selecting a particular W. By dividing a homogeneously 

represented point by its homogeneous coordinate, W. we obtain (X/W, Y/W, Z/W, 1). This representation 

is of particular interest, since the first three vector elements indicated represent the 3-D subspace of our 4-D 

homogeneous space which happens to correspond to our Cartesian representation of the same point. The 

emphasis is on the fact that a 4-D homogeneous coordinate is defining a 3-D point, and can be converted to 

the Cartesian representation of this point at any time simply by selecting the first three vector components 

of the homogeneous representation in which W = 1. 

Now that the coordinate representation for 3-D has been extended to 4-D. we go about rewriting 

the matrix transform components of T. The rotation matrix, R. becomes. 

R = Rx(p)RY(9)Rz(<t>) 

fl 0 0 o' f cosQ 0 sinQ 0^ ^ COJ0 sin(^ 0 0 

0 cosp sinp 0 0 I 0 0 — sin^ COS(^ 0 0 

0 - sinp cosp 0 - sinQ 0 cosQ 0 0 0 I 0 

kO 0 0 h V 0 0 0 h . 0 0 0 I 

2 .11  

bearing remarkable similarity to the original rotation matrix of Appendix A. The translation vector is now 

replaced by a multiplicative matrix, Tq, which is written, 

/1 n n A V \ 

T„ =TD(AX)To(Ay)To(AZ) = 

1 0 0 AX 

0 1 0 Ay 

0 0 I AZ 

0 0 0 1 

2.12 

And we now have created a representation in which it is possible to mathematically combine R and To. as 

well as an arbitrary scaling mauix, S, which will make the change in coordinates from object space to the 

screen more convenient. 
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S = S( Jx )S( Jj. )S(52 ) = 

0 0 0 

0 Sy 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

2.13 

to form a total geometric, 3-D to 3-D, rigid-body transform, which we will refer to as M. For any number 

of cascaded rotations, scalings, and translations. M remains of the form, 

/  - o  \ v \  "ll r5,3 AX 

r S j ,  AY 

r s j ,  AZ 

0 0 0 I 

2.14 

where the upper left 3X3 submatrix is the total rotation and scaling, and the total translation vector is 

represented in the fourth column's first three row elements. 

The component remaining in completion of our total transform, T, is the perspective projection. 

Referring back to perspective projection in section 2.2.1, we designate our coordinates as in Figure 2.7. In 

the Figure we have geometrically reflected the projection plane through the center of projection, O. for the 

sake of being able to compare similar uiangles more easily. In the coordinate representation we see the 

point within object space as f (X,Y.Z,W), and it's perspective projection within the view plane, g(.x.y.w). 

Here the projection plane is detmed parallel to the X-Y plane, and at some finite distance along positive Z. 

If we look closely at this arrangement, we find that in fact, this is equivalent to saying that we have 

projected f (X,Y,Z,W) through the center of projection (which is the system exit pupil) a distance/, equal to 

the back focal distance (bfd in the figure), in order to arrive at the projection plane in which we get the 

projected point, g(x,y,w). Then by similar triangles. 

X 

7 z ' / z 2.15 

which we can represent as the perspective projection matrix. 
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Figure 2.7: Coordinates for Perspective Projection 

which, as shown, performs the projection reduction from three spatial dimensions to two. We can now 

represent our transform matrix. T, 

(  T  T  ' 12 T  ^13 T  ^  ' 14 

T = P p . r x n T o x n s x n R =  T22 T  ^23 T2. 

IT;. T,2 T  '33 T,J 

Having arrived at this representation for T, it is now desirable to develop a method to empirically 

determine its elements through calibration. We thus note that the matrix is comprised of precisely twelve 

independent elements, for which we require twelve linearly independent equations to solve. To go about 

establishing this set of algebraic relations, we look to the overall maxix as it acts upon coordinates from our 

scene. Thus we write out the general form for the mapping operation. 
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' u )  X  (  T  ^11 T n  T  ^  ^14 
( X )  

Y  

g  =  V  y  =  T f  =  
T22 T23 7-24 z 2.18 

J .  T32 7-34 J 
J .  

where we are now explicitly converting to our screen coordinates, (U.V.I), where U will represent the 

horizontal screen coordinate, and V will denote the corresponding vertical coordinate. It is worth writing 

out the equations defined by 2.18. 

+ + + = wu 

7"T| X + TnY + TtjZ + 7̂ 4 = wV 2.19 

Tj, X + TjiK + TjjZ + = vv 

Note that we have set W of equation 2.18 equal to 1. since the initial value of the homogeneous term is our 

choice and. for convenience, we wish for the 3-D global coordinates to be the unsealed Cartesian 

coordinates. Solving for "w" in the last equation and substituting its value back into the first two. we 

obtain. 

(7,, -  T , , U ) X  + (7;, - T , M ) Y  +  ( T , ,  -  T , , U ) Z  +  { T , ,  -  T , , U )  =0 

{ T , , - T , y ) X  +  { T , , - T , , V ) Y  +  { T , , - T , , V ) Z  +  { Z , - T ^ V )  =  0  

It has been shown (Sutherland, 1974) that these equations can be considered to suggest three 

possible approaches, depending upon which elements of the equations are known, and which are not. In the 

order we intend to use these interpretations, the first case is our intent to ascertain the transformation T. the 

second is once the transformations from stereoptic views are known and we wish to use them to estabiisli 

the 3-D position of a point seen in both images, and the third is when we wish to render 3-D world scene 

points onto the 2-D display. 

Determining Elements ofT 

The first case interpretation mentioned above points us in the direction of our calibration. If we 

know the location of several points in 3-D world coordinates. (X,Y.Z.l), and then measure their screen 

positions. (U.V.I), then the equations in 2.20 can be made to represent two equations per measured point, in 
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our twelve unknowns. Thus, with a minimum of six measured points we can construct a set of linearly 

independent algebraic equations which, ideally, should have a unique solution for the elements of our 

transform matrix operator, T. To establish our algebraic set we could write the elements of T as a column 

vector and then write the matrix which maps T to the zero vector. 

Z .  1 0  0 0 0 - u , x ,  - U , Y ,  - t / , z ,  f  T  ^  '11 ' 0 ^  

Y, z .  1 0  0 0 0 - u , x .  - U J .  - u , z .  - ^ 2  Tr. 0 

Z ,  1 0 0 0 0 - u , x .  - U , Y ,  - u , z ,  7-,3 0 

Z 4  1 0  0 0 0 - u , x .  - u , z .  Tu 0 

N Z s  1 0  0 0 0 - u , x ,  - U X  - u , z ,  T 0 

Z .  1 0  0 0 0 -a J. T 0 

0 0 0 0 K Z. 1 - v , x ,  - v , z ,  0 

0 0 0 0 Y, Z 2  1 - v . x .  - v , z .  Tu 0 

0 0 0 0 y, Z3 1 -V3X3 -V3Z3 -^3 Tn 0 

0 0 0 0 K .  Z .  1 - v , z .  T '32 0 

0 0 0 0 n Z5 1 

N
 1 T 

' 3 3  0 

.  0 0 0 0 Z .  1 - v . z .  -^J T \ ' u  J  . O j  

2.21 

where the six fiducial points are indexed from i = 1...6, their homogeneous real world coordinates being (X„ 

Y|. Z,, 1). and their corresponding screen coordinates being (Ui, V„ 1), where U, = x, / w„ and V, = yi / w,. 

Bear in mind that U, and Vj are the coordinates we actually measure on the screen after dividing out the 

homogeneous coordinate, Wj, from the projected coordinates x„ and yj, respectively. Note also that, in 

general, the Wj are distinct to each entered point. We solve this formulation by interpreting the 12 X 12 

matrix as an operator, acting upon the twelve element source vector T, and mapping it to null (see Appendix 

A) of tlie target vector space. We will decompose the mauix into input and output vector bases using 

singular value decomposition (described in the next section), and rely on interpretation of the resulting 

singular values to establish the solution vector. A vector operator mapping a source space vector to null of 

the target vector space dictates that the operator transfer function be zero for all components of the input 
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vector (Barrett et al.. 1991). As will be shown, this indicates that our solution can be found by selecting the 

basis vector corresponding to the singular value equal to zero. 

The question arises of whether the resultant minimum number of selected points, or the selection of 

the points themselves, represents an arbitrary outcome of our derivation. The answer we expect to find is 

no, which in fact, turns out to be the case. In representing the mapping parameters, the transform matrix, T. 

must be provided with a finite set of a priori information. Upon inspection we find that the minimum 

information necessary must be sufficient to unambiguously define the total orientation of the imaging 

system relative to global coordinates. Various schemes to represent these parameters have been devised for 

this very task, some using fundamental principles of normalized mathematical representations (Horn, 1987). 

however, the number of degrees of freedom which must be embodied is methodology independent, and for 

this task, is always equal to six. In the form of T we have just derived, those six degrees of freedom are 

divided up into three rotational and three translational. These quantities represent the position of our center 

of projection, the direction from that point in which the optical a.xis extends, and the orientation about this 

axis of the 2-D target coordinates, all with respect to the global coordinates in 3-D object space. Thus the 

need for a minimum of six independent point inputs is not arbitrary, but rather a consequence of the intrinsic 

number of degrees cf freedom imposed by the nature of our system. Further thought into this issue reveals 

that, in fact, the selected points themselves cannot be arbitrarily chosen. Conceptually the points must be 

selected in 3-D object space in such a way as to be independently discernible when mapped to 2-D, and 

positioned so as to define a minimum of two non-parallel object space planes. Mathematically we find that 

the selection of points must render the null space of the 12 X 12 operator in equation 2.21 to be of unit 

dimensionality. Thus if our singular value decomposition of the matrix produces multiple zero singular 

values, the resultant transform will be underdetermined. 

From this representation, the direct solution we seek is an inverse operator to T, or T*. Given this 

operator we could perform the inverse mapping (see Appendix A) thus: 

T'g = T"'Tf = If= f 2.22 
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where I represents the vector identity matrix. This process, although attractive, is not realizable in the 

general case for several reasons. 

Among them is the issue of noise. Equation 2.8 as written is incomplete, in that it describes a 

measurement vector, g, entirely devoid of a noise component, which is a non-deterministic element present 

in any detection system. Given a summary noise vector component. 2.8 and 2.22 must be rewritten, 

g = Tf + n 

T-'g = T-'(Tf-hn) 

It is readily apparent that given T', the right side of the second equation is not equivalent to the left and. in 

fact, this is an explicit expression of the fact that a true T' does not exist. In addition, the mapping 

operation, T, performs a linear mapping from a vector space of dimension, N, to one of dimension M, in 

which M < N, simply by the fact that we are dealing with a mapping firom three spatial dimensions to two. 

This means that the matrix, T, is not square (as, in fact, we have already discovered) and thus again, T' 

cannot exist. Constraining the discussion to the relevant spatial dimension representation, this is simply 

saying that the forward operation of T operating on f, maps our 3-D space onto our 2-D computer screen, 

forming the new vector, g, and discarding dimensional information about f, for which no inverse operator 

exists to restore. This naturally introduces the topic of how to recover our 3-D information 

Locating Points in 3-D 

While we have determined that an explicit inverse, T', does not exist, we still may ask what 

happens if we simply reverse the mapping procedure, by interpreting the equations in 2.20 after inserting 

the known values of T. A point selected in an image will have the measured screen values, which we can 

insert as U and V, which gives us two equations of the form. 

a , X  b , Y  +  c . Z  +  d .  = 0 
2.24 

a^X + b^Y -t-c,Z -t-(i, = 0 

with. 
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a, =  T  
•'ii - T , , U  a. - T , y  

b x  

11
 

- T , M  ~ T , . V  

- T , , U  ^2 = 7-33 
-

d z  
= T.., - T ^ V  

Now these equations clearly define planes in the 3-D object space (Boas, 1983) on which our point must lie. 

In fact it is the case that the first equation in 2.24 is a plane containing the object space point, the center of 

projection, and the image space line defined by the U coordinate. Therefore, this plane is parallel to the V 

coordinate axis. Likewise the second equation in 2.24 defines a plane containing the same object space 

point, the center of projection, and the image space line defined by the V coordinate, and is perpendicular to 

the first plane, and parallel to the U axis. Thus we can imagine that the intersection of these two planes 

defines a ray connecting the 3-D object point, through the center of projection, to the 2-D image of that 

point. 

We have now come full circle in describing a monocular imager's dimension reducing effect in 

mapping from object to image space. Where the loss of one of our spatial dimensions has, up to now. only 

been vaguely defined, it now has explicit form, and establishes that what has been lost, rendering T 

uninvertible. is the unique location along the newly determined ray in which our point resides. Thus the 

forward mapping 3-D to 2-D process is point-to-point deterministic, while the reverse process produces a 

family of solutions, for which additional information is required prior to further determination. This 

information will, as expected, be provided by the second image in the stereo pair. 

Epipolar Planes and Lines 

Returning to our present interpretation of equation 2.20 as indicated in equations 2.24. we see that 

f.'.c lcn:pcra"y (-uuciaicd stereo imagers with angularly separated lines-of-sight would be represented by 

two distinct transform matrices, Tr and Tl- Here for the sake of illustration we have assumed that the 

angular separation is horizontal, producing a right and left image (represented by the transforms, Tr and Tl, 

respectively), but the separation can, in general, be taken as along any axis that does not produce collinear 
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imaging lines-of-sight. The actual angle between the imagers will undoubtedly have an effect on the 

magnitude of measured stereo disparity created for our measurement of depth, however, closer scrutiny of 

this effect will be deferred to section 2.7. In the preceding development we have thus far located a point in 

3-D space, which we will call P(X,Y,Z), in one of the images, say the right image. We will refer to the right 

image of P(X,Y,Z) as Pr(Ur,Vr) and, likewise, Pl(Ul,V j for the left image of the same point. Thus we 

have established a "ray", or more formally, a degeneracy of 3-D solutions, connecting P(X.Y.Z) to the 

center of projection of our right imager. Seen through the alternate, or left imager, this "ray" will appear as 

a line more or less horizontally extending through the field of view (assuming the point selected in the right 

image is within the field of view of the left imager). What we can say about this line is that it represents a 

family of rays connecting our original ray to the center of projection of the left imager, all of which 

represent possible solutions to the 3-D point being sought, P(X,Y,Z). The one ray from the right image, and 

the family of rays from the left are all coplanar, with the plane they define being referred to as the epipolar 

plane. The line seen in the left image (resulting from the original ray through P(X,Y,Z) and the center of 

curvature of the right imager) is known as the epipolar line (Tekalp, 1995). Specifically, an epipolar plane 

is defined by the centers of projection of our two imagers, and a common 3-D object point. Figure 2.8 

illustrates the epipolar geometry. 
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PCXYZ) 

\ 

Left [noge Right Image 

Figure 2.8: Epipolar Planes and Lines 

Points Cl and Cr represent the left and right imagers' centers 
of projection respectively. The ray was established by the image of 

P(XYZ) in the right image, rendering the epipolar line in the left, 
as shown. The epipolar plane contains the epipolar line, P(XYZ), 

Pr(Ur,Vr). Pl(Ul,Vl), and both imaging centers of projection. 

It should be noted that in the figure the epipolar line is shown as existing only in the left image, however, 

for any given P(X,Y.Z), epipolar lines are defined in both images, corresponding to each image plane's 

intersection with the epipolar plane. The utility of the epipolar line is that, provided both cameras are 

perfectly calibrated, having exact Tr and Tl, the point selected in one of two stereo images will be 

constrained to the corresponding epipolar line in the other image, reducing the correspondence problem of 

section 2.3 to a unit-dimensional unknown. If, however, the elements of our two transforms are not 

precisely correct, P(X,Y,Z) will not necessarily be confined to the derived epipolar line, and a question 

remains as to what has been accomplished. To arrive at an answer, it is insuiiclive to first return to the 

algebraic relations established in equations 2.24. 

Obtaining the point's right image and left image coordinates, (Ur, Vr) and (Ul, VJ, respectively, 

we form four equations in the three remaining unknowns. 
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+b^i^Y + C2/1Z 'I'^Tji ~ ^ 

a j i _ X  +  b j ^ y  +  C j ^ Z  +  = 0  

c i i ^ X  +  b ^  ̂ Y  +  C i [ ^ Z  +  d - , ^  = 0  

which we again represent as a matrix operation. 

^ \ R  ^ I R  d ^ R '  ' ^ 1  

^ 2 R  ^ I R  Y  0 

^ I L  d , L  Z  0 

\ P - 2 L  ^ 2 L  ^ 2 1  > .0. 

such that, as with equation 2.21, the singular value decomposition of the matrix operator will provide the 

source and target bases, of which a singular value of zero will correspond to the vector solution we seek. 

The coefficients in the equations 2.25 will contain elements of additive noise caused by imperfect 

transforms, Tr and Tl, and even imperfect point measurements, (Ur, Vr) and (Ul, VJ. Even in the event 

that the noise from these sources is either negligible or zero, the problem remains that equations 2.25 are 

four equations in three unknowns, rendering the matrix operator in equation 2.26 overdetermined. An 

overdetermined set of linearly independent equations is, by definition, devoid of solution, but this doesn't 

mean there isn't some solution which would be of value. We can clearly see this by the fact that arbitrary 

elimination of one of the four equations in 2.25 will leave three equations in the same unknowns, for which 

we can, with fair confidence, expect to achieve a viable solution. However, elimination of one of these 

equations is precisely equivalent to throwing out one of the four measured values, (Ur, Vr) and (Ul, Vl). a 

dubious procedure at best. The decision to model the relations as matrix operators and use singular value 

decomposition to solve them provides, as will be discussed in section 2.5, a highly desirable mathematical 

compromise. In fact, this procedure will use all the information acquired about each point, and render a 

solution to the intractable matrix, 2.26 which represents the best "pseudo" solution in the least squares, 

minimum norm sense. 
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Rendering 3-D Points in 2-D 

In essence the third and final interpretation of the equations in 2.20 is the least interesting, since it 

represents the use of the transform T. in the forward direction. Thus knowing the elements of the transform, 

and the 4-D homogeneous coordinates of a 3-D point, (X, Y, Z, 1). we can solve 2.20 for the mapped screen 

coordinates, (U, V, I), 

T,,X + T,.Y+T,,Z + T,, 

~ T , ^ X  +  T , J  +  T , , Z  +  T ^  

As anticipated, this forward use of the u-ansform is point-to-point deterministic, and, to the extent that 

elements of the transform are accurately determined, yields true results. This sharply contrasts the situation 

in equations 2.21 and 2.25 because, in equation 2.27, real existence of the vector solution, (U,V, 1), is not at 

issue, and is therefore unaffected by the accuracy of the determination of T's elements. 

2.5 Singular Value Decomposition 

At several points during the derivation of the mapping operator and its inversion process, reference 

has been made to the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique to be used in achieving a viable 

solution. Here we will review the salient features of this technique as they apply to operators of immediate 

interest. The intent is an introduction to the technique sufficient to provide insight into both the reason for 

its selection as a solution generator, as well as the quality of solution it provides. The notation and 

formalism used in this section are outlined in Appendix A. 

As was implied and, indeed, as has thus far turned out to be the case in this particular situation, an 

imaging system can be described in terms of a linear operator, which perform a mapping from continuous 

real space of generally infinite dimensionality, 91", to the discrete real space, 3?'^'. .\s in equation 2.8. but 

now with the more general imaging operator. H, we write this operation as. 
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g = Hf 2.28 

Although the object vector, f, can indeed be considered to be both continuous and of infinite dimension, it is 

often practical to limit our attention to a subset vector space more appropriate to the imaging system at 

hand. We can justify this approach by way of an example. If the system is designed as a consumer video 

camera, it is not necessary to consider spatial frequencies in f sufficient to describe microscopic structure, 

as these would certainly fall outside of the system transfer function, thus being systematically suppressed 

and, therefore, absent in the data vector, g. To that extent, we can reduce our model of object space to 

spatial frequencies below such limits without it having a measurable effect on the accuracy of our 

representative imaging operator. As is the case of our mapping operator, T, however, it is inadvisable to 

ignore the object space dimensionality to the extent of reducing it to that of the image space. It is sufficient 

to say that our object subspace of interest will be of finite dimensionality, N, where in general, N > M. 

We define the object vector, f, in the real N-dimensional space, U'^, and the image space vector, g, 

in the real M-dimensional space. V"^, and the M X N operator, H, which maps the vector space, U^. to the 

vector space. V'^'. From A. 13 we write the component form of the mapping of the vector, f. from our finite 

subset object space, U^. to the vector, g, in the image space V^'. 

Here H is the maunx we wish to decompose, but the technique is generally applicable to any linear vector 

mapping, with present emphasis on the ones constructed in equations 2.21 and 2.26. In those cases the 

matrix operator appears square, with M = N, but closer inspection will reveal that, in fact, they are both 

singular, meaning that their square dimensionality is greater than their rank, as described in Appendix A. 

The significant commonality in these cases is the lack of a urue inverse operator. 

SVD is a highly applicable technique by which a spectral decomposition of a non-square linear 

operator. H, can be performed. We begin by forming two new operators from H, and it's conjugate 

tfanspose, H^, namely, and HH*. As H is M X N, we find that the new operators are square, with 

H*H, being N X N. and mapping the domain of H, U^, to itself, and being M X M, mapping the range 

m = 1.2 M 2.29 
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of H. V^', to itself. Knowing nothing more about the nature of the linear operator. H, we can already assert 

that these two new operators are both Hermitian, 

(u„, H*Hu„) = (Hu„„ Hu„) = u„) 2.30 

(v„, HHV„) = (HV„, H'u„) = v„) 

and their resultantly real (Appendix A) eigenvalues are furthermore nonnegative, 

(u, iTHu) = miull- = (Hu, Hu) = IIHull" = llHu||-/||u||- 2.31 

(V, HHV) = vl|v||- = (HV, H\) = llHVli- v = ||HV||-/l|v||-

and the eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal, 

Vm ^ n. 

H HUn) " (H HUm, Un) ~ ''n) ~ ^n) ~ 0 2.32 

(^itw HH V|,) - (HH Hutf Iln) — Vn(Vm, V^) - V[n(V|„, V^) (V^j - Vi|,)(Vm, Vn) — 0 

• '(Um* Un) — (Vnij V^) = 0 

by construction. Thus merely by inspection, we see that these newly formed operators will have 

eigenvector bases for which the corresponding eigenvalues will be both real and positive. 

These relationships in mind, we next set up and solve the eigenvector/eigenvalue equations for the 

operator. thus 

= 2.33 

where tin is the n"** eigenvalue of the operator, H^H, acting on the n"*" eigenvector, u„, of the space. U'^. 

Because the operator is Hermitian. the eigenvectors, can be selected so as to form a complete, 

orthonormal basis set. 

Having found the eigenvectors and eigenvalues spanning the range and domain of H^H, we can 

now use these results in solving for the corresponding eigenvector/eigenvalue equations, 

HHVn = v„v„ 2.34 

by simply acting on both sides of equation 2.33 with the operator, H. 

HH'Hun = ^„Hu„ 2.35 



which, after vector normalization, gives us the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of in terms of the 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues of 

v„ = n„'^-Hu„ 2.36 

The eigenvalues can thus be written, 

HHV„ = n...v„ 2.37 

which tells us that, in fact, the eigenvalue spectrum. is common to both of the new operators. Once we 

have the eigenvalue spectrum, and using the basis vectors, we can construct representations for H^H. HH'. 

and finally H and H'. in analogous fashion to the spectral decomposition described in Appendix A. 

R 

H'H = X "nu'n 2.38 
n=i 

R  

n=I 

R  

H = X  2 . 4 0  
n=l 

R  

2.41 
n=l 

where we have taken each surmnation to the rank of H, namely, R, rather than include the indices beyond R 

extending to N or M. In the cases we are trying to solve, N > M > R. We can so limit our summations 

knowing that the eigenvalue, |i„, corresponding to indices, n > R, will be zero, meaning that the eigenvectors 

corresponding to these eigenvalues, commonly referred to as null functions (Barrett et al., 1991) (see also 

Appendix A), are mapped to null of the target vector space, and therefore, have no measurable effect there. 

The utility we seek from SVD, and at which we have just arrived, is the ability to construct our 

forward operator, H, in terms of orthonormal matrices consisting of complete basis vector sets of source 

and target spaces, times a diagonal matrix consisting of the transfer eigenvalues between the two. 

Additionally we now can obtain a pseudo-inverse to a matrix operator with no existing literal inverse. From 
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equation 2.40, we see that we can form a pseudo-inverse, named the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, here 

denoted by H"^, as, 

R 

i r = X  ^ n ' ^ U n V ' n  2 . 4 2  
« = l 

which will always exist. Note that the limitation of the summation to indices at or below R is now 

mandatory, in that inclusion of singular values. |i„, equal to zero will drive die sum to infinity. Now, using 

our vector bases for the source space, g, and target space, f, which were established in equations 2.33 and 

2.35, we can write expansions for vectors in either space. 

.V 

n=l 

.V/ 

g = X -
n=I 

and use the forward operator representation. 

: V  R  . V  R  

Hf = ^ a„ Hu„ = ^ ^ a„(0)v„ = ^ = g 2.45 
n = I /i = l n=R n = l 

pn = . for n < R. and Pn = 0 since = 0 for n > R. Thus we have reduced the mau-ix 

multiplication operation to a series of scalar multiplications, justifying the statement that the 

eigenvector/eigenvalue spectrum of the operator represents a complete description of the system. 

The last point to be addressed here is the accuracy with which our pseudo-inverse operator, H*. 

actually inverts the forward process. In our problems, we have already indicated that the forward mapping 

process of interest is one-to-one deterministic, while the inverse process will, at best, generate a family of 

solutions. In this view, we would like to determine a way of selecting the inverting operator which yields 

some form of optimal solution vector from this set. We can express the action of the pseudo-inversion 

process using equations 2.42 and 2.44, 

R  

H"g = X Pntln""'u„ = f„, 2.46 
/t=l 
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where we use to indicate that the inversion process will indeed give us only one vector solution from the 

family of possible solutions, however, this solution must be considered an estimate of the original object 

vector, f. By icnowing our data vector, g, and our pseudo-inverted object vector, f^t, we can measure our 

accuracy by using the forward operator. H, on the estimated object, and then comparing this vector to g. 

The criterion by which the quality of our pseudo-inversion process excels lies in that the difference squared 

between these two vectors is minimized, yielding the so called "least squares" solution to our problem. 

This is the result of the fact that the null space (see Appendix A) components of fesi have been 

systematically taken as zero, selecting the minimum norm solution from our family of possible solution 

vectors. 

2.6 Data Acquisition and Event Reconstruction 

The mathematical framework having now been generated, there remains the issue of acquiring the 

data in such a way as to match our newly derived framework for the subsequent event reconstruction. At 

this point it is worthwhile to recap the a priori information which we will have previously acquired by way 

of calibration. Figure 2.9 is an illustration of an example block used in monocular calibration. 

II g - Hfes, II' = LS minimum 2.47 

Y 

Figure 2.9: Sample Calibration Block 
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Axes labeled X. Y, and Z, in this figure denote the selected world coordinate axes from which all camera 

mapping transforms Tj. (i = I... 16), will be derived. In this form the calibration block is a subset of a 

uniform grid in two dimensions. This example is chosen such that the sections lie in the XY and YZ planes, 

with the right-handed direction axes and first few coordinates shown. This particular arrangement does not 

indicate a rigidly required configuration. What we do require (as described in the subsection. Determining 

Elements ofT. of section 2.4) is that, for each camera view, six points must be separately quantified in X. 

Y. Z, U. and V, and that funhermore, these points define, at minimum, any two nonparallel planes. 

The calibration complete, and T's elements determined, we proceed to a general description of the 

configuration in which the event will be acquired. The cameras are similarly numbered in the right and left 

banks as shown in Figure 2.10. This figure also schematically illustrates the angled camera banks observing 

the time-varying 3-D spatial light intensity distribution, or, event. 

Left Bank Right Bank 

Lef t  Bank  Righ t  Bank  

Figure 2.10: Camera Positioning 



The acquisition of the event, which we denote by f (X.Y.Z.t). proceeds with right and left bank cameras of 

like index acquiring images simultaneously. Sequentially indexed pairs acquire, likewise, at subsequent 

times. Each camera is individually set for t,nt, and also for the precise delay from the initiation of 

acquisition. The individual camera images, integration times, and delays are all recorded to be later used as 

reconstruction data. 

Once the calibrations and data images are acquired, the epipoles may be calculated for each 

mutually identifiable point, and the point correspondence summarily determined. Point data may then be 

tabulated with the coordinates, (X,Y,Z,t), of each point represented in the form of a 3-D orthographic 

representation of the event f (X,Y,Z,t) taken at a particular time, t. It is noteworthy that at this point, the 

data will no longer possess any perspective information, as these characteristics are intrinsic to the camera 

alignment and configuration, but extrinsic to the event data relative to global 3-D coordinates and time. 

One of the principal reasons for deriving the sum geometric transform operator, T, as an isolated entity, is 

so that the camera characteristics and event characteristics can be so isolated from each other. This gives us 

the freedom, once the point data has been tabulated, of replaying it through an arbitrary camera perspective, 

by simply deriving and then applying the appropriate transform. This means that the data can be displayed 

through a continuum of alignment configurations that includes camera perspectives which did not exist at 

the time of acquisition. And since in section 2.4 we derived T through use of cascaded sub-operators, as 

defined in equations 2.11 through 2.17, establishment of the arbitrary transform is simply a matter plug-in 

derivation, based on the orientation of the desired point of view. 
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2.7 Theoretical Resolution 

We have thus far derived the system as summed up by the flow chart of Figure 2.11. 

fCX.Y.Z.t) objpc-t 

\ TR 

1 1 

• ^ f o r w o r d  s y s t e n  

1 1 
g^cUV) g|_<U,V) .--systen output 

N ^ 
Corresponcieoce 

U . V , U n V  

h u n o n  i n p u i  

reverse systen 

Ob iec"t estinote 

Figure 2.11: System Row Chart 

The forward system constitutes the data acquisition on a frame-by-frame basis, in which the forward 

transforms Tr and Tl are applied to the real scene f(X.Y,Z,t). rendering the system output data in the form 

of gR(U.V) and gL(U.V). User input is introduced in order to solve the correspondence problem, further 

reducing the data to sets of 4-D representations for 3-D points. Upon these 4-D vectors we apply a 

systematic inversion to reach the estimate of f, here called f . This data is then combined with the 

acquisition time component, t, and this gives us our 3-D snapshot into the 4-D function. It is now logical to 

investigate the degree to which our reconstruction can be expected to perform. The process following the 

human input in the flow chart is essentially deterministic, and, other than computational rounding errors, 

can be neglected in terms of contribution to resolution. The human input phase has been treated here as an 

external factor to system resolution since, as discussed in section 2.3, we have considered the 

correspondence problem already solved. Thus in evaluating system resolution, which we interpret as the 

quality of the estimate vector, f . we limit our attention to the accuracy of the forward system output 
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vectors. gL(U.V) and gR(U.V). Here we are interested in the resolution capabilities of the individual 

cameras producing these data vectors. These analyses will result in an interpretation of 2-D resolution cells 

within which subsized detail will be averaged, and therefore, lost. As a note, these 2-D cells must take into 

account image blur due to object motion during the period of integration, tjm. These resolution areas can 

then be mapped back to object space and stereoptically combined to yield a description for 3-D resolution 

volumes, or voxels, within which volume detail will be averaged in time and space. 

In section 2.4 the description of the system as performing a coordinate transform was introduced, 

and that transform, T, subsequently defined. In this section we address the fact that T is not an entire 

description of the process performed by our system. Thus thorough knowledge of T's characteristics is only 

a preliminary step toward a full system description, replete with an analytical tool for predicting resolution. 

Since this is a linear system, a more precise description may be realized by describing the overall system 

output as a convolution (Gaskill. 1978) with the system's point spread function (PSFO. The PSF, which we 

denote here by h, is, by way of Fourier transform, equivalent to the system transfer function, H, which is 

entire in terms of system characterization. We represent the Fourier u-ansform, F(^, tj), of a function,/(x,y). 

and its inverse as. 

in which the spatial frequencies in x and y are represented by q and r| respectively. We intend to use the 

duality between h and H to define the resolution of the system as a whole. Since this is a commonly 

employed method for studying imaging systems, we begin by representing a 2-D convolution with the 

system PSF, 

2.48 
F n ) = Jj f ( X ,  y )e 

f ( X. y ) = JJ F (^. ri )e 
2  .  y n  )  

d X d y 

d ^ d T i  

JJ f(x',y') h(x-x'. y-y') dx'dy' 

= f(x,y) ** h(x,y) 

2.49 
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where the symbol. **, in the latter expression is an abbreviated notation for 2-D convolution. An important 

assumption being employed here is that the "scene" represented by f(x,y) is two-dimensional, an assumption 

which we already know, must eventually be discarded. In fact, the object space of an imaging system for 

which this convolution operation is usually written is more generally 4-D in space and lime. The neglected 

treatments of the third spatial and time dimensions are simplifying approximauons. Blurring due to defocus 

is ignored with the assumption that the object region described by f(x,yj is contained within the object-

space plane of focus of the camera. Time considerations are neglected by treating the object as fixed 

during the time of acquisition. In fact, we can safely apply neither constraint to our PSF. however, we will 

employ equation 2.49 here as a starting point for our resolution analysis. The hope is that the additional 

artifacts present when considering the more general form for PSF will be somehow separable into effects 

which are able to be independently evaluated, and subsequently cascaded. By Fourier transform, we rewrite 

2.49 as a spectral equation, 

G{4.ti) = F(^.ri)H(^,ri) 2.50 

in which G(q,ri), F(^,ri). and H(^,ri) represent the respective Fourier transforms of g(x.y). f(x.y). and the 

point spread function h(x,y). Thus H(^,r|) is the system u-ansfer function we seek. We can separate H(q.r|) 

into components due to effects of the lens. Hl, and the CCD array, H^. We begin with the transfer function 

of the array. 

Array Transfer Function 

A correct conceptual understanding of the function of a CCD array is essential prior to writing 

down its representative spatial frequency u-ansfer function. We begin by recognizing that the pixel is the 

elemental detector unit for the array, and its function is to return a value representative of the image-plane 

irradiance, I(x,y), averaged over the area of the pixel at that location. In other words, at any position from 

which I(x,y) is measured using a pixel as the detector, the pixel performs a spatial integration of the image-

plane irradiance for all points within its extent, resulting in a smoothing of I(x.y). We can mathematically 

represent this functionality. 
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/ I l ( a .  b  } d a d b  

->51 
'  Av.ra,y) = ' 

=  I I  / ( a ,  b )  

p t x r l  

f  a  -  X  b  -  V  ^  
r e c t i  d a d  b  

Iw 

where lAvcragc(x-y) is the averaged output of a pixel located at coordinates x and y. The first equation in 2.51 

calculates lAvcnigc(x,y) as a 2-D integral of I(x,y) over the length and width of the pixel, which is then scaled 

through division by the pixel area, Ap„e|. In the second equation a normalized and shifted rect function is 

employed to bound the pixel, eliminating all contributions of I(x,y) which are external to that pixel, and 

allowing the 2-D integral to go unbounded. Although these representations are mathematically equivalent, 

the second equation in 2.51 is particularly significant, in that it shows that a pixel performs a convolution of 

I(x,y) with a normalized and shifted 2-D rect function, whjse dimensions are defined by the pixel's length 

and width, denoted respectively as / and w, and whose shift is defined by the particular pixel's location, 

(x.y). 

After the pixel convolution, the resultant smoothed irradiance distribution represented by 

lAvenge( x-y) 's Still a Spatially continuous function. In order to complete our description of the CCD array we 

must now incorporate spatial sampling. The sampling can be represented as a multiplication of lAvcragc('^-y) 

with a 2-D comb function whose spacings correspond to the center-to-center spacings of the pixels in the 

array. This sampling is then bounded by multiplication with a 2-D rect function whose edges represent the 

boundaries of the CCD's active area. The length and width values for the Sony ICX038BLA are 

summarized thus (Sony, 1994), 

W = 7.95 mm 
L = 6.45 mm 
w = 8.4 p.m 

/ = 9.8 nm 

where the capital W and L represent the width and length of the overall array, while L'-e lower case w and 1. 

as before, represent the dimensions of one pixel. If we call the final CCD array output Iccd(i^'V), we may 

write. 
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where the discrete measurements are now denoted by indices, u and v. along the x and y directions 

respectively. Here we have assumed a pixel fill-factor of 100%, so that the pixel dimensions and center-to-

center spacings are the same. The item to recognize in equation 2.52 is that the array must be looked upon 

as a convolution with an impulse response, which we'll denote as hp,,ei, followed by a sampling operation. 

The multiplication with the comb(x/w, y/[) and rect(x/W, y/L) will determine the nature of information lost 

through sampling, while the rectCx/w, y/[) is, in fact, the CCD's impulse response, and it determines the 

transfer function capabilities of the array as defined by the pixel. Thus the transfer function we seek. Ha. is 

the Fourier transform of hpj,ei, given by 

HA(^,ri) = F{ hp„ci } = F{ (l//w)rect(x/w. y / [ )  } = sin(witO sinpTm) ^ /ti) 2.53 
W T t ^  I T I T I  

Given the pixel dimensions we see that the first zeros of the transfer function for spatial frequencies in the x 

and y directions respectively are given by 

= l/w = 119 Ip/mm 2.54 
rj^ = 1// = 102 Ip/mm 

These numbers represent the image-space spatial frequencies below which we can expect an absence of 

phase distortion, which would be accompanied by such undesirable effects as contrast reversal and general 

degradation of image quality. A 1-D slice through the 2-D function, H^, is shown in Figure 2.12. The 

functional form is scaled, but otherwise equivalent along the ^ or ri spatial frequency axes. The vertical 

axis represents the normalized transfer of modulation for a given frequency, with the maximum distortion-

free frequencies of equation 2.54 labeled as cutoff frequencies. As a note, the "cutoff frequency" label in 

Figure 2.12 does not refer to the minimum frequency above which the modulus of the transfer function 

remains zero, but rather the frequency at which the modulus goes to zero for the first time, and in this way 

its usage represents a departure from the standard definition. 
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cutof^^ frequency 
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spo't;ol -frequency 

Figure 2.12: Array Transfer Function 

Lens Transfer Function 

Tlie lens PSF, hu is often interpreted in terms of the Rayleigh crilerion (Bom and Wolfe, 1980). 

which determines the system cutoff frequency based on the size of the diffraction blur on the image plane. 

We can interpret this limit based on the calculation of the lens optical transfer function (OTF). which we 

will denote here by Hl- By way of complex autocorrelation of the pupil function, p(r/d), we have 

hL( r )  =  F (  H l ) = F{p(r/d) •• p*(r/d)| = !!_(  ̂

4  I  A F  / #  
V '>.' 'TT J 

where the symbol, ••, is used to represent the 2-D complex autocorrelation operation, the F{} represents 

2-D Fourier transform, p(r/d) is the one-zero pupil function, and Ji is the first order Bessel function of the 

first kind, and F/# represents the system f-number equal to the focal length. /, divided by the stop diameter, 

d. Due to the formulation's symmetry we have also reinterpreted x,y coordinates in terms of the polar 

coordinates r. and 9, where r =-J X' +y". The cutoff frequency of Hl, Pc in polar frequency space, is then. 

p ,  =  l > J ^ / # l '  2 . 5 6  

The system lenses will be used with an F/# (focal length divided by pupil diameter, D) range of 4 to 5.6. 

Inserting these values, along with a cenural illumination wavelength of 500 nm. we arrive at a cutoff 

frequency from equation 2.56 of greater than 300 line pairs per millimeter (Ip/mm). As p is decreased, the 

2 J ,  
;rr 

A F / #  2.55 
T T T  

3 n /a 
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cylindrical pupil autocorrelation in equation 2.55 will yield a nearly linearly increasing transfer function 

coefficient, normalized to one at p = 0. 

Here we make the first extension from our interpretation in terms of spatial 2-D to the more 

general 3-D. The presently derived PSF will be valid in the object-space conjugate to the focal plane of the 

lens. Depth variations in the object will introduce lens defocus. The defocusing of the lens will increase 

the size of the image blur. By equation 2.55, the diameter of the in-focus PSF is given by the first zero 

crossing of huCr), which is found by 

to be approximately 3 microns. This means that at the diffi^ction limit, the lens is effectively not part of 

the system transfer function, because the blur fits entirely within one pixel on the CCD array. This in mind 

we can use the spacing of the CCD pixels to establish an upper limit to the acceptable resolution blur. As 

shown in Figure 2.13. in which the focused spot and maximum defocused blur are both depicted over a 

pixel site, we can assert that the system transfer function is dominated by the character of the array transfer 

function as long as the defocused blur does not exceed the size at which it inscribes one pixel site. This is 

roughly the point at which the cutoff frequency imposed by the image blur will equal that imposed by the 

pixel transfer function, a limit set by the CCD and which we cannot improve upon. Beyond this amount of 

defocus, and using a geometric limit interpretation, we will see an approximately linear decrease in cutoff 

frequency with increasing defocus blur size. 

2.44XP/# 2.57 

iHoge blur witn no defocus 
j-pixel inscribed within blur 

9.8 nicrons 

L 

»-8.4 riicrons 

Figure 2.13: Image Blur on CCD 
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Using the CCD's actual pixel values specified in the figure, we arrive at a maximum allowable defocus blur 

of approximately 12.9 microns. Using geometrical arguments based on the lens F/#, along with this 

maximum acceptable defocused blur diameter. Dwur = 12.9tim, we calculate the depth-of-focus in image 

space using similar triangles. 

= f/Dpupii — Lholf-focus^^blur • • ^dcpUiKif-focus ~ 2(Db|ijr)(f^^) 2.58 

with relevant quantities illustrated in Figure 2.14. in which the image space planes corresponding to the 

maximum allowable range of defocus (depth-of-focus) are labeled A and B. Thus we see that depth-of-

focus depends solely on the image space F/#, giving us a range of .1mm (at F/4) to .15mm (at F/5.6). 

plQri€> of besi -focus 

Figure 2.14: Geometric Depth-of-Focus 

The corresponding depth-of-field in object space will be the distance between the planes conjugate to A and 

B, namely A' and B' respectively. Since the depth-of-field is. by definition, in object space, we will denote 

it's extent as AO. Then using equation 2.3 and solving for the object distance. O, we can write, 

f i  
o = — 

•f (' ^half - focus ) ^half -focus ) 
A 0  =  0 ^ . - 0 g . = 0 _ - 0 ^ = - ^ ,  7  2 . 6 0  

' ^hatf -focus f  ^half-focus ^ 
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which simplifies lo. 

A O  =  -  = -; 2.61 

( / - / ) •  -  ( / - / ) •  - (.Kjm' 

To get a feel for the distances implied in these expressions for the present system, we tabulate a few of the 

extrema for an imager to event distance of 20 feet or 6,096mm, which represents a typical value. Tabulated 

distances are in millimeters. 

F/# / A; I: LHenlh-of-fociis 

4 70 6,492 5.748 744 

4 210 6,095 6,057 38 

5.6 70 6,683 5,607 1.076 

5.6 210 6.153 6.040 1 1 3  

This table shows the depth-of-field varying in the extremes from 1.5 inches all the way out to 3.5 feet. 

Typically the width of our field-of-view is on the order of 1 foot, and focal depth requirements will be of the 

same order. This means that there will be an operational range within which the depth-of-tleld will be 

sufficient to estimate resolution as described in equations 2.54. 

Beyond this range of defocus, we can say that the lens transfer function will begin to limit the 

cutoff frequency, and well beyond this range, it will dominate entirely over that of the array in terms of 

limiting the system resolution. In the range where their maximum distortion-free frequencies are 

approximately equal, it is necessary to cascade the effects of the two in order to arrive at a realistic total 

transfer function, Hs, 

Hs(^,n) = 2.62 
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Effects of Motion and t,„, 

Because this system is intended for use in high-speed acquisition, it would be incomplete to 

discuss resolution without addressing the effects of motion blur. The cameras may have independent t,n,'s. 

and the effect of motion degradation during acquisition will therefore be individually dependent upon the 

particular integration setting, as well as the velocities present in the event for the particular imager. The 

effect of temporal averaging upon a 2-D optical transfer function is a non-trivial subject, albeit one which 

has been addressed in some detail (Shack, 1964). The referenced treatment establishes a cascaded transfer 

function consisting of lens. film, and motion transfer functions. The transfer function for image motion 

may. for the present case, be somewhat simplified by recognizing that a given captured frame of a high

speed event will possess almost entirely constant linear motion. The point spread function can then be 

expressed in terms of the velocity in the image, •u, here expressed as. 

where time derivatives are taken for motion in the u and v directions (horizontal and vertical, respectively) 

to determine the overall motion vector. In this construct, it is apparent that the point spread function, which 

wc will denote by hviCu.v; tj„,), will be a straight line, whose height is the inverse of the velocity, u, and 

whose length, /, and direction are given by the velocity vector times the integration period, t.m. The motion 

PSF is illustrated in Figure 2.15. 

2.63 

h<u.v,t^ 

V 

l/U 

Figure 2.15; Motion PSF 
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It should be noted that we have taken advantage of a great simplification provided by our system 

technology. We approximate the response of the camera to be unity during the period of integration, and 

zero at other times. In general, tim would represent a more complex function, such as a shutter opening and 

closing, which would cause a time-varying transfer function of the pupil of the system. For this ca.se. 

however, we can evaluate the spectrum of this PSF by Fourier transform which gives us the transfer 

function Hm(4' v). illustrated in Figure 2.16. 

In die figure we can see that the we have taken the spatial Fourier transform of a rectangle along the 

direction of motion, with negligible width in the perpendicular direction (see Figure 2.15). This has the 

effect of rendering a sine function, (sin(;rp)), along the frequency direction corresponding to the spatial 

extent of the rectangle, with a constant value along the perpendicular direction. The net effect is that there 

is a loss of spatial frequency information along the direction of motion smear, whose first zero passing (a 

fair approximation to a cutoff frequency), is given by the inverse of the product utin,. Thus minimizing 

the effects of motion blur requires that we maintain sufficiently short ti„, so as to keep the product, utim, well 

below the spacing of details we wish to reconstruct. 

H(£,"niv:) 

Figure 2.16: Motion Transfer Function 
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Stereo Resolution 

From this point on we make the reasonable approximation that the operational resolution will be 

defined by equations 2.54 or 2.62. This is governed by the assumptions that the motion PSF has been 

limited by sufficiently short tm, so as to not be of issue, and that we are in an operating configuration with 

acceptable depth-of-field. When these assumptions break down, the PSF can no longer be approximated as 

shift-invariant, and resolution cannot be evaluated using the accompanying simplifications, however, the 

preceding discussions provide methods to estimate the additional degradation. Under optimal 

circumstances we can approximate object space voxels made up of the intersection of the resolution cells of 

the cameras, intersected in space. The resolution can be thought of in terms of the volume of a unit cell. 

The arrangement is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.17. 

In the figure, the object space image of the resolution areas for particular resolution area cells, are shown 

projected in the direction of each imager's line of sight. The imagers are separated angularly by 9. The 

intersection of two of the projected areas forms a volume, which we will loosely refer to as a vo.xel. In this 

approximation we are neglecting the effects of perspective on the rays which constitute the boundaries of 

our voxel. For sufficiently distant objects from the imagers this is a good approximation, however, if we 

begin to deal with near objects, we will have to account for the diverging images of the resolution areas. 

The extent (total volume) of the voxel will predictably be affected by the angle 9, and will also predictably 

\ 

/ 

Figure 2.17: Resolution Volume 
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be minimized (optimized) for 0 of 90°. If we wish to evaluate the volume, we begin by recognizing that the 

angular separation between right and left imagers will not affect the vertical dimension of our volume. 

From here we use the geometry in Figure 2.18 to find that the horizontal voxel cross section, which is in 

general a parallelogram, has an area which depends on the resolution widths in the right and left imagers, 

( 1/^rJ and ( 1/^l) respectively, and this area is equal to. 

Horizontal Area = [( I/^r) (I/^iJl/sin(0) 2.64 

which gives us a voxel volume. Vvo,ci. of. 

Vvoxci = [(1/T1)( I/qR) (l/^L)]/sin(0) 2.65 

Figure 2.18: Volume Interpretation 

Equation 2.65 illustrates the relationship between the angular separation of two stereoptically correlated 

imagers, and the resolution in 3-D. Information from the event. f(x,y,z,t), occurring within this generalized 

voxel will be averaged out and, therefore, systematically lost. Equation 2.64 additionally shows us that for 

angles approaching either zero, in which the two cameras share a common line of sight, or 180°, in which 

the lines of sight are mutually opposed along the same line, the volume will tend to infinity, meaning depth 

information is entirely lost. Correspondingly, the voxel volume decreases as the angle approaches 

perpendicularity, and has a minimum value of (^r ' for imagers separated by 90°. 

What is lost in this description is the fact that, since we are not actually reconstructing a volume, as 

explained in section 1.5.1, we always run the risk of losing correspondences through obscuration from one 

imager or the other in a siereoptic pair. For highly contoured 3-D spatial information, this danger increases 

with increasing angle between the imagers. In other words, the less collinear the stereoptic lines of sight, 

the greater the probable number of non-corresponding image points. Consequently, there is a trade off to be 
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made. However, once the compromise has been met. this section provides the tools to determine the 

relative performance which can be expected. 
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3. SYSTEM 
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Figure 3.1: Wncipal System Components 

3.1 General 

Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of principal elements in the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging 

System. The 16 cameras shown consist of the Sony Hyper-HAD CCD sensor coupled with a package that 

enables trigger-controlled capture and storage of single fields on each camera. Trigger settings are 

established by the user from the computer as described in the section on DTWin.EXE, and output through a 

16-channel pattern generator. Integration period is also controlled from the computer and output through a 

multiple I/O port through integration control electronics which interface to the cameras. Camera signals are 

demultiplexed at the computer and fed into a digital frame grabber. Two monitors are used to control the 

system and view system data. The computer monitor serves as the graphic interface between user and 

control program and allows retrieval and display of images stored by the Windows file system. 

Additionally there is an RS-170 video monitor, whose signal is generated by the frame grabber board, and 
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displays video in either real time or as stored images. The principal system components and the software 

develop-d to control them are described in greater detail in the following. 

3.2 The Hyper-HAD CCD 

A.t the heart of the system are 16 Protec CV-251 video cameras, illustrated in Figure 3.2. and their 

power supplies, both interfaced to the computer. The camera uses the Sony HyperHAD ICX038AL (Sony 

Component Products Division, 1994) interline transfer CCD chip providing 494 vertical lines of 

approximately 768 horizontal pixels each. 

CCD 
LENS C-MDUNT 

MOUNTING PLATE 
POWER SUPPLY [NPUT 
VIDEO OUTPUT 

Figure 3.2; Protec CV-251 Camera 

The detec:or has photopic sensitivity of 400 Lux at F/4. The Hole Accumulation Diode (HAD) design 

implemenns a variable speed electronic shutter, providing a dump for unwanted electrons created during 

non-integration periods. This is accomplished by shifting unwanted charge to the n-type substrate by 

interline transfer during the horizontal blanking period. The sensor is formed by Phosphorous implantation 

over a depleted p-well, creating an electric field pattern which causes excess electrons to drift into the 

substrate and away from the V-register. The drift potential caused by the depleted p-well establishes the 

rate at which these excess electrons can be removed. Through empirical testing of the HAD interline 
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transfer CCDs (Ishikawa et al), it was empirically determined that 1.0 |is pulse width is sufficient tor 

complete draining of unwanted charges. Each camera outputs RS-170 video with an effective format of 

768(H) by 494(V) pixels. Also significant to the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System is that each camera 

can be independently set to different trigger and integration times, and operated in a mode which allows a 

single triggered event to be captured and saved in individual camera memory. The cameras are identically 

equipped with c-mounled 70 mm - 210 mm zoom lenses. 

3.3 Mounting and Alignment Hardware 

Mounts for the cameras were designed and built at the University of Arizona. Optical Sciences 

Instrument Shop. The mounts have integral alignment capability, position locking devices, and vibration 

and shock dampers. 

Horizontal angle alignment is provided independently for all cameras. Each camera is mounted on 

an independent camera plate which can be adjusted for horizontal angle alignment. Each plate pivots on a 

vertical axis located at a point near the front of the camera housing. Adjustment lever arms extend radially 

away from the pivot point and beyond the back of each camera plate. The lever arms are each loaded 

against their respective adjustment screws by retaining springs. Horizontal adjustments are made by using a 

flathead screwdriver to turn screws which push against the lever arms, causing the camera plate to rotate 

about its front pivot point. Individual toe clamps are provided for each camera plate such that once its 

horizontal alignment has been achieved, the plate may be locked in place. 

Azimuthal alignment is provided for groups of cameras. There are three horizontal pivot axes 

provided for azimuthal angle adjustment. The three axes are vertically separate, each carrying one 

azimuthal adjustment palette. The lower and middle azimuthal adjustment palettes carry three camera 

plates each, with the upper most palette carrying two. Each palette's pivot axis is located near the front of 

the cameras. Adjustment screws push vertically from the rear of the palettes and are loaded by gravity. The 
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screws are adjustable using a flathead screwdriver and are equipped with locking nuts to fix the assembly 

when properly aligned. 

3.4 Computer and Boards 

Hardware operation is designed around a 66 MHz Intel 80486 personal computer system with 16 

Mbytes main and 2 Mbytes video memory. The computer operates under DOS 6.6 and Windows 95. 

Software program development was performed under Borland C++, Version 4.02 and Visual C++, which 

was intended to form a user-friendly Windows-compatible camera operating system and analysis 

environment. 

3.4.1 Digital Trigger Signal Generator 

Triggering control and programming is via an Adtron Data Generation System (DOS). The trigger 

hardware consists of a DGS-2 controller and a 16-channel DGS-16 slave. The DGS-2 is configured to 

receive the event trigger and simultaneously initiate the 16 stored patterns in the DGS-16. These 16 

patterns are set using the DTWin software (described later) and consist of a 1 I L-high delay period 

followed by a low going TTL pulse, which initiates field capture and storage in the cameras. The pulses 

have a programmed duration and are then followed again by TTL-high. Each of the 16 patterns triggers a 

particular camera. 

The DGS-16 pattern buffers operate from a 50 MHz clock on the DGS-2, and can provide up to 25 

Megabits per second timing for minimum delay resolution under a microsecond. The DGS-2 clock output 

can also be divided down for slower master clock control of the DGS-16, yielding delay periods up to 

minutes. The buffers are prograimned using a 16-bit address space, corresponding to a programmable 

pattern delay ranging from 0 to 65,535 clock cycles. 
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3.4.2 Frame Grabber 

Frame digitization and manipulation is via Data Translation DT3852-8 frame grabber hardware 

providing 8-bit digitization and up to 1024 x 1024 pixel resolution. The board comes with dedicated 

memory that is subdivided according to function, size, and starting address as follows: 

Video Acquire 1.0 MB 0x00000000 

Video Display 1.0 MB 0x10000000 

Overlay 0.5 MB 0x20000000 

Auxiliary 8.0 MB 0x30000000 

Video Acquire memory is a real-time temporary storage buffer for incoming data, and is hard wired directly 

to the acquisition electronics. Video Display memory is used in the same way computer monitor memory 

operates, but is output in RS-170 signal format for display on the video screen. Overlay memory is used to 

place text or graphics over and along with the video on the video monitor. As with the Video Acquire 

memory. Video Display memory and Overlay memory are directly associated with the image display 

circuitry of the board. Lastly, Auxiliary memory is a large block used for storage of the TMS34020 

Graphics Processor firmware commands along with open space for general utilization by the user. It can 

function as either a source or destination buffer for any Data Translation memory manipulation routine. 

3.4.3 Video Multiplexers 

The DT3852 is limited to four channels, so it is necessary in a 16 camera system to provide 

additional signal selectivity. Video signal selection is accomplished using two Data Translation DT2859, 8 

to 1 video demultiplexers, each handling a bank of 8 camera signals. Each DT2859 feeds into one of the 

four available channels of the DT3852, requiring a two level selection to be made at the software level. The 

lowest two channels from the frame grabber board are used for this purpose, leaving the higher two of the 
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four available channels unused. The left and right camera banks are logically divided between these two 

channels, with each channel then using its own DT2859, 8 to 1 demultiplexer to select an individual camera 

signal. 

3.4.4 Multiple I/O Parallel Port 

The cameras are designed to be used in such a way that control of camera integration is rarely 

performed. When integration adjustment is made, it is necessary to remove part of the camera elet u-onics 

housing in order to access a 10-bit dip switch - a procedure sufficiently dangerous as to render it 

unacceptable for the purposes of this system. As such a modification (described in Appendix A. 1) was 

made to the cameras to allow integration period control from the computer without the need for disassembly 

of the camera electronics housing. Now integration period selection is accomplished through two parallel 

port outputs. The standard PC comes equipped with one parallel port which is often needed for printer 

output so a multiple parallel port was added to handle camera integration. The item used, the Keithley 

Metrabyte PIO-12 I/O port, interfaces through the computer's ISA bus and controls three 8-bit I/O parallel 

ports, of which two are used by the system. Figure B.l in Appendix B illustrates the PIO-12 pinout and its 

configuration in this system. 

3.5 Software 

Software written for use with the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System is comprised of two main 

programs. DTWin.EXE provides the user interface from which to control all functions and data acquisition 

parameters of the camera system, while TMoD.EXE provides data processing. Full description of software 

use follows. The description is divided up into software packages, with DTWin.EXE being described first, 

and TMoD.EXE following thereafter. The source listings for both of these programs (especially 

DTWiin.EXE) are extensively long, thus, they are not included with this work. Rather, Appendix E is 

available which provides limited source listings that bear particular significance. 
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3.5.1 DTWin 

The DTWin.EXE program was developed to enable the system user control to all hardware 

associated with the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System. Program control encompasses the following: 

Integration control through PIO-12 multi-port and integration electronics 

Digital frame acquisition through the DT3852 frame grabber 

Trigger delay and duration through DGS-2 and DCS-16 

16 camera access via two DT2859 1 X 8 multiplexers 

Stereo data and calibration acquisition and playback 

Computer frame storage, retrieval and viewing 

DTWin.EXE is written in C. using the Borland C-m- for Windows compiler. Version 4.02. The 

structure is based on the Windows Application Programming Interface (API) (Petzold. 1992), thus C++ 

constructs are not employed. The program platform provides a graphic windows interface which has been 

partially updated to Windows 95 (Schildt, 1995). However, dynamic link libraries supplied by Data 

Translation for programming the DT2859s and DT3852 are written for and limited to 16-bit compilation. 

As a result, DTWin.EXE is similarly constrained, making it compatible with Windows 3.1, and Win95. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the opening interface seen by the user. Two windows, "Video Input" and 

"Camera Integration and Delay Settings in Milliseconds" are opened by default when the program initiates. 

The video input window allows the user to select the bank and camera number whose signal will be 

demultiplexed and appear on the video monitor. This window can be closed off by selecting "OK" or the 

system close button marked by the "x". It can be reopened by going into the "Video" menu and selecting 

"Video Inputs." The "Camera Integration and Delay Settings in Milliseconds" window can be similarly 

closed, with its reopen option appearing in the "Init" menu. This window enables the user to input 
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integration and trigger delay settings independently for each of the 16 cameras. This window also allows 

the user to control whether the cameras are in "Align Mode", in which they are being triggered 

approximately six times per second to allow alignment, or "Acquire Mode" which automatically converts 

the integration and delay settings into camera operating parameters, and freezes camera operation in 

preparation for an event-triggered acquisition. A summary of menu options follows. 

High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System 

Camera # 

-Camera 1B 

12.22 "a 
Integration 

0.000 

Delay 

- Camera 28 — 

IZ22 S 
Integration 

1.000 

Delay 

-Camera 3B 

2.22 
Integration 

2.000 

Delay 

- Camera 48 — 

12.22 si 
Integration 

I3.D00 

Delay 

-Camera 5B — 

12.22 a 
Integration 

4.000 

Delay 

- Camera 68 

12.22 ^ 
Integration 

5.000 

Delay 

• Camera 78 — 

12.22 'SA 
Integration 
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Delay 

- Camera 88 — 

12.22 -S 
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7.000 

Delay 

r Camera 1A -

12.22 ta 
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Delay 
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2.000 
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-Camera 4A — 
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3.000 

Delay 
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12.22 ^ 
Integration 

4.000 

Delay 

r Camera 6A -

12.22 -S 
Integration 

5.000 
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- Camera 7A -

12,22 -S 
Integration 

6.000 

Delay 

- Camera 8A — 

IZ22 -Si 
Integration 

7.000 

Delay 

Figure 3.3: DTWin.EXE: Opening Screen 

File menu: 

Open Image - allows an image which has been stored by the computer to be retrieved into the 

video monitor frame buffer. Selection of this menu item initiates the standard Windows file open dialog 
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box. allowing the user access to all operating system directories in order to locate and open the desired file. 

This option does not provide for opening a stored image into the computer screen buffer, an option 

provided in the replay menu described later. 

Save Image as - similarly uses a standard Windows dialog box to allow the user to name and store 

an image from the video monitor buffer. 

E.\it - closes input and output and exits the program. 

Init menu: 

Reset Hardware - perfomis a hardware reset to default values. This is mostly a reset of the 

DT3852 hardware and its memory buffers. 

Reset Hardware and Disp - performs a hardware reset to default values including the video 

display buffer. 

Camera Integration and Delay Settings - initializes and displays a child window with schematic 

representations of the camera banks and their cameras. Three buttons are available depending upon the 

mode of operation. Align mode sets up the cameras for 2.22 millisecond integrations and triggers them 

continuously at approximately 1 second intervals. Acquire mode will input the integration and delay values 

in the current windows for each camera. The soft trigger allows testing of the acquisition setup without the 

need of input from the external trigger. Each camera representation is appropriately labeled, and has input 

windows for setting the referenced camera's integration period and delay from trigger initiation. Camera 

integration times are selectable from any of 10 settings which range from 2.22 milliseconds to 1 

microsecond. Delay settings are input by the user and can be varied according to the minimum programmed 

clock interval. The default value is 10 microseconds. This dialog is movable and modeless, meaning it can 

be left open and used at any time. It can also be closed and reopened with this menu item at any time 

during program execution, initializing itself with the most currently selected settings. 
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Video menu: 

A/D Setup - initiates a dialog box allowing user selection for various analog-to-digital acquisition 

parameters. 

Video Inputs - initiates a dialog box for selection of one of 16 video signals to be displayed on the 

video (not computer) monitor. The dialog has two windows enabling selection of bank (A or B) and 

individual camera (1 through 8). This dialog is movable as well as modeless, meaning it can be left open 

and used at all times during program execution. It can also be closed and reopened using this menu item at 

any time during program execution, self-initializing with the current signal being placed through to the 

video monitor. 

Display menu; 

Disable/Enable Disp - provides control over signal output from the DT3852 to the system video 

monitor. 

Enable Overlay Plane - controls whether overlay memory is passed along to the video monitor. 

At present, the overlay memory is used to overlay information on the video display about the hardware 

board only. 

Acquire menu: 

Freeze Frame - freezes the image display. Use this item to stop acquisition and display the last 

acquired video buffer continuously. This menu selection is also used to reset the DT3852 in preparation for 

either digital acquisition or passthru operation. 

Acquire Full Frame - acquires and digitizes the current video buffer data. This step is necessary 

if the image in the video buffer is going to be saved to disk. 

Check Acquire Complete - performs a hardware check to see that the acquisition has completed. 

Passthru Full Frame - used after Freeze Frame has been called to reenable real time video to be 

displayed on the system video monitor. 
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Capture and Save Data Set - sequentially digitizes and saves images from all 16 data channels. 

The frames are then saved to disk using the format, filename.DAT, where filename indicates the bank and 

camera number. Thus the saved images will be named Al.DAT - A8.DAT for bank A, and BI.DAT 

through B8.DAT for bank B. This option is used when the system has been placed in acquire mode using 

the button so named in the Camera Integration and Delay Settings window, which is activated from the Init 

menu as previously described. When the settings have been entered and the Acquire Mode button selected, 

the system will wait for a trigger either from the Soft Trigger button or from an externally triggered event. 

The trigger will initiate the delays and acquisition integrations as selected, and the Capture and Save Data 

Set option will then digitize, label, and save to disk the 16 acquired images. 

Capture and Save Calibration Set - sequentially digitizes and saves images from all 16 data 

channels. The frames are then saved to disk using the format,/?/ena/ne.CAL. where filename indicates the 

bank and camera number. Thus the saved images will be named Al.CAL - .'^S.C.AL for bank A. and 

Bl.CAL through B8.CAL for bank B. This option is used when the system has been aligned to an 

alignment reference, from which global 3-D coordinates will be established. All cameras are triggered and 

then hold their individual images of the alignment block. The Capture and Save Calibration Set menu item 

is then used to digitize, label, and save these images to disk for later software calibration. 

.Memory menu: 

The Memory options were provided to give the user access to storage on the DT3852. As of this 

writing, these menu items are present in the software, but have been disabled. The memory storage on the 

DT3852 primarily provides large buffers for storage and replay of several video frame images. In the 

configuration used by the program, the images can be replayed to the system video monitor, and not the 

computer monitor. DTWin.EXE provides this functionality through manipulation of system memory, rather 

than that of the frame grabber, and displays the images on the computer monitor. The program was so 

designed to allow a greater degree of flexibility in image presentation and analyses. The menu items in this 
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category are those provided as example functions by Data Translation, and were kept in the program for 

future development, however, their menu selections are presently disabled. 

Allocate Auxiliary Buffers - provides the user with the ability to allocate any of the extra 

memory space as described in section 3.4.2. 

Free Auxiliary Buffers - disabled 

Free Sequence of Auxiliary Buffers - disabled 

Free All Auxiliary Buffers - disabled 

Replay menu: 

Display Image File on Computer Screen - opens an image file into memory as a device 

independent bitmap, and displays it on the computer monitor. The integration and delay settings dialog, and 

the video inputs dialog should both be closed, as they are both designed to appear above any other open 

windows, and will therefore obscure the displayed image. 

Select Sequence Frames - invokes a dialog box, shown in Figure 3.4 which presents the user with 

sequence selection and replay options. The button labeled "Monocular Mode" toggles between stereo and 

monocular mode, depending on which type of data set is to be replayed. The "Add Frame" button works 

only in monocular mode, and is used to add sequential frames one at a time. The "Last 16 Dat" button will 

look within the operating directory for image files named Al.DAT, A2.DAT. ... A8.DAT, Bl.DAT. 

B2.DAT, ... B8.DAT, which are generated using the Acquire/Capture and Save Data Set menu options. The 

program converts each of these images into a device dependent bitmap (for speed in video memory input), 

and prepares them for replay. 

Replay is initialed by clicking on the button labeled "Play". If the "Last 16 Data" is selected in 

monocular mode, playback will proceed from Al.DAT through A8.DAT, followed immediately by 

Bl.DAT through B8.DAT. If the files are converted while in stereo mode, then playback will first split the 

screen into two side-by-side images, and sequentially display two like-numbered images at a time, with the 

frames shown in the right and "B" images on the left. 
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Selection of the "Play" button allows the user to control the speed of replay through keystrokes. 

Frame/frames in the sequence are advanced using the up or right arrow keys, with the down or left arrow 

keys reversing the sequence one step. The "Q/q" or "escape" key can be used to terminate the viewing. 

The "Loop" button cycles through the images at a selectable delay without waiting for keyboard input. 

While looping through a sequence, the computer will poll for any keyboard input, which will then halt 

replay. 

d odihstic Imaging Syslem 

Frames to Replay 

Delay Factor |"1 | 

Figure 3.4; Sequence Playback Selector 

The integration and delay settings dialog, and the video inputs dialog should both be closed, as they are 

both designed to appear above any other open windows, and will therefore obscure the displayed images. 

Help menu; 
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About - option in the help menu gives author and running platform information about the DTWin 

E'rogram as well as system memory allocation and usage. 
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3.5.2 TMoD 

The TMoD.EXE program was developed for analyses of calibration and data images taken using 

the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging System and DTWin.EXE. This program is written in C++ (Stroustrup. 

1995), using the Microsoft Visual C++ Developer's Studio (Zimmerman and Stroo. 1997) for Windows 

compiler. The structure is based on the Windows Application Programming Interface (API) and the 

Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). The framework was generated using the Microsoft Visual C++ 

AppWizard (Brain and Lovette. 1997) utilizing a document/view architecture (Shepherd and Wingo, 1996). 

and based on C++ language constructs. As with DTWin.EXE, this program provides a graphic windows 

interface, however, compilation is entirely 32-bit, making TMoD.EXE compatible with Win95 and 

Windows NT. but not with Windows 3.1. 

The philosophy behind TMoD.EXE is to provide for calibration of the aligned system, and 

reconstruction of data sequences taken with the system so aligned. 

The opening menu for the TMoD program is shown in Figure 3.5. 

TS::.:. •••• ' 

Figure 3.5: TMoD.EXE: Opening Menu 

File menu: 

Open - allows an image which has been stored by the computer to be retrieved into the computer 

monitor display buffer. Selection of this menu item initiates the Windows file open dialog box. allowing 

the user access to all operating system directories in order to locate and open the desired file. The selected 

file must conform to the IRIS storage protocol specified by Data Translation, under which the files, 

acquired using DTWin.EXE, would have been previously saved. 

Once an image file is opened, the right mouse button can be used to mark a point in the image. 

Windows in the indicator bar at the bottom of the window indicate the column "Col" and row "Row." or x-y 
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coordinates of the cross-hair cursor at all times it is being moved in the image window. Once marked, a 

point will display a cross-hair and screen coordinates of the chosen point. The "backspace" key can be used 

to erase points and their coordinates in the reverse order in which they were chosen. TMoD file viewing is 

displayed in Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6: TMoD File Viewing 

Save as - Note: used only for saving reconstruction data. This option is active for use at the end 

of sequence reconstruction. Its purpose is to save the newly reconstructed 3-D data and relevant 
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background information to a disk file with a .REC extension. The saved file begins with file name and 

creation date and time. This is followed by a list of the data files and their transform matrix elements 

determined during calibration. At the end is a list of all reconstructed points, listed by order of selection. 

Each point has its 4-D coordinates (X. Y, Z. t) recorded for each of 8 sequential frames. An example is 

given in the discussion on the Reconstruct menu. 

File List - displays the most recently opened files for easy access. 

Exit - closes and exits the program. 

View menu: 

Brightness - opens a child window shown in Figure 3.7. Use this window to adjust the image 

brightness level. 

Figure 3.7: Image Brightness Adjustment 

Images are stored and displayed in a 1-byte gray-scale format. Each pixel is represented in 8-bit intensities, 

with 0 being black, and 255 representing white. The numeric window of the brightness dialog displays the 

image's present brightness offset. The default offset is 127, and can be adjusted from 0 to 255 by moving 

the slider. This window can be invoked and the brightness readjusted at any time during file viewing. The 

brightness offset will not affect actual image data. 

Histogram - calculates and displays the present image's gray scale histogram. The display is 

shown in Figure 3.8. The window displays the histogram as a 2-D graph, with the vertical axis showing a 

bin occupancy representing the number of pixels, and the horizontal axis showing gray scale value ranging 
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from 0 (black) to 255 (white). The highest occupied bin is labeled with the number of pixels having that 

gray scale value. 

r 

Figure 3.8: Image Histogram Window 

The "Perform Histogram Equalization" button will close the window and perform a contrast maximization 

in image gray-scale values (Ritter and Wilson, 1996). If this menu item is selected after a histogram 

equalization has been performed, the window will display the equalized histogram, and the "Perform 

Histogram Equalization" button will now be labeled "Undo Histogram Equalization," enabling the user to 

undo the previous process. 

Show Calibration Axes - displays calibration axes centered on global (0,0,0), provided the image 

possesses a transform. The axes are labeled and colored such that X is red, Y green, and Z blue. Integral 
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points along the axes are marked with brighter pixels. These points are separated according to the unit 

separations determined during calibration. 

The image transform appended to the file is used to calculate the 3-D axes representation. If the 

image does not possess an image transform, the program will inform the user and no axes will be calculated 

or displayed. 

Process menu: 

Calculate Transform - used in calibrate mode (opening an image using the "Open Calibration 

Image" option in the "Calibrate" menu) after selecting 6 calibration points and providing their 3-D 

coordinates, this menu selection will generate the mapping matrix and invert it to produce an image 

transform. The program will prompt the user to either save or discard this new transform by displaying the 

matrix condition number. If the user decides to save the transform, its information is automatically 

appended to the end of the image data file for future program retrieval. The quality of the new transform 

can be additionally checked by using the "Show Calibration Axes" option in the "View" menu. 

The numeric procedure for determination of a valid transform can fail, both in ways that the 

program is unable to detect, as well as by producing a multidimensional null space. If a multidimensional 

null space is detected, the program inform the user and will not attempt to save the transform. Failure that 

is not detectable within program parameters can be determined by the user by judging the quality of the 

calibration axes. These axes are calculated and displayed based on the current calibration information. 

Calibrate menu: 

Open Calibration Image - opens an image for coordinate calibration. Camera calibration is 

performed after alignment and focusing of the cameras. An alignment fixture is placed such that its control 

surfaces are visible from all 8 cameras of both camera banks. The alignment fixture is marked at known 

intervals along planar control surfaces. The control surfaces are perpendicular to one another, and represent 

planes in 3-D space. The markings on these planes will be used to form the 3-D global coordinate reference 
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for the calibration images. For each of the 16 cameras, calibration images of this fixture are taken using 

DTWin.EXE. The images will be named according to the A1 - A8 and BI - B8 convention and given the 

-CAL extension. 

When the "Open Calibration Image" option is used to open one of these images, program behavior 

is similar to file viewing. The image will be displayed, and can be adjusted for brightness or histogram 

equalization. As with file viewing, the image screen coordinates will be displayed in the indicator block at 

the bottom of the window. The cross-hair cursor can be similarly moved using either the mouse or a pixel 

at a time using the arrow keys. Point selection can again be made using either the right mouse button or the 

return key. At this point program behavior differs with file viewing. 

In general there are 6 independent degrees of freedom that must each be specified to represent the 

orientation of the camera with respect to the global scene. The calibration subroutine assumes that 6 points 

from the image will be selected, each of which will be used to eliminate one of these degrees of freedom. 

These 6 degrees of freedom can be generally thought of as three translation and three rotational, although 

they are not constrained to this interpretation beyond the number of independent variables which must be 

specified. Since the program expects the minimum number of points needed to establish a u-ansform. it is 

important that the points selected be linearly independent. Failure to do so will result in calculation of a 

meaningless transform. 

When a point in the image has been selected, a coordinate window will appear, as shown in Figure 

3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: 3-D Calibration 

Selected points are numbered sequentially and the coordinate window will display the point being presently 

input. In the coordinate window, the user can input the 3-D global coordinates that correspond to the point 

selected in the image. Selecting the "OK" button will close the coordinate window and record the point, its 

2-D screen coordinates, and its 3-D global coordinates. 

The numeric keys 1 - 6 can be used to reopen any of the previously selected points for viewing or 

editing of their 3-D information. The coordinate window for the selected number's point will open 

displaying the input coordinates, which can be altered if necessary. As with file viewing, the backspace key 

will eliminate selected points in the reverse order in which they were selected. 
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Associate Transforms - initiates two sequential windows file selection dialogs. The first is used 

for selection of the u-ansform set desired, and the second for selection of the data images with which those 

transforms are valid and therefore, to be associated. This procedure is based on the premise that the system 

is aligned, a full set of 16 calibration images taken, those images calibrated (i.e. transforms for all 16 are 

calculated and appended to the files as described in the calibration procedure), and data images are 

subsequently generated by the system using this same alignment. This being the case, the transforms from 

each camera are valid for the 16 acquired data images. 

In the first windows file selection dialog, the default extension will be .CAL, as the program 

expects to be directed to a set of calibration images which have been previously calibrated. When the 

appropriate directory has been found, the user can click on any of the 16 calibration images, and the 

program will recognize the entire set according to the extension and the A1 - A8 and B1 - B8 naming 

convention. The selection will cause that file select dialog to close and another immediately to open, this 

lime with the default extension of .DAT. The data files, when located can be selected by choosing any of 

the 16 file names. TMoD will then proceed to append each of the 16 data files with the u-ansform from 

corresponding calibration files. If any of the data files already possess image transforms, these will be 

overwritten. If any of the calibration files lacks an image transform, the program will inform the user and 

terminate transform associations. 

Reconstruct menu: 

Load Stereo-Temporal Sequence - opens a windows file open dialog box with the default 

extension. .DAT. The dialog allows the user to navigate to the correct directory that has the desired 16 

images, labeled Al.DAT - A8.DAT and BI.DAT - B8.DAT. Different extensions can be used, however, 

the file names must conform to this convention. These data files must have been previously associated to 

calibrated image transforms using the "Associate Transforms" menu option under the "Calibrate" menu. If 

their transforms have not been associated, the program will be unable to load the sequence. 
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Once the sequence has been successfully loaded, the First image in the sequence (Al.DAT by 

default) will be displayed, along with an "Image Select" dialog as shown in Figure 3.10. 

Figure 3.10: Image Select Dialog 

The "Image Select " dialog can be used to view the data image from any of the 16 cameras by selecting the 

bank (Bank A or Bank B), and the camera number on that bank. The images are logically organized into 8 

frames, representing 8 sequential times of acquisition, and with each frame possessing views from 2 banks, 

representing the right and left perspectives. The '"Frame#"" buttons, numbered 1 - 8 as the cameras on each 

bank, are designed such that the most recently chosen number will remain depressed to indicate which 

image is presently being viewed. The ""Bank"" button will always show the presently selected bank, either 

'"Bank A (R)" for the right bank or ""Bank B (L)"" for the left bank. Additionally, the file name of the image 

being viewed will be displayed in the title bar of the main window. The "Image Select"" dialog can only be 

closed by the program at the end of reconstruction, but can be moved anywhere on the desktop to facilitate 

viewing. 

The reconstruction process consists of sequences of point correspondence selections made by the 

user. A point is selected by moving the cross-hair cursor (either by mouse or arrow keys) to the desired 

point and selecting (either by right mouse button or return key). A feature that is identifiable in both banks, 

and can be followed through Lhe 8-frame sequence is selected in either bank of the first frame. TMoD then 

automatically switches to the alternate bank of the same frame, and displays the epipolar line, on which the 

selected point should lie. Figure 3.11 illustrates the user"s view of the epipolar line. In the figure, the point 

has already been selected in Frame 5, Bank A (R). TMoD.EXE has automatically switched to Frame 5. 

Bank B (L) and calculated and displayed the epipolar line as can be seen extending horizontally and slightly 
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upward from left to right. The Image Select dialog always shows the presently viewed frame and bank, and 

with the file path given in the main window title bar. 
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Figure 3.11: Epipolar Line 

Selecting the same point in the second bank then allows the program to record 3-D coordinates and move 

onto the next frame. By following the feature through all frames, a sequence of evolution is established and 

recorded by the program. This process can be repeated for any number of points of interest within the 

sequence of images, after which the user may save the information using the "Save as" option in the "File" 

menu. The information (file names, transforms, point coordinates, etc.) will be saved in a file named by the 

user and given the default e.xtension, .REC. The .REC file listing begins with the files name and creation 
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date, followed by text telling the user that what follows is a "List of Reconstruction Files and Associated 

Transforms". The file names are listed in order by frame, with labels above to inform the user which is 

from the "Right Bank", and which is from the "Left Bank". Each file listing begins with its "Frame#", 

followed by the word "File" followed by the number in the sequence of that file, followed by the file's path 

location. This is succeeded by twelve floating point numbers which are elements of the transform T. 

At the end of the file listings, there is a list of the reconstructed points. This list begins with the 

text "Reconstructed Data", which is followed on the next line by "Total Points Reconstructed =". followed 

by an integer value expressing the number of reconstructed points to follow. The next line has the text 

"Listed as:". The next line has the text, "Point #". The next line expresses the order of the data with the 

text "X(t) Y(t) Z(t) t", indicating that each line of data will have floating point values of the XYZ and t 

coordinates respectively. The XYZ coordinates will be in the units according to distances used in 

calibration, and the "t" coordinate will be in seconds. The point data listings begin with the text "Pointl" 

and proceed with the data for Point 1, followed by the same for "Point2", and so on. 

An example of a created .REC file, with the data for two acquired points follows. 

C:\test.REC 
File Created: Wed Sep 24 05:00:00 AM 1997 

List of Reconstruction Files 
and Associated Transforms 

Right Bank Left Bank 

Frame# 1 
File 1 

C:\A1.DAT 
-0.103923 
0.001089 
-0.042363 
-0.824381 
0.003492 
0.106748 
-0.006437 
-0.544375 
-0.000016 
-0.000001 
0.000018 
-0.002761 

File 9 
C:\B1. DAT 
-0.069583 
-0.000242 
-0.104788 
-0.748695 
0.000748 
0.118055 
-0.005207 
-0.640046 
-0.000032 
-0.000001 
0.000004 
-0.003202 

Frame# 2 



File 2 File 10 
C:\A2. DAT C;\B2. DAT 

0.087433 0.039134 
-0.002143 0.000738 
0.050168 0.116616 
0.818707 0.754184 
-0.005197 -0.028998 
-0.103546 -0.106190 
0.012268 0.023377 
0.555560 0.635139 
-0.000019 -0.000085 
-0.000005 0.000014 
0.000018 0.000090 
0.002678 0.003100 

Frame# 3 
File 3 File 11 

C:U3. DAT C:\B3. DAT 
-0.100270 -0.055804 
0.000533 0.002515 
-0.043198 -0.098713 
-0.830327 -0.753226 
-0.000238 0.008065 
0.104550 0.115398 
-0.002396 0.000970 
-0.536370 -0.637491 
-0.000018 0.000006 
0.000003 0.000005 
0.000015 0.000014 
-0.002668 -0.003059 

Frame# 4 
File 4 File 12 

C:\A4. DAT C:\B4. DAT 
0.100746 -0.044287 
-0.001489 -0.000620 
0.048394 -0.114975 
0.841926 -0.756985 
-0.001478 0.018498 
-0.108358 0.111642 
0.004550 -0.015097 
0.516618 -0.631466 
0.000002 0.000066 
-0.000002 -0.000012 
0.000005 -0.000071 
0.002770 -0.003165 

Frame# 5 
File 5 File 13 

C;\A5. DAT C:\B5. DAT 
0.103876 -0.091906 
0.001716 0.005625 



0.029778 -0.087702 
0.831063 -0.786516 
-0.002277 -0.010845 
-0.106199 0.126778 
-0.003989 0.015255 
0.535114 -0.590584 

0.000013 -0.000092 
0.000009 0.000013 
-0.000043 0.000071 
0.002721 -0.003198 

Frame# 6 
File 6 File 14 

C:\A6. DAT C:\B6. DAT 
0.070070 0.062885 
-0.000662 -0.002871 
0.062036 0.094428 
0.799724 0.727244 
-0.010861 0.003863 
-0.095305 -O.I 14219 
0.008917 -0.007019 
0.585146 0.667171 
-0.000047 0.000024 
-0.000000 -0.000003 
0.000055 -0.000035 
0.002555 0.003009 

Frame# 7 
File 7 File 15 

C:\A7. DAT C:\B7. DAT 
0.100771 0.068427 
0.003411 -0.002258 
0.043062 0.099330 
0.770082 0.763638 
0.009034 0.003759 
-0.095181 -0.120636 
-0.001175 -0.007620 
0.621132 0.622629 
0.000035 0.000012 
0.000010 0.000004 
0.000005 -0.000019 
0.002446 0.003238 

Frame# 8 
File 8 File 16 

C:\A8. D.AT C:\B8. DAT 
0.097460 0.075870 
0.000358 -0.001923 
0.038783 0.093808 
0.819095 0.729088 
0.001431 0.013996 
-0.101895 -0.117286 
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X(t) 

-1.736653 
-2.343457 
-1.898791 
-2.007122 
-1.779235 
-2.064821 
-1.842714 
-1.935448 

-0.715418 
-0.598980 
0.195500 
0.133810 
0.902211 
1.569898 
1.288477 
1.058262 

-0.003662 
0.554685 
0.000006 
0.000001 
-0.000012 
0.002642 

-0.010017 
0.663181 
0.000048 
-0.000003 
-0.000030 
0.003059 

Reconstructed Data 
Total Points Reconstructed = 2 

Listed as; 
Point # 

Y(t) 

-0.890932 
-1.051662 
-0.839705 
-0.975005 
-0.817340 
-0.950531 
-0.894620 
-0.945252 

2.644647 
2.648981 
1.826311 
1.439301 
0.563207 
-0.013609 
-0.805191 
-1.534954 

Point 1 

Point2 

Z(t) 

1.972992 
2.480583 
1.998458 
2.256305 
1.903687 
2.039612 
2.055167 
2.018271 

2.679018 
3.966892 
3.451939 
4.897818 
3.660709 
3.744324 
4.232147 
4.201365 

0.000000 
0.001000 
0.002000 
0.003000 
0.004000 
0.005000 
0.006000 
0.007000 

0.000000 
0.001000 
0.002000 
0.003000 
0.004000 
0.005000 
0.006000 
0.007000 

Movie menu: 

View Data Sequence - opens a dialog box, as shown in Figure 3. !2, that then allows selection of a 

sequence of data images labeled Al.DAT - A8.DAT and Bl.DAT - B8.DAT for viewing. The "Load Data 

Images" button initiates the Windows file open dialog, with the default extension, .DAT. The user can 

navigate to the directory containing the data sequence and select any of the 16 data images. The program 

will proceed to load the 16 images, whose file names will appear in the "Left Bank" and "Right Bank" of 

the "Image List" window. The "Clear" button can be used to clear the currently selected files and start over, 

and the "Go" button begins image playback. The button labelled "Stereoptic" is a toggle between stereo 

and color 3-D image playback. The color 3-D controls will be described shortly. In Stereoptic mode, the 
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computer viewing screen is split to show the left image (B#.DAT) on the left side and the right image 

(A#.DAT) on the right. The sequence is advanced using the arrow keys, with "up" and "right" arrows 

advancing to the next images of the sequence, and "down" and "left" arrows stepping back to the previous 

images. To end playback, press the "Q/q" or "escape" keys of the computer keyboard. It is assumed that 

the selected sequence will follow the convention in which data images are saved using DTWin.EXE. The 

file extension can be changed to refer to a different set of files, but the file names must be A1 - A8 and B1 -

88. If file names do not conform as described, the files are not in Data Translation IRIS format, or a file in 

the sequence is missing, the program will display an error message and no images will be loaded. 

Figure 3.12: 3-D Movie View Dialog 

View Reconstructed Sequence - opens a windows file dialog with a default file extension of 

-REC. This is the file extension produced at the end of a reconstruction session. If a reconstruction file has 

been renamed, that name can be substituted, however, opening a file which has not been produced by the 

reconstruction process will cause unpredictable program performance. The reconstruction file (*.REC) will 
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provide the program with the file names and directory locations of the data files which have been 

reconstructed, along with a list of reconstructed points. 

When the images have been loaded, the first image of the right bank will be displayed along with 

the "Image Select" dialog box. The "Image Select" dialog can be used as previously described, to choose 

between any of the 16 camera lines of sight. Reconstructed points are displayed and located by cross-hair 

markings. The sequence can be advanced using the right mouse button, or back-stepped using the left 

mouse button. As the sequence is advanced, a progression will be delineated showing the movement of 

reconstructed features. 

The remainder of menu selections under the Movie menu are for use during the View Data 

Sequence, and while in Color 3-D viewing mode. In this mode two overlapping images are displayed, one 

in red and the other in blue. The mode is intended for use with red-blue 3-D viewing glasses, and thus the 

right image is in blue and the left image is in red. 

Brightness - Opens dialog to adjust brightness as previously described. 

Move Red Image - Allows the red image to be clicked and dragged using the left mouse button. 

Move Blue Image - Corresponding move menu item for the blue image. When these menu items 

are selected, they will remain selected, as indicated by a check mark beside the menu item, until it is 

selected again, at which time it will be deactivated. The red and blue images can be moved either together 

or separately using these controls. 

Scale Images - Opens a Scale Image dialog as shown in Figure 3.13. The lower right window 

displays the present image scale with the blue image as the default. To change which image is being scaled, 

the "Blue Image" button toggles between the two colored images. 

Figure 3.13: Scale Image Dialog 
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The range of adjustment is from 1% to 200%. This feature is provided for times when images taken with 

left and right imagers are done using differing magnifications, causing the 3-D effect to be difficult to 

visualize. 

Help menu: 

Help Topics - gives a help index to briefly describe the menu selections. 

About TMoD - gives author information for TMoD.EXE. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL CONHGURATION 

4.1 Layout 

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic layout of the test arrangement in the Armor Integration facility. In it 

the relative orientation of the projectile path, impact chamber and target, and camera perspective are 

illustrated. The projectiles were launched from a rifled bore, through an enclosed path, and entering the 

chamber through a 3" high by 6" wide aperture. The walls of the test chamber are 1/2" thick, cold-rolled 

steel. 

PPDJECTJLE PATH 

TARGET CHAMBER / 

/ 

/ '  
'TARGET 

/ 

FOLD MIRROR 

/  VINDQV 

\ 
\ 
\ 

CAMEPAS 

Figure 4.1; Test Layout 

Chamber access is via two large swinging doors constructed of 5/16" armor, and which form the camera-

side impact chamber wall, parallel to the projectile path. Five 14" high by 9" wide observation holes were 

cut in the chamber walls, approximately 3.5 feet from the ground. Data obtained from the U.S. Army 

indicated that the regions of greatest fragmentation damage would be either perpendicular or tangent to the 
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target at the point of impact. Placement of the observation holes was such that it avoided these highest 

damage fragmentation angles. Protection from fragmentation through an observation window is provided in 

two steps: clear barriers over the window, and optical folding of the observation path. A fold mirror was 

used to place the cameras such that no direct line-of-sight exists from the target to the cameras. Several 

replaceable Plexiglas and polycarbonate laminated clear windows were fabricated to be mounted to the 

interior of the chamber, covering the observation window. 

The cameras are mounted on two separate bank assemblies, each holding eight cameras. Figure 

4.2 (a) and (b) schematically illustrate two possible acquisition schemes. In (a), the camera banks are both 

mounted on a common pedestal so as to acquire the event, f (X,Y,Z,t) in sixteen sequential, quasi-

monocular frames. The calibration transforms, Ti through Tia, are calculated in the same way as with 

stereo alignment, although precise calibration along the depth direction will be less critical. For our 

purposes, this configuration represents a less interesting method of acquisition, as the information which is 

systematically lost with a single monocular imaging point of view is being similarly discarded here. The 

transforms, therefore, will be limited to reconstruction of the event up to a unit-dimensional unknown, as 

discussed in section 2.4. 

Figure 4.2 (b) is the stereo acquisition scheme constituting the bulk topic of this work. Although 

the imagers are shown here as physically being mounted on either side of the event, f (X,Y,Z,t), it should be 

kept in mind that judicious use of fold mirrors as illustrated in Figure 4.1 can render this effect with both 

camera banks mounted on the same pedestal. 
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Left Bank 
Right Bank 

f<X,Y,Z,t) 

Left Bank 

f<X,Y,Z.t) 

Right Bank 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.2: Acquisition Configurations 

(a) Monocular 16-Frame 
(b) Stereo 8-Frame 

Figure 4.3 is an image of the stereo alignment used in laboratory testing. 

Figure 4.3: Laboratory Stereo Alignment 

In the picture, the left bank, referred to in DTWin.EXE as Bank B, is shown in the foreground on the right 

side, while Bank A can be seen in the background on the left. Thus the user is prompted to treat right and 
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left as defined from "behind" the cameras when aligned in the stereo configuration. Furthermore, the actual 

camera numbering schemes for both banks is as illustrated in the upper diagram of Figure 2.10 

4.2 Triggering 

Figure 4.4 is a schematic illustration of the trigger setup used in frame acquisition during 

radiometric testing. 

-trigger] -trigger 2 

projectile potn 

-—10'—- —g'lO"—• 

12V I2V 
pulse pulse 

I ^ -tiner 

I 
digrtol ddoy 

I 
TTL ou-t io comero-s 

Figure 4.4: Triggering 

Velocity measuring screens placed at 19'10" and 9'10" ft-om the target respectively trigger when a light 

screen is broken by the projectile. The screens respond by producing 12 volt pulses which are fed into a 

timer for velocity measurement. The second of the two 12 volt pulses (9' 10" from target) is adjusted down 

to 5 volts for trigger input to the pattern generation boards in the computer. Individual camera delays are 

calculated based on the distance and velocity measurements such that the cameras are triggered precisely as 

desired relative to projectile impact. Precise camera sequencing is accomplished using Adtron Data 

Generation System pattern generator boards in the computer as described in Chapter 3. These boards can 

be programmed by the user in DTWin.EXE such that once the velocity screen pulses are received. 



individual camera trigger pulses are delayed and implemented as desired. Because of the versatility of this 

approach, cameras can either be triggered to capture sixteen sequential monocular frames, or two banks of 

eight cameras can be setup and triggered to capture eight sequential stereo pairs for 3-D reconstruction of 

the event. 



5. RESULTS 

The results described here will be broken into three descriptive sections. The first section will 

illustrate the calibration sequence taken with a prototype block and used to produce the first set of camera 

transforms Ti through Ti^. This will lead to development of the present, improved calibration block which 

will be illustrated and discussed. The following section will illustrate the quantitative use of this acquired 

calibration on a moving chopper. The third section will be devoted to illustrations of ballistic imagery 

taken at the armor test facility. 

5.1 Calibration 

Figure 5.1 is the calibration sequence of the first calibration block made for the system. The block 

was made from aluminum angle stock (90°) with half-inch graph paper on the outer surface. The 

intersecting lines of the graph paper were used for calibration. The plane of the block facing toward the 

right of the images was taken as the Y-X plane, the Y-axis being vertical, and the positive X-axis extending 

toward the right. The Y-Z plane is seen a^ the left side of the block, and to complete the right-handed 

coordinate reference, the negative Z-axis extends from the block vertex toward the left in the images. This 

prototype calibration block suffered several deficiencies, which have been corrected in the new calibration 

block shown in Figure 5.2. The graph paper was not of sufficiently high contrast (see images) to easily 

make out the markings along both planes of the calibration block from all cameras, making determination of 

six suitable points sometimes difficult. Furthermore, the block extent is limited to 1.5 inches in both 

positive X and negative Z, making maximum selected point spread small enough to affect the resolution 

capabilities. Testing indicated the importance of a more precise calibration procedure and physical 

standard, nevertheless, the prototype calibration performed to within approximately 59c across the 
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composite field of view. Two calibrations were performed on the sequence of Figure 5.1. and their data are 

shown for two chopper reconstructions. 

Frame 1 

Frame 2 

Frame 3 

Frame 4 

Frame 5 

Frame 6 



Figure 5.1: Calibration Sequence 

Actual calibration using the prototype (Figures 5.1) calibration block were, nevertheless, used in spatial 

reconstruction of the following chopper sequence (Figures 5.3). The actual calibration data, as stored in the 

subsequent reconstruction file "D:\Cal_Image\c40\test040.REC" follows. 

D:\Cal Images\c40\test040.REC 
File Created: Wed Sep 24 07:01:02 PM 1997 

List of Reconstruction Files 
and Associated Transforms 

Right Bank Left Bank 

Frame# 1 
File 1 File 9 

D:\Cal Images\c40\A1.040D:\Cal Images\c40\B 1.040 
-0.103923 -0.069583 
0.001089 -0.000242 
-0.042363 -0.104788 
-0.824381 -0.748695 
0.003492 0.000748 
0.106748 0.118055 
-0.006437 -0.005207 
-0.544375 -0.640046 
-0.000016 -0.000032 
-0.000001 -0.000001 
0.000018 0.000004 
-0.002761 -0.003202 



Frame# 2 
File 2 File 10 

D:\Cai Itnages\c4G\A2.040D:\Cal Images\c40\B2.040 
0.087433 
-0.002143 
0.050168 
0.818707 
-0.005197 
-0.103546 
0.012268 
0.555560 
-0.000019 
-0.000005 
0.000018 
0.002678 

0.039134 
0.000738 
0.116616 
0.754184 
-0.028998 
-0.106190 
0.023377 
0.635139 
-0.000085 
0.000014 
0.000090 
0.003100 

Frame# 3 
File 3 File 11 

D:\Cal Images\c40\A3.040D:\Cal Images\c40\B3.040 
-0.100270 
0.000533 
-0.043198 
-0.830327 
-0.000238 
0.104550 
-0.002396 
-0.536370 
-0.000018 
0.000003 
0.000015 
-0.002668 

-0.055804 
0.002515 
-0.098713 
-0.753226 
0.008065 
0.115398 
0.000970 
-0.637491 
0.000006 
0.000005 
0.000014 
-0.003059 

Frame# 4 
File 4 File 12 

D;\Cal Images\c40\A4.040D;\Cal Images\c40\B4.040 
0.100746 
-0.001489 
0.048394 
0.841926 
-0.001478 
-0.108358 
0.004550 
0.516618 
0.000002 
-0.000002 
0.000005 
0.002770 

-0.044287 
-0.000620 
-0.114975 
-0.756985 
0.018498 
0.111642 
-0.015097 
-0.631466 
0.000066 
-0.000012 
-0.000071 
-0.003165 

Frame# 5 
File 5 File 13 

D:\Cal Images\c40\A5.040D:\Cal Images\c40\B5.040 
0.103876 -0.091906 



0.001716 0.005625 
0.029778 -0.087702 
0.831063 -0.786516 
-0.002277 -0.010845 
-0.106199 0.126778 
-0.003989 0.015255 
0.535114 -0.590584 
0.000013 -0.000092 
0.000009 0.000013 
-0.000043 0.000071 
0.002721 -0.003198 

Frame# 6 
File 6 File 14 

DACal Images\c40\A6.040D;\Cal Images\c40\B6.040 
0.070070 0.062885 
-0.000662 -0.002871 
0.062036 0.094428 
0.799724 0.727244 
-0.010861 0.003863 
-0.095305 -0.114219 
0.008917 -0.007019 
0.585146 0.667171 
-0.000047 0.000024 
-0.000000 -0.000003 
0.000055 -0.000035 
0.002555 0.003009 

Frame# 7 
File 7 File 15 

D:\Cal Images\c40\A7.040DACal Images\c40\B7.040 
0.100771 0.068427 
0.003411 -0.002258 
0.043062 0.099330 
0.770082 0.763638 
0.009034 0.003759 
-0.095181 -0.120636 
-0.001175 -0.007620 
0.621132 0.622629 
0.000035 0.000012 
0.000010 0.000004 
0.000005 -0.000019 
0.002446 0.003238 

Frame# 8 
File 8 File 16 

DACal Images\c40\A8.040DACal Images\c40VB8.040 
0.097460 0.075870 
0.000358 -0.001923 
0.038783 0.093808 
0.819095 0.729088 
0.001431 0.013996 



-0.101895 
-0.003662 
0.554685 
0.000006 
0.000001 
-0.000012 
0.002642 

-0.117286 
-0.010017 
0.663181 
0.000048 
-0.000003 
-0.000030 
0.003059 

Figure 5.2: Improved Calibration Reference 

5.2 Quantitative Reconstruction 

The following are sequences of a chopper rotating at 125 Hz., which was reconsuaicted using the 

calibration sequence shown in Figure 5.1, and the calibration data following that figure. The chopper was 

calibrated using a Phillips PM3394, 200 MHz digital oscilloscope, to 2400 rpm. The first sequence showed 

inferior correlation between images due to poor calibration, illustrating a need for greater precision in the 

calibration procedure. The second was calibrated more carefully and produced better results. The 

calibration reference for both sequences is that in Figures 5.1. 



Frame 1 

Frame 2 

Frame 3 

Frame 4 

Frame 5 

Frame 6 



Figure 5.3: Chopper @ 2400 rpm, ti„, = 195 microseconds 

Reconstruction data of the chopper sequence of Figure 5.3 was generated, using the TMoD 

software. The following is a listing of the reconstructed data. 

D:\Cal Images\c40\test040.REC 
File Created; Wed Sep 24 07.01:02 PM 1997 

Reconstructed Data 
Total Points Reconstructed = I 

Listed as: 
Point # 

X(t) Y(t) Z(t) t 

Point 1 
-1.936653 
-1.943457 
-1.898791 
-2.007122 

-1.979235 

-2.064821 
-1.942714 
-1.935448 

-0.890932 
-0.851662 
-0.839705 
-0.875005 
-0.817340 
-0.950531 

-0.894620 

-0.845252 

1.972992 
1.980583 
1.908458 
2.056305 
1.903687 
2.139612 
2.055167 
2.018271 

0.000000 
0.001000 
0.002000 
0.003000 
0.004000 
0.005000 
0.006000 
0.007000 



Frame 1 

Frame 2 

Frame 3 

Frame 4 

Frame 5 

Frame 6 



Figure 5.4; Chopper @ 2400 rpm, tjm = 195 microseconds 

(Reconstructed with improved calibration) 

As with Figure 5.3 reconsuruction data of the chopper sequence of Figure 5.4 was generated, using 

the TMoD software. The following is a listing of the new calibration and 2 reconstructed data points 

shown. 

C:\BALLIST\testl.REC 
File Created: Fri Sep 26 01:47:59 AM 1997 

List of Reconstruction Files 
and Associated Transforms 

Right Bank Left Bank 

Frame# 1 
File 1 File 9 

C:\BALLISTVAl.dat C;\BALLIST^Bl,dat 
0.179431 0.092904 
-0.001299 0.000815 
0.084656 0.185064 
0.670325 0.774705 
-0.006597 -0.012098 
-0.193270 -0.197502 
0.011347 0.003893 
0.688309 0.563718 
0.000013 0.000049 
-0.000003 0.000008 
-0.000022 -0.000025 



0.002476 0.002075 

File 2 
C:\BALLIST\A2.dat 

-0.177279 
-0.001639 
-0.074841 
-0.639996 
0.003502 
0.187745 
-0.011591 
-0.719703 
-0.0000 II 
-0.000000 
0.000024 
-0.002407 

File 3 
C;\BALLIS'nA3.dat 

0.179881 
0.002286 
0.086097 
0.674463 
0.001178 
-0.I93I25 
0.003478 
0.684111 
0.000013 
0.000002 
-0.000021 
0.002489 

File 4 
C:\BALLIS'RA4.dat 

-0.175960 
-0.005033 
-0.086622 
-0.683721 
0.006702 
0.191052 
-0.007575 
-0.676332 
0.000013 
-0.000020 
0.000004 
-0.002543 

Frame# 2 
File 10 

C:\BALLIS'RB2.dat 
-0.091577 
0.004973 
-0.182670 
-0.790782 
0.018152 
0.198787 
-0.003139 
-0.541317 
-0.000029 
0.000002 
0.000019 
-0.002114 

Frame# 3 
File 11 

CrVBALLISTiBS.dat 
0.078224 
-0.001822 
0.182404 
0.789631 
-0.003730 
-0.194862 
0.001199 
0.546899 
0.000029 
-0.000006 
-0.000009 
0.002038 

Frame# 4 
File 12 

C:\BALLIS'RB4.dat 
0.092318 
-0.002876 
0.189093 
0.795051 
-0.004316 
-0.204912 
-0.000786 
0.530654 
0.000037 

-0.000003 

-0.000013 
0.002159 

Frame# 5 
File 5 File 13 



C:\BALLIS'RA5.dat 
-0.179895 
-0.004210 
-0.079594 
-0.663632 
0.008685 
0.187767 
-0.006806 
-0.696773 
0.000009 
-0.000020 
0.000007 
-0.002543 

File 6 
C:\BALLIS'RA6.dat 

-0.182152 
0.000817 
-0.085762 
-0.691503 
-0.004495 
0.192334 
0.006621 
-0.666503 
-0.000020 
0.000005 
0.000020 

-0.002503 

File 7 
C:\BALLIST\A7.dat 

-0.180231 
-0.002587 
-0.080991 
-0.641213 
-0.004621 
0.187995 
0.006600 
-0.717205 
-0.000008 
-0.000007 
0.000022 
-0.002455 

File 8 
C;\B ALLISTVA8.dat 

0.185058 
-0.000668 
0.075499 

C:\BALLISTVB5.dat 
-0.099422 
0.004665 
-0.191825 
-0.802357 
0.006376 
0.213876 
0.003052 
-0.513539 
-0.000034 
-0.000000 

0.000021 
-0.002223 

Frame# 6 
File 14 

C:\BALLIS'nB6.dat 
0.084582 
-0.005613 
0.187666 
0.816883 
0.009326 
-0.204906 
-0.008595 
0.498144 
0.000037 
-0.000010 

-0.000023 
0.002094 

Frame# 7 
File 15 

C:\BALLISTVB7.dai 
-0.090290 
0.005402 
-0.193635 
-0.848926 
-0.005416 
0.212336 
0.007737 
-0.434129 
-0.000028 
0.000008 
0.000012 
-0.002235 

Frame# 8 
File 16 

C:\BALLIS'nB8.dat 
-0.100773 
0.003180 
-0.191610 



0.707176 -0.816547 
0.002785 -0.006937 
-0.196047 0.213372 
-0.006641 0.006152 
0.649202 -0.490666 
0.000008 -0.000033 
-0.000001 0.000004 
-0.000021 0.000017 
0.002537 -0.002201 

X(t) 

Reconstructed Data 
Total Points Reconstructed = 2 

Listed as: 
Point # 

Y(t) Z(t) 

Point 1 
0.972033 
0.963178 
1.034524 
0.946726 
1.017220 
0.942886 
1.037722 
0.692729 

0.106331 
0.090030 
0.103418 
0.108904 
0.100011 
0.098864 
0.109767 
0.099757 

-1.262068 
-1.321066 
-1.383965 
-1.241902 
-1.242831 
-1.301797 
-1.416001 
-1.171544 

0.000000 
0.001000 
0.002000 
0.003000 
0.004000 
0.005000 
0.006000 
0.007000 

Point2 
-0.064169 
0.098589 
0.286766 
0.363198 
0.654866 
0.753196 
1.145528 
0.998951 

1.029229 
1.197122 
1.511305 
1.691617 
1.862290 
1.927990 
2.025583 
1.958332 

-2.592227 
-2.581994 
-2.438454 
-2.084052 
-1.915326 

-1.699378 

-1.615473 
-1.090264 

0.000000 
0.001000 
0.002000 
0.003000 
0.004000 
0.005000 
0.006000 
0.007000 
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Figure 5.5: TMoD Reconstruction of Chopper Sequence 

Figure 5.6: Reconstructed Sequence 
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5.3 Ballistic Imagery 

The following images were taken during ballistic testing of the High-Speed Ballistic Imaging 

System at the Armor Integration Laboratory. This section is subdivided into three areas according to the 

evolutionary phases discussed in section 1.1. The first section will show stereo imagery taken of incoming 

projectiles during the projectile flight phase. The second will deal with the impact spalling under external 

flash illumination. The last to be displayed will be two example sequences taken of .223 caliber armor-

piercing impact with lightweight ceramic armor during actual armor test experiments. 

Images of the Projectile Flight Phase 

In the following figures, the upper images are the full frames acquired from left and right cameras, 

respectively, while the lower images are the expanded regions of interest, provided to help illustrate the 

instrumentation resolution more closely. 

~ll 

Figure 5.7: .30 Caliber Projectile 
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Figure 5.7 shows a .30 caliijer armor piercing (AP) projectile in flight prior to impact. The projectile in 

these images was clocked at 2,655 feet-per-second, and it was captured here using 56 Jis integration, and 

with an illumination strobe duration on the order of 1-3 (xs, causing a linear blur along the direction of 

motion of approximately one tenth of an inch. 

Figure 5.8 shows a .50 caliber AP projectile which was imaged at 3,068 feet-per-second using a 

.019 pis integration, and the same strobe as before. 

• 

y 
J ^ 

Figure 5.8: .50 Caliber Projectile 

Figure 5.9 is a .50 caliber projectile just prior to the point of contact with the target. An interesting 

phenomenon can be seen here, which was consistent with other .50 caliber tests, and that is that the muzzle 
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flash is clearly visible, preceding the projectile to the target surface. Projectile velocity in these images was 

3,092 feet-per-second. tin, was .056. and strobe duration a few microseconds. 

Figure 5.9: .50 Caliber Projectile Prior to Impact 

Images of the Ballistic Impact Phase 

The following images illustrate projectile impacts with various materials. As with the projectile 

flight images, the images here are presented in dual format for full-field and close-up viewing. 

Figure 5.10 is a .50 caliber projectile just beginning to impact a plate of high hard armor. Blast 

holes from previous .50 caliber tests are clearly visible. These tests typically produce holes about 2" deep 

in the armor at the point of impact. By comparison, the .30 caliber projectiles generally produce much 

shallower holes. Projectile velocity was 3,068 feet-per-second. 
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Figure 5.10: .50 Caliber Projectile Impacting Armor 

Figure 5.11 shows the target as the .50 caliber round penetrates. The tail end of the projectile is 

still visible in the left image. During this phase, the metal jacket of the projectile is typically disintegrated, 

while the hardened inner penetrator continues to burrow into the armor material. In these tests, the 

penetrator is often ejected whole after damaging the armor. The impacting velocity in this image was 3,103 

feet-per-second, with the strobe duration of a few microseconds. 
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Figure 5.11: .50 Caliber Armor Impact 

Figure 5.12 is a .30 caliber projectile impacting a thin glass mirror plate. These images were 

acquired during the same run as that illustrated in Figure 5.7, and using the same tj„„ and illuminating strobe 

duration. This test configuration was intended to capture the projectile and muzzle flash from a perspective 

looking directly down the gun muzzle, which is in the reflected dark region surrounding the point of impact 

in the left image. Although capture of the reflection of muzzle blast and projectile was unsuccessful, this 

run produced useful comparative results to images to be shown subsequently, in which the glass being 

impacted is moderately thick. 
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Figure 5.12: .30 Caliber Impacting Mirror Glass 

Figure 5.13 illusu-ates a .30 caliber impact with thick plate glass. The utility of the images in 

figures 5.12 and 5.13 is that a good deal of effort is directed toward developing automobile glass which can 

withstand AP projectile fire. Figure 5.13 clearly shows the deflection of the projectile as it exits the plate 

glass, along with large characteristic cracks as opposed to the more localized early destruction shown in 

figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.13: .30 Caliber Impacting Thick Plate Glass 

Stereo Sequence 

The crown jewel of this exercise has been to capture 8-frame stereo sequences of actual testing 

performed at the Armor Integration Laboratory. The following two sequences are tests of lightweight 

ceramic armor material, being impacted by 5.56mm (.223 caliber) standard NATO ordnance. 

Figure 5.14: Light Ceramic Armor Prior to Test 
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Figure 5.14 is an image taken of the ceramic armor prior to testing. The test pieces consisted of aluminum 

backing plates to which specialized ceramic material was bonded. Disintegration of the ceramic during 

these tests showed that sufficient energy was dissipated to render minimal damage to the aluminum plate to 

which the ceramic was bonded. 

To illustrate some of the acquisition versatility, the first two frames of Figure 5.15 were taken with 

acquisitions separated by a 100 |is interval, while the remaining fi-ames are spaced at 50 |is intervals. The 

frames in Figure 5.16 were all separated by 100 ^xs intervals, to allow an opportunity to see later stages in 

the fragmentation of the ceramic. Additionally, the first frames of both sequences were taken at 19 jxs 

integration (note the projectile blur), while all subsequent frames were integrated for 3^s. 
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Frame 3 

Frame 6 
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Figure 5.15: .223 Caliber Ceramic Armor Test #1 

Frame 1 
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Frame 2 
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Frame 31 

Frame 4 

Frame 5 I 
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Frame 6 

Frame 7 

Frame 8 

Figure 5.16: .223 Caliber Ceramic Armor Test #2 

Projectile velocities in 5.15 and 5.16 were 3,049 and 3,058 feet-per-second respectively. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The principal conclusion of this development is that high-speed 3-D imaging, using multiple 

independent CCD cameras to form stereo pair frames sequenced in time, is a success. The system described 

provides the experimenter with a wide degree of versatility in configuration and acquisition. Furthermore 

the mathematical algorithm for reconstructing the 3-D transient event with respect to time has been proven 

stable, robust, and straightforward, while providing calculations of hardware-limited resolving capability. 

The multiple camera approach proves advantageous not only for the versatility provided, as has 

been of principal focus here, but for reduction in cost. Should the versatility in configuration not be an 

issue, high-speed video systems exist on the market, some with comparable speed capabilities as the system 

described here. Such high-speed videography systems must overcome the data transfer rate problems 

discussed in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.3, and in doing so, tend to become prohibitively 

expensive. The approach taken in this work alleviates the extreme data rate problem, reducing the camera 

requirements to minimization of t,nt, which in turn, reduces the cost of the cameras. Conu-olling high-speed 

trigger sequencing emerges as an issue which must be addressed externally to the cameras, however, this is 

a small price to pay in exchange for reducing the need for state-of-the-art technology in multiplexer and 

data transfer electronics. 

6.1 Future Work 

After recognizing our triumphs there is still room for improvement, and we now shift emphasis to 

the best areas in which to focus future effort. 
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6.1.1 Camera Upgrades 

As this has been predominantly an engineering endeavor, practical issues remain which should be 

addressed for the sake of future applications of this kind. First among these is the choice of cameras to be 

used. The Protec CV-251 cameras used in this project were designed for high-speed acquisition of single 

fields when used in external trigger mode. A single field of interlaced RS-I70 video signal represents half 

the vertical resolution, or approximately 250 pixels. The horizontal resolution capability of video CCD's is 

similarly limited, albeit to a lesser extent. The images presented in Chapter 5 are evidence of the need for 

greater spatial resolution. Video standards are variously designed to yield about 30 frame-per-second 

moving imagery, which due to bandwidth limitations, will always pose limits as to how much spatial 

resolution can be allowed. In fact the space-bandwidth product of the CV-251 is approximately 3.8 x 10^. 

while tliat of ordinary camera film is orders of magnitude higher. Still frame cameras do not suffer in this 

way. Recently there has been an emergence of digital cameras designed to compete with 35 mm film 

cameras that can conceivably replace the video cameras used here. These cameras which are commercially 

available from vendors such as Kodak, Cannon, Casio, and others, show great promise in resolution 

capability approaching the space-bandwidth product of film. For the system described here, there is no 

disadvantage in the fact that these cameras do not produce moving imagery, and we are free to benefit from 

the absence of bandwidth related limitations. The present shortcoming of commercially available digital 

cameras is in their lack of integration settings sufficiently short for the present application. This is a direct 

consequence of the target market, although, the preexistence of the HAD technology (as discussed in 

Chapter 3) renders the high-speed equivalent of these digital cameras readily within reach. 

6.1.2 Advanced Light Sources 

There are also advantages to be gained through use of more sophisticated provision of lighting. It 

is well known that impact flash creates problems in visible acquisition. However, due to the wide 

availability and lower cost of visible acquisition systems, finding a way to employ these systems is highly 
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desirable. Technological advances in illumination systems can be used to inexpensively accommodate these 

difficulties. As a prime example, illumination systems composed of high-energy, pulsed laser diode arrays 

have been commercially available since the mid 1980's (Cross, 1988), and can provide tremendous 

advantages in imaging through the impact flash. By spectrally filtering the cameras for the laser line, the 

effective radiance of the flash can be made negligible relative to the illumination provided by the laser 

sources, maicing the cameras able to detect objects which would otherwise be obscured within the flash 

envelope. Furthermore, the high-rejection filters need only be used on those czmieras which are to be 

sequenced during the flash aspect of the event, leaving other cameras free to image the projectile, and/or 

luminous debris following the impact flash. 

6.1.3 Artificial Intelligence Applications 

Finally, on a software level, there is much to be gained in the future by taking advantage of 

artificial intelligence research in order to render the system more self sufficient. Specifically it is safe to say 

that in the present system there is too much emphasis on human pattern recognition capability in solving 

point correspondences. There is a great deal of complexity to be dealt with in this regime, since the event 

dynamics which must be accommodated here range firom simple rigid motion to dcformable motion of an 

extreme nature. Furthermore, illumination during the event ranges from reflected sources which can be 

readily controlled, to self-luminous objects and envelopes which easily pose challenge to detector dynamic 

range. Simple approaches toward application of optical flow techniques cannot be easily invoked to 

ameliorate these difficulties, since we must deal with a much more complex form of pixel correlation from 

frame to frame than that of standard video. The point to remain aware of is that utilization of artificial 

intelligence advances to solve the correspondence problem represents a remarkably non-trivial matter. 

Nevertheless it beckons the future of this system with its possibilities. 
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APPENDIX A: Vector Spaces 

As described in section 2.4. part of the imaging operation performed by a camera on a 3-D scene 

can be represented as an operator, T, which maps a 3-D vector space onto a 2-D vector space. To be more 

precise, we are referring to a mapping from the linear metric space of continuous real 3-D coordinates. 91^. 

to its 2-D counterpart. 91^. representing the screen coordinates. As a note, the system described in this work 

mandates addressing of the fact that, although the components of 91^ are continuous by nature, the 

coordinates in 9?^ are discrete, due to the finite number of pixels available to the display monitor and/or 

detection medium, but for the present review of vector analysis, this information is not needed. 

Dimensionality. Linearity and Metrics 

The dimensionality of 9?*^ represented by the superscript, K, denotes the fact that an ordered set of 

K numbers (in this case within the set of real numbers, as denoted by 9?) is needed to uniquely define the 

vector, f. within the space 9?", written, 

f = A.1 

We are thus able to represent any vector f within 9?", by its ordered set of vector components. 

The statement of linearity of 9?" here means that multiplication of the previously defined vector, f. 

by the scalar, a. is written. 

ai = (a/,,a/,,..., af^_^,af^) A.2 

and that addition of two vectors, fj and (2, yields, 

+  f 2  =  { ( / l l  / 2 I  f n  f l i K - l )  f i K  ) }  

fj = (/ll ^ ̂  
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in which scalar multiplication simply scales each component of the vector, while addition combines the 

corresponding components of two vectors to form a third. 

The statement that the spaces to which we refer are metric means that we can apply the concepts of 

distances and norms. A vector within 31*^ runs from the origin of the space to the point defined by the 

vector components. In this way, each vector essentially locates a point in K-dimensional space relative to 

the coordinate origin. The distance between two points defined by fi and f2, and denoted as d(f|,f2), can be 

written, 

= A.4 
rt=I 

while the norm of any vector, f, within 91", denoted ||f]| is written as, 

l|f|| = {2|/«l Linorm A.5 
n=l 

where the Li definition of the norm was chosen, indicating our desire to establish the ground rules for 

interpreting our data in terms of specific examples of 91'', i.e. the 2-D, 3-D and K-D Euclidean spaces often 

denoted respectively as E^, and E*^. 

For now the presentation will be kept to the most general suited to our problem. Thus, we return to 

the definitions in SR", and proceed to the description of the inner product and its associated characteristics. 

Inner and Outer Vector Products 

The scalar, or inner product of two vectors, fi and fi, written and where, f| and f2 e 91", is 

defined as, 

=|f,Wcos[0Cf,,f,)l A.6 
n=l 

which is a functional, i.e. mapping a vector space to a scalar value. In the second form, the inner product 

can be found by calculating the product of the norms of the two vectors, and multiplying by a cosine 

function, whose argument, 9, is the angle between the vectors. 
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It is necessary to digress here in pointing out that the choice of vector space (9^*^ in this case), 

affects the form of the scalar product. In the coming discussions, it is useful if we include two other vector 

spaces, namely the space of complex numbers. C*^, and that of complex valued functions, L2(-°°.'»). with 

their inner products respectively written. 

n = l  

and 

f , , f ,  e L3(-°o,oo) . a.8 

Here a specific choice in definition of L2(-°o,«') has been made which implicitly states that all functions, f e 

Li(-00,00) are square integrable over the infinite domain. 

The scalar products defined have the following properties: A.9 

(ft.fz) = 

(fi,af2) = a(fi,f2) and (afi,f2) = a*(fi,f2), where "a" is a complex scalar. 

(fl + fz- fs) = (fl.fs) + (f2.f3) 

II f II = (f.f) must be real and positive, or equal to zero for any f e 9^'', or L2(-<».«) 

While the scalar product represents a functional, mapping two vectors to a scalar, the outer 

product, maps two vectors to a matrix operator. When dealing with vectors from finite-dimensional spaces, 

the outer product of an M-dimensional vector, V, by an N-dimensional vector, U, results in an M X N 

dimensional vector operator, in which the components are defined by the relation. 

m% = u,v; A. 10 

where . V*. represents the conjugate transpose of the vector. V. 
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Bases. Operators. Null Spaces and Isometries 

The notion of a basis set of vectors is familiar to engineers, having been seen as the x, y, and z unit 

vectors of E^. used to represent the general 3-D spatial coordinate firame. A property of these and any basis 

vectors is that of orthonormality, which states that any two basis vectors. u„ and (where, in the basis, 

ui. U2, and U3. represent x. y, and z. respectively) are linearly independent (orthogonal), and normalized (of 

unit length), their scalar product thus expressed as. 

A. 1 1 

where 5nu„ is the Kronecker delta, and has unit value, 1, when n = m, and 0 for n * m. A basis set. (ui 

uk) (here K = 3) is additionally complete, expressed by the relation. 

K 

^ U„U'„ = Ik A. 12 
n = l  

the import being that any vector f e E^ can be decomposed into components, or projections, along these 3 

basis axes, and thus, rewritten as a sum of these projections. This concept can be generalized to Euclidean 

space of any dimension. K, and written as. 

K 

f = X«n«n VfeE*^ A.13 
n=I 

Then, for all vectors, f e E". the projection of f along a basis axis, Uk, is the scalar value, ctk, and can be 

found by taking the scalar product between f and iit, allowing us to write, 

K K 

( " k ' f )  =  S « n ( U k ' U n )  =  Z « n ^  = « k  A . I 4  
n = l  n = l  

Note that indices are case distinct, with upper-case K representing the dimensionality of the vector space. 

E*^, while the lower-case k denotes a basis vector within that space. It is imperative to add that an 

additional implicit claim of A. 11, is that the chosen basis (bases are not unique), denoted as { ui. U2, ... Uk, 

..., Uk }, must span the vector space, forming a complete set, which is to say that representation of any and 
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all vectors, f e E*^. the basis must be comprised of ail orthonormal vectors necessary to fully express that 

space. 

TTiis review is predominantly focused on discrete and denumerable vector spaces, as that is the 

nature of the problem of interest in this work. In fact the operator T. and its inverse. T*. will very 

effectively be dealt with using matrix algebra. Thus from this point on, the general description of vector 

spaces will give way to the more application-specific subset of immediate use. 

We introduce the operator concept with the vector operator, H, which performs a linear mapping 

of vector, f, from the space, U'", spanned by the basis, ( ui, U2, ... Uk, ..., Un |, to another vector, g, in the 

space, spanned by the basis, { Vj, V2, ... v^, ..., Vm ). This process may be expressed in component 

form, 

,v 

g =y,H„„/„ m=l,2 M A.15 o m mn J n « « * 
n-\ 

or the entire operation can be abbreviated as, 

g = Hf A.16 

s 

where. f 6 U'*' A.17 
n=I 

.V/ 
and g = V g e V "  A.18 

n = l  

The operator, H, can be represented in matrix form as an M X N rectangular mau-ix. From the 

dimensionality of H, we can see that the target vector space, V, is M-dimensional, and the source vector 

space, U, is N-dimensional. An operator representing a data acquisition system will, in general, possess 

dimensionality whereby N > M. The significance of this asymmetry is the introduction of a null space 

within the target vector space. The source space is spanned by a greater number of eigenvectors than the 

target space, and thus a general vector in the source space, U, can have eigen-components which the system 

operator, H, maps to zero, or null, in the target space, V. The set of all source space eigenvectors which are 

systematically mapped to zero constitutes the target vector null space. 
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The adjoint of operator. is the conjugate transpose of H. as defined by the relationship. 

(g, Hf) s (H'g, f) where. A. 19 

Furthermore, an operator is called Hermitian, if it is self-adjoint, i.e. = H, and unitary if the inverse and 

adjoint are equal, i.e. = H"'. where the inverse operator, H"'. is defined as reversing the mapping 

performed by H. expressed as, 

H 'g = H-'Hf = Iijf A 20 

where IF is the identity matrix for the vector space, U'^*, and existence of H"' carries the implicit assumption 

that M = N. making H a square matrix. 

We again narrow our scope, this time to E^. and isometries of immediate use pertaining to this 

space. Isometries are linear operators, mapping to and from a particular space, which preserve the 

measurement metrics previously described. An example operator is the 3-D rotation operator, expressed by 

the matrix R. In E^. a general rotation can be expressed as the product of 

r o t a t i o n s  a b o u t  t h e  t h r e e  p r i n c i p a l  a x e s ,  a s  d e f i n e d  b y  t h e  b a s i s ,  {  U i ,  U 2 ,  u j  | ,  

COS0 0 sin0 

0 I 0 

-sin0 0 COS0 

^ ^ cosd sin0 0^ 

-s'm(j) COS0 0 

0 0 I 

10 0 

R= 0 cosp sinp 

^0 -sinp cosp^ 
/• \ 

c o s d cos(p cos0sin</) sin(/» 

-sinpsin0cos0-cospsin0 - sin p sin 0 sin 0-t-cosp cos0 sinpcos0 

- cos p sin 0COS0-sinp sin 0 -cosp sin 0 sin 0-sin pcos0 c o s p c p s d ^  

A.21 

where p, 0, and 0 express rotation angles about the ui, U2, and Uj axes respectively. It is straightforward to 

show that any vector in E^, operated upon by R, will maintain its norm. The other such isometries of 

interest in this work are addressed in detail in Chapter 2. 
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Operator Range, Domain, Rank, and Eigenanalysis 

Returning for a moment to equation A. 14, we now further our inspection of the characteristics of 

the operator, H. Generally in writing g = Hf. we do not constrain the vectors g and f to be of the same 

vector space. In fact, this is often not the case, and we refer to the source vector space, containing f, as the 

domain of H. and the target vector space, containing g, as the corresponding range. The statement that H is, 

in fact, square provides for the possibility (not certainty) for its inverse to exist by implication that the range 

and domain are a common vector space. For example we may find that the N X N matrix operator, H. maps 

the N-dimensional vector space U onto itself. For this to be the case, H must be of rank N, the rank of a 

matrix being defined as its number of linearly independent rows or columns. 

If the range and domain of H, are the same space, it may be possible to find vectors known as 

eigenvectors. Eigenvectors of linear operators have the unique property that the mapping operation leaves 

them unchanged except for scaling by a complex constant. That is to say that the act of the operator, H, 

operating on the eigenvector, leaves the direction of the eigenvector unchanged, and its length altered by 

multiplication with the corresponding eigenvalue, X. Thus for an eigenvector, v|/, of the operator, H, 

Hv = A.22 

where A. is a complex scalar eigenvalue of the eigenvector, v|/. The full set of eigenvectors, {yi v|/s)of 

the N X N matrix operator, H, can be selected so as to form a basis, from which we can construct any vector 

within the range or domain of H, which are of the same space. Knowledge of the full set of eigenvectors, 

v|/„. along with their corresponding eigenvalues, X„, represents a complete characterization of the system 

represented by the operator. By using the discrete index, n, it is implied that the eigenvector and eigenvalue 

spectra of H are discrete, although in general, it is also possible for them to be continuous, in which case the 

index would be represented by a continuous variable, such as v. 

Many of the operators with which we will largely be concerned are Hermitian, as previously 

defined. It can be shown that the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator, H, are real. If v|/ represents an 

eigenvector of H, and X is the corresponding eigenvalue. 
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(y.Hx)/) = (v)/.X\)/) = A.(\)/.v(/) = (HV-V) = (A.v(/,v)/) = A."(V|;.i/) A.23 

X s X '  

where use has been made of the definition of the adjoint operator of H. Furthermore, if H is Hermitian, the 

eigenvectors can always be chosen and normalized so as to form an orthonormal basis. With this vector 

basis we may construct an N X N mau-ix, 4*, by sequentially entering the eigenvectors, vj/„, as its columns. 

= A.24 

By the statements that the eigenvector basis is complete and the vectors orthonormal, we have, by 

construction, created a new matrix which is unitary where, = 4^', and 4*^ = I. Now we can use this 

new matrix to diagonalize our operator, H, 

'THH' = A A.25 

.V ,v fJ 

y nj Vmk ~ ̂  M' n;Vmk 
y = l * = 1 y=l 

where A is a diagonal N X N matrix with the n**" diagonal element, Ann = ^. Using our known properties of 

A, we can maneuver these quantities in rewriting the operator, H, in terms of outer products, 

,v 

= TA'F' = IHI = H = X A.26 
n=I 

which is known as the spectral decomposition of the operator, H. 
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APPENDIX B: Integration Electronics 

Camera integration times are set by a 10-bit dip switch within the camera housing. The switch 

loads a TTL 0 or 1 (Horowitz and Hill, 1980) for each bit into a counter which conu-ols the period of 

integration. Electronics to control and maintain integration time settings for the camera acquisitions are a 

combination of off-the-shelf hardware and custom built boards. This appendix is intended to provide a 

sufficient understanding of the logic and construction of these electronics, should troubleshooting become 

necessary. 

B . l  G e n e r a l  D e s c r i p t i o n  

The integration control electronics consist of a PC-mounted, multiple parallel port (Metrabyte 

PIO-12) providing input to two identical, custom-built electronic packages, one for each bank of eight 

cameras. The two electronics packages interface with each of eight cameras per bank via ribbon cables and 

connectors. In order to accept the ribbon connectors, holes were placed in camera outer casings, and 

modifications were made to the PK7806 SCO Board-B of the CV-251 camera. A 10-bit dip switch (SWl) 

was removed from the boards and replaced by a dual-pin-sunp header to accept the ribbon connector. 
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Figure B.I: PIO-12 Connector Pin Assignments 
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Figure B.3: Box Assembly for Integration Electronics 
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B.2 Electronics 

Two identical electronic assemblies are provided, one for each bank of eight cameras. The 

assemblies are separately boxed, each with eight 10x2 pin connectors for the cameras, a D-subminiature 25-

pin connector for parallel port input, and a standard 3-pin power connector for 120VAC. A schematic of 

u'^e logic layout is illustrated in Figure #. Duplicate diagrams are shown representing the identically 

controlled banks of eight cameras each. The electronics for these duplicated circuits are housed in two 

separate boxes, for use with the two camera banks during stereo acquisition. Each electronic assembly is 

constructed using two 4.5" x 6" prototyping boards. Both are perforated in tenth-inch-spaced grids with the 

primary board having power and ground planes. On the primary boards the chips are laid out on chip 

carriers with wire-wrapped interconnections. 5V power and ground is supplied to the TTL electronics on 

the primary boards through a Power-One HB5-3 power supply, whose TTL ground is referenced to the 

computer digital low through the parallel port output pins 18-25. The secondary board is used as an 

interface between the primary board and the container-mounted connectors. The I/O ports A and B are the 

first two output ports of the FIG-12 board, located at hex address 0x280. The camera integration bits are 

opto-isolated (NEC PS2505-4-ND and NEC PS2505-2-ND) and are turned on and off by addressable 

latches (SN-74LS256-N). Each 74LS256 has two quad addressable latch sets. The four latches of each set 

are selected by two latch select bits. Three quad latch sets are dedicated to each camera for a total of 

twelve latches of which two are unused. This scheme is duplicated at each camera. Camera selection on a 

particular bank is performed by an 8-to-l decoder/demultiplexer (SN-74LS138-N) whose 8 outputs control 

the ENABLE lines on the 74LS256 latches. Each board gets an 8-bit input at a time from its respective 

parallel port. The input bits are divided by function with the lowest two bits going to the SN-74LS256-N's 

for latch selection, the next three bits carrying ON/OFF data, and the highest three bits used for camera 

selection. 
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B.3 Software Control 

To accommodate the methodology used in laying out the electronics, the computer must initiate a 

specifically ordered routine in order to control each camera's integration setting. The following commented 

C code is the program used to test and diagnose the hardware. Port.EXE, and is provided as an example to 

describe the setting of 10-bit data for the camera integration period. In the code segment, BitState[] is a 10-

element boolean array variable where user input for integration period selection is stored as the 10-bit 

camera setting, and "input" is a one byte variable sent to the parallel port. 

// Pon.exe; Port Test Program for Windows 
// Written by E.Yafuso. 1996 

#include <rwindows.h> 
#include "port.h" 

#define PORT 0x378 
#definc RUN 0 
#definc STOP I 
#define APPNAME "PORT" 

long FAR PASCAL .export WinProc (HWND. UINT. WPARAM. LP ARAM); 

int PASCAL WinMain(HANDLE hinst. HANDLE hPrevInst, LPSTR IpstrCmdLine. int nCmdShow) 
{ WNDCLASS wndclass; 

HWND hWnd; 
MSG msg; 

if (!hPrevInst) 
j wndclass.style 

wndclass.lpfnWndProc 
wndclass.cbClsExtra 
wndcIass.cbWndExtra 
wndclass.hins lance 
wndclass.hicon 
wndclass.hCursor 
wndclass.hbrBackground 
wndclass.lpszMenuName 
wndclass.IpszClassName 

RegisterClass(&wndclass); 

1 

= CS_HREDRAW I CS_VREDRAW; 
= WinProc; 
= 0; 

= DLGWINDOWEXTRA; 
= hlnsl; 
= Loadlcon (hInst. APPNAME); 
= LoadCursor (NULL. IDC_ARROW); 
= COLOR_WINDOW + I; 
= NULL; 
= APPNAME; 

hWnd = CrcateDialogdilnst, APPNAME, 0. NULL); 
ShowWindow (hWnd, nCmdShow); 
UpdateWindow (hWnd); 

while (GetMessage(&msg, NULL, 0,0)) 
{ TranslateMessage(&msg); 

DispatchMessage(&msg); 

1 

return 0; 
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long FAR PASCAL WinProc(HWND hWnd, UINT msg. WPARAM wParam, LP ARAM IParam) 
{ static int i. ii: 

unsigned mt input = 0; 
static BOOL CamStateCl = {0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0). BilState(] = {0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.01; 

switch(msg) 
( case WM_COMMAND: 

SetFocus(hWnd); 

// IDC_SEND sends bits to cameras. If it is not chosen 
// that means that user is still selecting bits and cameras 
// to send them to. This part of the program just keeps tabs. 
if (wParam 1= IDC_SEND) 
{ SetDlgltemTextthWnd. IDC_OUT. "Input Mode"); 

if (wParam >= IIDC_5 && wParam <= IDC_4) 
SendMessage(GetDlgItem(hWnd. wParam). BM_SETSTATE. 

(Camstate[wPanun-601=-CamState[wParam-60)). OL); 
else if (wParam >= IDC..Brr_0 && wPaiam <= IDC_BIT_9) 

SendMessage(CjetDIgItem(hWnd. wParam). BM_SETSTATE, 
(BitStaie(wParam-70]=-BitState[wParam-701). OL); 

return 0; 

// Once IDC_SEND is selected, the program goes about interpreting 
// and sending the desired bit information to Che selected 
// cameras. The parallel port output byte is divided into three 
// sub-regions. Bits 7.6.5 are dedicated to selecting I of 8 
// camera addresses. Bits 4.3.2 set either 3 or 2 bits at a time. 
II Bits I.O tell which 3 or 2 of the cameras 10 bits are being set. 
else 
{ for (i = 0; i < 8; i++) //Cycle thru camera addresses 

(if (CamState[i]) // Check if camera is selected for change 
{ input &= Ox 1F; // Clear old camera address 

input 1= (i « 5); // Set new camera address 
outportb(PORT. (unsigned char)input); // Enable New Camera 
Input &= OxEO; // Clear "input" for new camera 

// Multiple data Bits set at each iteration: 
// ii = 0; seis bits 0.4. 8 
// ii = I; sets bits 1. 5. 9 
// ii = 2; sets bits 2. 6 
H ii = 3: sets bits 3. 7 
for (ii = 0; ii < 4; ii-H-) 
{input &= OxFC;//CIear old bits to change 

input 1= ii; // Set new bits to change 
outportb(PORT. (unsigned char)input);//enable bits 
// Clear "input" bits for data entry 
input &= 0xE3; 
// Set "input" bits with new data values 
input =  BitS(ate{ii] ? inputl0x0004 : input&-0x(x)04; 
input = BitState[ii+4] ? inputlOxOOOS ; input&-0x0008; 
input = BitStale[ii+81 ? inputlOxOOlO ; inpul&-Ox(X)IO; 
outportb(PORT. (unsigned char)input); //Send em! 

1 
1 

I 
SetDlgltemText(hWnd. IDC_OUT. "Data Sent"); 
return 0; 

1 
break; 
case WM_DESTROY: PostQuitMessage(O); return OL; 

1 
return DefWindowProc (hWnd. msg. wParam, IParam); 
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APPENDIX C: Board Addressing 

The software is designed to access several add-on boards which are required to run the camera 

system. Should it become necessary to modify the boards, software, or computer, it will be necessary to 

maintain accounting of the address locations in order for the software to operate properly. Changes to the 

hardware addresses will necessarily have to be mirrored in the software and vise versa. Listed here are the 

boards added onto the PC's ISA bus, their functions, and their hexadecimal addresses: 

BOARD FUNCTION ADDRESS 

DT3852 Frame Grabber 0x230 

DT2859 First 8-Video Multiplexer 0x2E3 

DT2859 Second 8-Video Multiplexer Ox2EB 

DGS-2 Controlling Pattern Generator for Triggering 0x300 

DCS-16 Slave Pattern Generators for Triggering 0x310 

PIO-12 Multiple Parallel Port to Integration Electronics 0x280 

Table C.l: Board Function and Address Listing 
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APPENDIX D: Camera Power Supply 

POWER 

VIDEO 
•UT 

CAMERA 

TRIGGER HD-IN 
IN 

CAMERA ADAPTER 

VALIDF 
OUT 

VD-IN 

TRIGGER 

jo; 

VA-251 

VD 
EXT 

INT 

O 

Figure D. 1: VA-251 Camera Power Supply 

Figure D. 1 is a schematic representation of the front of the power supply to the Protec CV-251 

cameras. The connectors used in this system are labeled "CAMERA" and "TRIGGER IN". The camera 

main power connector is plugged into the "CAMERA" connector. The trigger BNC cable from the 

appropriate Adtron DGS-12 output will go into the "TRIGGER IN" BNC connector shown. 

The "TRIGGER/VD" switch in the upper right of this figure is a toggle between trigger mode or 

video mode. To use the cameras in normal video mode, set this to "VD". When used in the system, this 

sv/itch should always be set to "TRIGGER" as the system provides all trigger input. 

The "EXT/INT" switch just below the "TRIGGERA'D" is used when the latter is set to trigger 

mode. The power supply has an internal trigger supply. The "EXT/INT" toggles between internal trigger 

input and those supplied externally through the "TRIGGER IN" BNC connection. 

The "POWER" switch has a red LED to inform the user when the power supply is on. 
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APPENDIX E: Selected Computer Code 

The following is a complete listing of source code for the 3-D GUI analysis program TMoD.EXE. 

Due to its length, DTWin.C is not presented here. 

D : TMoD E.XE 
This cixic was wnitcn for 32 bu Windows i>peniang systems and is cumpaubic with Micnisofl Windows 95. and NT U was compUcd using the Micrusijfi Visual 

C—- for Windows compiler. The layout and comrocntmg of this codc differs signtftcantly with that of DTWin due u> a diffcrcncc in approach in pmgnm design. TTjis codc is ubfcct-

onented and uses construcu not present in DTWin. The program is organized using the Document/View architecture, making extensive use of the Microsoft Foundauon 

Classes (MFO to create a system-compauble interface wjih the target operaung systems. As a result the mam source files have the extension (* CPP) and their corresponding 

header files (* h) have been included to provide class defintuons vital ui umlerstaxxling the source files. 

Included Files-

TMoDCPP 

TMoDH 

Bnghtnes.'S.CPP 
Bnghtnes&.H 

ChUdFmi.CPP 

OuldFmi-H 
CObPoinLCPP 
CObPoinLH 

CLX)rds CPP 

CiMnJs.H 
Huto gram.CPP 

Hisiognun.h 

NfamFrmCPP 

VlamFrm.H 

MathFcns.CPP 

MathFcns.H 
Movie.CPP 

Movie.H 

SclectCPP 

SCICCLH 

Timmg.CPP 

Tutung-H 
TMoDDoc.CPP 

TMoDDiK.H 

TNtoDView CPP 

TNtoDView H 

TMoD.CPP 

// TMoD cpp Defines the class bchavion tor ihe jpplication. 

//Module for TMoD EXE 

/Wntten m Microsoft Visual C-*-» 

//EYaius*> Copyright O I'lW? 

•include "iidal'x.h" 

^include "TMoD h' 

•ildei _DEBL'G 
•define new DEBL'G.SEW 

•undef THIS.FTLE 
sialic char THlS_nLEll = RLE 

•cndif 

ntminuiminmininitnmiiiiminiinuiiiiiimmiinmii 
// CTMoDApp 

BEGL\.MESSAGE.MAP(CTMoDApp. CWinApp) 

//{{A^_MSG_MAP(CTMoDApp) 

ON.COMMAND(ID_APP_ABOUT. OnAppAbout) 

O.V_COMMANDfID.CAUBRATi:_OPENCAUBRATlONIMAGE OnCalibrateOpencalibrauonimagc) 

ON_COMMAND(ID.RECONSTRUCT_OPENRECONSTRUCnMACE. OnRcconstmciOpenreconstnicumage) 

ON,COMMAXD(ID_CAUBRATE.ASSOCIATEEXISTINGTRANSFORM. OnCalibrucAsstwateexisimginnsfonn) 

ON_COMMAND(ID_MOVIE.VIHWRECONSTRUCTEDSEQUENCE,OnMovicViewreconsirucicdsequcncc) 

//))AFX_MSC.MAP 

// Standard file based document commands 

ON_COMMAND( ID.FILE.OPEN. CWinApp: tOnFUeOpen) 

// Sundanl pnnt setup command 

ON.COMMANDdD.nLE.PRlNT.SETVP. CWinApp::OnFilcPnniSetup» 

END_MESSAGE_MAP() 

iiiiiiiiiiiiuiniimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimii 
// CTMoDApp construction 

CTMoDApp: :CTMoDApp() 
( IsRcvonstruct = FALSE. 



I 

RccMovic = FALSE. 

imuimmmmiiimiiimimimiimmiimimimnmiimuiii 
// The one and only CTMoDApp ob)ect 

CTVloDApp thcApp; 

iiiiinniinnnimiinniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiniinuiinimiim 
//CTMoOApp mmalizatiun 

BOOL CTMoDApp: (ni(/nsuncc() 
[ // Sundanl tnitultiaDun 

'I If you arc not using these fcatunis and wish u> reduce the st/s 

// of yuur final e.xccutab(e. you should remove fmm the following 
// the spcctfic mitialization nxitmes you do not need. 

•jfdef _AFXDLL 
Enable^dControlsO: // Call thu when using MFC m a shared DLL 

<*clsc 
Ena6/c3dCon(rolsStatK;(// Coil this when linking u> MFC suucaily 

<cndif 

L4)adStilPn)riIeSetun^(): // L^ud standard INI file options (including MRU) 

// Register the applicuion's document templates. Document templates 

// serve as the connection between documents, frame windows and views. 

CMultiDocTcmpIate* pDucTemplaie; 

pDtx; Template = new CMuluDocTemplaieC 

IDR.TMODTYPE. 
RUNTIME_CLASS(CTMoDD«c). 
RUNTIME_CLASS(CChiIdFrame). // custom MDl child frame 

RUNTIME_CLASSfCTMoDVicv,»; 

AddDt)cTemplaie(pDocTempbie): 

// create mom MDI Frame window 

CMamFrome* pMamFrame = new CMamFrame; 

i( {'p.VfajnR3me->Li>adFranje(IDR_MAJNFRA.ME)) 

return FALSE, 

m.pMainWnd = pMainFrame; 

// Parse wimtmand Une for standard ithell commands. DDE. file open 

CCiimmandUnelnfo cmdlnfo. 

ParseCommandLine(cmdlnfo); 

U Dispatch commands specified on the command line 
]/ ('Pnx:cssShciJC«}n]manJfcnidJnA))) 

return FALSE. 

// The main window has been miualixed. m show and update it. 
pMamFrame->ShowWindow(m_nCmdShow); 
pMajnFrimc->UpdatcWindowi); 

return TRUE; 

f 

niiiiiiiiiniiiiiiifiiniiininiiniiinnmniiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiniiiin 
// CAbi>utDlg dialog used for App About 

clas.\ CAbouiDIg : public CDtalog 

i 
public: 

CAboutDIgO: 

U Dialog Data 
//(l AFX_DATA(CAbouiDlg) 

cnum ( IDD = [DD_AB0LT30X I; 

//IIAFX.DATA 

d QassWi/ard generated virtual funcuitn overrides 
//{{AFX_VIRTTJAL(CAboutDlg) 

protected: 

virtual void DoDataExchangetCDataExchange* pDX). // DDX/DDV support 

//)} AFX. VIRTUAL 

// Implemenution 

protected: 

ll{ I AFX.MSG(CAboutDlg) 

// No message handlers 

//)|AFX_MSG 

DECLARE.MESSAGE.MAPO 

1 .  

CAbimtDlg':CAb«)ulDtg(> CDialiig(CAboutDIg::IDD) 

I '/{iAFX.DATA_IMT(CAboulDlg) 



/;i)AFX_DATA_LNrr 

void CAhuutDlg::{>*Oau£xctungeiCDaiaExctungc* pOX) 

{ CDialog::0»Dau£:uhange(pDX); 
//((AFX.DATA.MAP(CAbi)uiDlg) 

//}}AFX.DATA.MAP 

1 

BEGIN _MESSAGE.MAP(CAbouiDIg.CDuIog) 

//({AFX.MSG.MAPlCAbouiDIg) 

II No mesMgc handlen 

//UAFX.MSG.MAP 

END .MESS AGE.MAP() 

// App command to nm the dialog 

void CTMoDApp::OnAppAbout() 

{ CAN)utOlg aboutOlg; 

aboutDlg DoVUxlaJO: 

1 

minmimiuininuuiuinmiiiiiuiiiunmiiimuninniui 
U CT\!oDApp ciimmands 

//OnCalibraicOpenc3iibrauommagc 
//Takes chosen fdc and opens a dixnunent class with tt The document class 

//wtll be iniualt£cd U) calibrate this image. That means the image must he 

//a picture of a caiibrauon standard from which points can be selected that have 
//a known bearing to the real 3-0 coonlinaie frame. 

void CTNIoDApp OnCahbraieOpencalibrauommaget) 

{ const char filterfl = 'Calibration Files (* CAL)I* CALiAll Files \* •!!'. 

CFUeDialog filcDialogrmUE. -CAf. NULL, OFN.nLEMUSTEXlST. filter): 

if I fileOialog DoMixlaJO » IDOK) 

{ CStnng path = nkDiaJog.CctPathNamet}: 
CDocument* pDoc: 
if (pDoc = OpcnOocumeniFile(path)) 

I CTVtoDDoc* pTMoDDoc = (CTMoDDoc*) pDtK; 

pT\foDD(x;->SetCaltbrateFbg(); 

I 
1 

/yOnRecunstmctOpenrcconstrucumage 

//This function takes the chosen file and then invokes an OpenReconstruct 

//function in the document class, which then loads 16 stereo dau images 

//into the doctiment class. The latter funcuon will fail and return FALSE 

//if the selected sequence lacks any of the required calibration transforms 

//which an: generated during caiibrauon. and then associated with the data 

//files using the OnCalibraieAssocuteexisungtransformO funcuon. 
void CTNfoDApp::OnReconstructOpenreconstrucumage() 

I const char fUlcrtl = 'Stereo Data Files (• DATll* DATIAll Files (••)<• •ll"; 

CFiIeDialog fiIeDialog(TRL'E "DAT*. NULL. OFN.nLEMUSTEXlST. fUter*. 

if (fileOialog.Oo.ModaiO »IDOK) 
( bReconstruct = TRUE: 

CSinng path = fileOiaiog.GetPathNameO; 

tf (OpenDiKT»mentFilc(path) = NULL) 

( AfxMessageBoxCUnablc to open files'); 

IsRecoiutriict = FALSE, 

I 

I 

1 

//OnCaiibratc.-Vssociatee.\isiingtrafufiTrm 
//Provided that I(S calibration images have been pmperly 

//calibrated, this funcuon will asstxriate their transforms with 

//16 stereo data images chosen by the user 

void CTMuDAppxOnCaiibratcAssociatccxistingtnuufurmO 

I //Prompt user to sclect first caiibrauon file, and then 

//the first data file. E^rucecd to use those names to determine 

//enure set of both files and assocute transforms with the 16 

//caiibrauon files with (heir appropriate 16 data files 

mt i: 

//Filter for first caiibrauon file 

const char filter 1[] = 'Caiibrauon Files (" CALX* CALIAII Files (•.•)!• •H"; 

CFUeDialog fUelDialogfTRUE 'CAL*. .NULL, OFN.RLEMUSTHXIST. filterl); 

//Caiibrauon File Strings 

CStnng CaiPath. CalNamc; 

//Dau file stnngs 

CSuing DatPath. DauName; 

//File class variables 

CFiIe file. data, cal: 

CFileExccpUiin fe: 



//Get First Calibration File 

if (filelDtaiug.OuMudalO != IDOK) return; 

ColPath s nietDialog.GetPuhName<); 

CaLVome = tile I Dialog.GetRleNamcO; 

switch (CalName{0{) 

{ case A'; break; case a. break; 

case B'. brcak;case "b'; break; 

default: 
Afx.Sfcs<iagcBox('Chusen file is nut a legal calibrauun file.'); 

return; 

1 
switch (CalName( 11) 
{ case ' I' break; ease 1': break; ease 3': break; case '4'; break; 

case 5*" break; case fi": break; case T: break; case S': break: 

default 
.\fxMessageBoxi'Chusen lile is mx a legal calibrauon 5Ie.*); 

return; 

I 

//Get First Data RIe 
const char filter^ I = *Dau Files (• DATM* DAT!All Files (• •)(• T. 

CFilcDialiig rilc2Dialog(TRUE 'DAT. NULL. OFS'.nLEMUSTEXIST. filter:). 

il (ftle2Dialug.D<)Mixlal() '= IDOK) return. 

DatPath = rile:Dialog.CctPathName(); 

DatName = fUe^Dialog.GetFileNameO; 

switch (DaLSamc(O)) 

( case A'; break; case 'a': break; 
case B': break;casc 1)'; break; 

default; 
Afx.Me&sageBox(*Cho.>cn tile is not a legal calibraoon file.*), 
retirni. 

I 
switch (DaLS'amc( I j) 

case T: break; case *2': break; case '3': break; case '4'; break: 

ease '5': break; case '6': break; case T: break; case 8'; break; 

default: 
AfxMessagcBoxCChusen file u not a legal calibrauun file.'); 

return. 

1 

//Prepare loop lo assocate 16 stereo images to (he 

//desired transforms 
if 4!file.0pcn(CalPath.CFtle::moileRea<i I CBIe::shareOenyWnte. &fc)) 

( AfxMessageBoKt'Error opening file'): return; ) 

char numlXj. templ( temp:(2i; 
CINTcalUn =CalPaih-GciLength(); 

L'INT datLcn = DatPath.GctLcngthO; 
calLcn •= 5. 

JaiLen -•= 5. 

mt lemp. 
DWORD datast/e. 

double butfert i:]; 

//Get Bitmap datasitt 

rilc.Scck(31. CFiIci'bcstni; filc.RcoK&Uaiasi/e. 4)^ 

filcQtisei); 

//Begin file loop 
U)r(I =().!< 16.1-*-*) 

{ //Determine file and alter path name to sun 
temp s i< 8 •' 1 • I : i - 7; 

iiua(temp. num. 10); 

CalPath SetAUcalLen. num(OI); 

CaiPaih.SetAUcalLen> I. i< R ? A': Bl: 

DatPath.SetAt(daiLen. num(Ol); 
DaiPath.SetAtldatLen-i. i8 ? A': 'B1; 

//Open file fur reading 

if (!cal.Opcn(CalPath, CFiIe::modeReaJ I CFilc:ishan:DenyWnte. &fe)) 

( sirq)y(iempI.'Error opening file *); 

strcatftempL Ca/Path): 

Afx.V(essageBux(temp 1); 

return; 

1 
if ('data.Open(DatPath. CFtle:;moijeReadWnte t CFile:'jhareDenyWnte. &fe)) 

( strcpy(tcmp I. 'Error opening file '); 

strcaKtempl. DatPath); 

AfxMcssageBoxCCemp IK 

return; 

I 

//Get Transform Position 
tf <cal.Ge'Xength() 's (12 * si^eofCdouble)) «-datasi/r « 512) 

( ^trcpvdcmpl. 'Missing Transform for Image# 

I < temp:. 10) j{(uO-7. temp:. 10). 
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slrcaKlcnjpl.» < S ^'A* 
itrcaUtemp I. (cmp2); 

AfxMessagcBoxdcxnpl 

return; 

C3l.Sci;k(daUsi/c*512. CFt]e::bcgin); 

cal-Read(buffer. IT * si«uf(Jimbk)); 

tJau.Scek(ibusi/e-*-512. CFUc::bcgmK 

itiu.Wnte<buffer. 12 * uzeuf(ili)uble)): 

//Close files 

caJ.Clo5cO. 
<iau.Ou5e(): 

} //End file liHip 

'/OnNIiiMeViewreconslnjcttd^cqucnce 
//Lojds the inf'tirTnaUon fn)m data fi/cs and rccooscnjcuun rR£C) 

//file m onJer u> have a document and view that con illustrate the 

//the rccuruiructcd mformatiun 
vuid CTMuOApp::OruMovteViewtrcunstructedsequence() 

I const char filtert) ='Rcconstnjcted Stereo Dau Rle (• REQI' REOAll Rles (• •)!• 'I"; 

CFiIeDialog fileDulogORUE. 'REC. .VULL. OR^.FtLEMUJTEXIST. fdicr); 

if ((ileOtaJog.DuMixlalO »lOOK) 
I RecMovie = TRUE; 

CStnng path = nkDtalug.GetPathNanie<); 

if (OpenD»cumeniFile(path) NULL) 

( AfxMessageBoxCUnable to open nies*); 
Rec.Movjc = FALSE; 

I 

1 

I 

TMoD.H 

// TNfoD h main header tile for the TMOD applicatiun 

//Wnnen in Micnivift Visual 

//E YaJuw) C»)pynght O 1997 

•ifndcf _AFXWIN_H_ 
•error include ttdafx.h' before mcludmg this file for PCH 

•endif 

//Main symbols 

^include 'rcsourcc.h' 

//Custom includes 
//All irKiude files (i.e. class definiuons) arc placed here to 

//streamline the pn>ccss of adding a class and havmg its include 

//file incorporated m the proper order 

#mclude 'fstrcam.h' 

*inciude 'CObE*oinLh' 

•include "CiHirds.h" 

•include 'Brightness.h* 

•mclude 'Histogrun.h' 
•mclude 'Movie.h* 

•mclude "MainFrm.h" 

•include 'ChildFnn.h' 

•mclude TMoDDoc.h' 

•include TMoOView.h* 

•mclude 'SelecLh' 

•include Tuning-h" 

•include 'mathfcns h' 

luuiniummmuinimiiiniiiiumiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiitu 
// CTN!oDApp: 

// See TNloD cpp for the implemcntauon of this class 

// 

class CTNIoDApp public CWinApp 

1 
puhiic: 

CTMoDAppO; 

BOOL IsRecunstruct; //Reconstnicuon Flag 

BOOL RecMovie; //Reconstructed Movie Sequence Rag 

// ClassWiAard generated virtual function uvemdes 

//{(AFX.VIRTljAL(CTMoDApp) 

pubbc: 
virtual BOOL Initlnstancef); 

//11AFX_VIRTUAL 

// ImplcmcntaUon 



//((AFX_MSGCCT\foDAppi 

olx.msg vokJ OnAppAbouiO; 
oix.msg voul OnColibraicOpcncalibnUonimagcO; 

^x.nug void OnRccoastructOpenreconstmcnmagei): 

olx.msg void OnCaiibraieAssociatocxutingtrans/omK/: 
^x.msg void OnMovieVicwrccunstnictcdscqucnccO; 

//tlAFX.MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

I. 

iniiiimiiiimiiinuimiiiiiiiiitninmiiiimiiniimiiiuiiniiiiii 

Brichtiiess.CPP 

// Bnghtncss.q)p : tmplemenution lilc 

//Module for TMoD.EXE 

//Wnacn m Microsoft Vbual C-^ 

//EYofusoCopynghiC IW7 

•includc 'stdafx-h' 

<hncludc TMoD h" 

#ifdef .DEBUG 
"•define new DEBUG .NEW 

•undef THIS.RLE 

itaut clurTHIS.ETLEll - _FIL£_. 

«cndif 

iuiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiuniiniiiiiifiiuiniimiifiiiiiiiiin 
H CBnghtness dialog 

CBnghincss: CBnghincsi( ini nBnghu CWnd* pParcni /"sNUI-L*/) 

CDiaiog(CBnghtness::IDD. pParem) 

i /M{AFX.DATA_INrr(CBnghmcsb> 

m.nBnght = nfinghl; 

//}}AFX.DATAJNtT 

} 

void CBnghmcss::Di)DauExchangc(CDalaExchange* pDX) 

( CDialog::DoData£xchange(pDX); 

//{{AFX.DATA.MAPlCBnghiness) 
DDX.ConiroUpDX, IDC.ADJUST.BRIGHT. ra.bnght.slider); 

DDX.ConiroKpDX, IDC.VALUE, m.bnghi); 

//1I.-\FX.DATA.MAP 

I 

BEGLS\MESSAGE.MAP(CBnghtncss. CDialog) 

'!{1 Are.MSG,MAP( CBnghincss) 

ON.WM.HSCROLU) 

//DAFX.MSG.MAP 
ESD,MESSAGE.MAP() 

iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiuniniiiiii 
// CBnghincss message handlers 

//OnlniiDiaiog 
'/Remcves value which was prcvitiusiy set m ihc co istrucior 

//i>> the present bnghtness value ol the image 

BOOL CBnghtncss;;OnlnitDiaiog() 

I CDuUog;:OnlmtDtalog(); 

char val[St; 

m_bnghi„sIidcr.SeiRangc(0. 255. TRUE): 

m_bnghi_sUdcr.SeiPos(m_nBnghi); 

SctDlgliemTexulDC.VALUE. uoa<m_n6nght. val. 10)); 

return TRUE; 

1 

//OnHScmll 

//Responds to slider input u> set the bnghtness 

void CBnghtness::OnHScron(UINT nSBOxlc. ULVT nPos. CScmllBor* pScnillBar) 

{ charvallSJ; 
m.nBnghi = (BYTE) m.bnght.slider.GctPiwO; 

SctDlgltcmTextdDC.VALUE. itoa(m_nBnghL val. 10)); 

CDialog;;OnHScron(nSBCode. nPos, pScrullBar); 

) 

Briehtiicss.H 

// Bnghiness.h : header file 



//Cliss Dcfmiuon for TNIoD.EXE 

//Wnacn in Microwfi Vuual C-^ 

//EYafiiso Copynghi C IW7 

luiniinniiniiiniimimimmmiiiinunininuiuminnmnin 
1/ CBnghmcss dialog 

CBnghtnsu : pubbc CDu^ug 

( 

// Corutnicuon 

public: 
CBnghinessdnc nBnghc CWnd* pPwcnt = NULL); // iCLiJanJ construcwr 

// Dialog Data 
//H AFX_DATA(CBnghincss) 
cnum { fDD = rOD.BRIGHTNESS I; 

CSlidcrCul m_bnghi_slider. 

int m_nBnghi; 

CSuuc m.bnghu 

//'IIAFX.DATA 

II Overrides 
11 QauWi/ard gcncnlcd virtual I unction overrides 

//{(AFX. VIRTUAUCBnghiness J 

protected: 
virtual void DoOata£xchangc(CData£xchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV suppiirt 

//! lAFX.VIRTUAL 

// bnplemeniation 

protected; 

// Generated mcuage map functions 
//(I AFX_MSG(CBnghincs«) 

vtrtuai BOOL OnlnitDtalugO; 
al*_msg void OnHScrulKUlNT nSBCodc. UINT npos. CScrolIBar* pScroUBar); 

//|)AFX,MSG 
DECLARE.MESSAGE.MAPO 

I. 

ChUdFimCPP 

// ChUdFrm.cpp : unplementauon of the CChildFramc class 

//Module for TMoD EXE 

//Wntten m Micros^ut Visual 

z/E-Ya/uso Copyright O 1997 

•include '^tdal.x.h' 

•include "TNIoD h* 

•ifdel .DEBUG 
•define new DEBUG.NEW 
•undcl THIS.RLE 
staucchar-miS.FILEIl = _nLE_. 

•endif 

iiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiii 
.7 CChildFrame 

IMPLEMENT.DYNCRE/VTEiCChildFrame, CMDIChilUWnd) 

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CChikIFramc. CMDlChildWnd) 

//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CChUdFrame) 

//)|AFX.MSG_MAP 

END.MESSAGE.MAPO 

minnniuiiiiiiniuuniiuimiumiiiiinimnmniiiiiniiuii 
II CChtldFr-nic conjtnrucn/dsstracuon 

CChildFrame::CChtldFrame() 

I 

I 

COuldFraroe;; -CChildFnunc() 

( 

) 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
// CChiidFrame diagnasucs 

•ifiicf .DEBUG 

void CChildFrame: AssertVaiidO const 

1 CMDIChildWnd::AssertVaiid<); 

I 
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%'ukJ CChil<iFramc::Otunp<CDumpContextA dc) const 
( CMDlCluklWnd:;Oufnp<dc); 

1 

•cikJif//.DEBUG 

mmimmmmimmiiiimiuiiiimmmmimiiuiiuimtniu 
U CChiklFramc message handlcn 

'/OnCrcaceOicnt 
'/Ntamly si/cs the chent area to the parent, which has been 

//previously si/cd lo the image 

BOOL CChildFramc:;Or\CrcaicClJcnt(LPCREATESTRL'CT Ipcs. CCreatcContcJit* pCuntexi) 
{ //Move window to upper left comer of parent 

RECT reel; 

CWnd* pParent = GeiParentO. 

pParent->OetChentRcct(&rect); 
VlovcWindow(&rcct. TRUE); 

return CMDIChikiWnd;:OtiCrcaicQienUlpcs. pConicxt); 

1 

Chi^dFimH 

.7 ChUdFrm.h mtcrfoce of the CChildFramc class 

//Class Dcftnmon forTMoD EXE 

//Wnticn m Microsoft Visual C-m-

//E.Yafust)CopynghtO 1997 
iiuiiiiiiiniiiiminiinmiiiii//iunniiiiniimiiimniiiuininiii 

class CChiklFramc : pubUc CMDIChiklWnd 

{ 

DECLARE.DYNCREATH(CChiklFrame) 

public: 
CChildFrufncf); 

// Attnbutes 
public: 

// Opcraiioni 

public: 

'/ Ovemdcs 
// ClassWi/ard generated virtual funcuon nvemdcs 

//U AFX. VIRTU AU CChiklFramc) 

protected: 

virtual BOOL OrCreatcClicnuLFCREATESTRUCT Ipcs. CCreateContext* pCuniext). 

//IJAFX.VIRTU'AL 

// Implementation 

public: 

virtual -CChiklFramet); 

•ifdcf .DEBUG 

vinuaJ voul AssertVaiidO const; 

virtual void DumpiCDumpContexiA dc) const; 

•eixlif 

U Generated message map functions 

pn^tected: 
//{I AFX_MSG(CChildFrame) 

//|1AFX_MSG 

DECLARB.MESSACE.MAPO 

K 

iiiiiiiniumiiiinuiiiiinnnmiinnmnnimiiiminiiiiiiiiiniu 

CObPnnLCPP 

// CObPoinLcpp 

//Module for TMoD EXE 

//U'ntten m .Vficrusuft Vuuai C** 

//EYafuso Copynght O 19*/7 

•include *stdalx.h* 

•incladc TMoD.h' 

//CObPomK) 

//Cunstructor 

CObPomi;-CObPt)int() 
( t = y = (J; 

tor (int I a 0: i< S. .X(il = Y(i| s Z|i| = ()<h 

I 
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'/CObPoinKinu mt. tloai. float. tUut) 

//IniUoit/cU coiutrucior 
//Auumc not rtcunstnicting so Dnly tine XYZ. t.c. /cm inUex only 

CObPi)im::CObPotmtmc u. ml ly. float iX. float lY. float iZ) 
i \ = ix; 

y s ly; 
X(0|*= iX. 

Yl()| = iY. 

ZlO| = iZ. 

I 

//COhPutnUconst CObPomtil:) 

//Copy Constructor 

//Copy all; used tn calibration or reconstruction 
CObPotnt::CObPiunt(const CObPomt& p) 
{ \ = p.x; 

y = p.y; 

for (mt I s(): i< 8; 

( X[iI = p.Xl>I; 
Y(il = p.YliI; 

Zlil = p.Zli|; 

1 
I 

//CObPuint(CPoinc&) 

//Construct from CPumt (2-D) 
//This does not yield a copy deep enough for reconstruction 

//To be safe, initiolt/e all non*^ro indices to 0 Of 
CObPoim::CObPoint(CPuini& p) 
I * = p *; 

y = p y. 

for (jni t = ()-. I < S. X|i| a Y(il = Zlil = <)<); 

//opcrattirsJ const CPointA) 

//Assignent of base \-y integers by regular CPoint 

CObPoint CObPoint;operators!const CPt)int& p) 
I * = p.x; 

y = p y; 

return 'this; 

I 

//opcrator=«consi C0bPomi4fc) 

'/Assignment lo another CObPnim 
CObPotnt CObPoinL:operator=<const CObPoint& p) 
f t = px; 

y - p y .  
ftir <mt 1 =0:1 < S; it-*) 

{ X(i|=pXI»l; 
Y(t|==p.YI.|: 

Z{iI = pZ|iI: 

\ 
return 'this; 

I 

//GetPoint 
//Rcium 2-D CPoint 
CPoint CObPoint::GctPoini() const 
I nrtum CPomt((im)x, (mt)y); } 

//GeiObPomi 

//Return 4-D deep copy 

CCbriJUii CObPoini;;GctObPoinU) const 

I return CObPointix. y. X|()|. Ylf)|. Z|()l); 1 

//Senolue 

void CObPotntiSenalizcfCArchivc &an;hiv-e) 

{ COb]cct::Serulize(archive); 

if (archivc.lsSti^nngO) 
archive « x « y « XlOj « Y(0| « Z|01; 

else 

archive » x » y » X(Oi » YlO| » Z|0|; 

//Diagnosucs 

•ifdef .DEBL'G 
void CObPoint;:Oump( CDumpConiext& dumpSite ) const 

{ CObiect::Dutnp(diimpSite); 

dumpSite «'  « x «  ' y : '  «  y; 

) 

void CObPoint::AssertValid() const 

I // check base class first 

CObjcct:: Assert V alid(); 
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// chcck dau members. 

1 
•cndif //.DEBUG 

IMPLEMENT.SERIAUCObPiimi. CObfect. 0) 

CObPoinLH 

// Coords.h : header file 

//Class Definiuon furT\foD.EXE 

//Wnoen m Microsoft Visual 
//E Yafuso Copynghl O 1997 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CCuurds dialog 

class CCiMfds : public COialog 

i 
// Construction 

public; 
CCoord.s(CObPojni* pPnt, im num. CWnd* pParent - NULL). 

// Dialog Data 

// {{AFX .DATA(CCot)rds) 

cnum { IDD s IDD_COORLVATES ): 

CEdit m_Z. 
CEdit m.Y. 

CEdit m.X. 

fltut m_f_X: 

float m_f_Y; 

float m_f_Z; 

//}JAFX_DATA 

CWnd* pPmt; 

// Overrides 
// GassWi/arU generated virtual function overrides 

//{(AFX.VlRTUAUCCoords) 

public: 

vinual BOOL PrcTninslate.Vfcssagc(MSG* pMsg). 

protected; 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDaiaExchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV support 

//}} AFX .VIRTUAL 

// Implcmentauon 

protected: 

CObPomt* pPoint; 

int n; 
// Generated message map functions 

//((AFX.MSG(CCoonis) 

virtual BOOL OnlniiDialogO: 

//IIAFX.MSC 
DECLARE.MESSAGE.MAP() 

I. 

Coords. CPP 

II Ci)ords.cpp : implementatiun file 

//Mtxiule for TNfoD EXE 

//Wnnen in Microsiift Visual 

//E.Ya/us4) Copyright O 1997 

#mclude 'stdaix.h' 

tincJude "TMoD h' 

#ifdef_DEBUG 

•define new DEBUG .NEW 

#undcf THIS^FILE 

suuc charTHIS_FILE|l = ^FILE_. 

#endif 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CCoords dialog 

//CCoonls 

//constructor 
CCix>rds::CCoord3(CObPoini* pPnt, ml num. CWnd* pParcni /•=NULL*n 

CDialog(CCoords::IDD. pPareni) 

{ //| {AFX.DATA.LSmCCoords) 

mJ.YsOOf; 
m.f.Z=0 0f; 

//ll/^.DATA.INrr 
pPoini = pPnu 
n - num. 



pPmt - pParcnt: 

t 

//Do DauExc tun ge 

void CCoords:;DuOata£xchange(CData£xc}unge* pDX) 

{ CDialog::DuOaia£jichange1pDX): 
•'/{ {AFX_DATA_MAP(CCoonli) 

DDX_Tc*i(pDX. IDC.X, m.f.X); 

DDX.TcxKpDX, IDC_Y. m.OI: 

DDX_rc*c(pDX. IDC.Z. mJ.Z): 
//UA^.DATA.MAP 

1 

BEGIN .MESSAGE_MAP(CGx)rds. CDialog) 

{Ara.MSC.MAP(CGx)nli> 

^/}1AFX_MSG.MAP 

END.MESSAGE_MAP() 

iiiiiiiiiimiiunniiiimiiniiiiiimiiiiiuniimiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiii 
// CCootxls mcuagc handlers 

//OnlnilOiaJog 

//Inmali^es the edit windows with 3*D point coordinates (if any exist) 

//and renames according to which point is being referenced 

BOOL CCoords::OnImiOulog() 
( CDiaiog;;OTiImtDialug(); 

RECT rect: 

CetWindowRecK&rect); 
LONG height = rectbiMtom - rectuip; 

LONG vvidth s rectnght • recLleft; 
p Pmt- >Gct W t ndo ur Rec t( Arcct); 
.VfovcWindow(rcct.Ieft. rccttop. width, height); 

charicmp[12KI. num(8i; 

CObPoint* pObPoini = (CObPoint*) pPoini; 

itoa(n. num. 10); 

strcpy(temp. 'Point# 'V. 
strcaKtemp. num); 
SctOlgI(cmText( IDC_P_NUM. wmp); 

m_f_X = pObPoint->X(()(; SeiDlgftemrexKlDC.X. _gcvtfm_f_X. 3. icmpM; 

m.LY = pObPoint->Yl()|; SeiDIgltcmTcxidDC.Y. .gcvUm_f_Y. 3. temp)); 

m_l_Z = pObPninl->Z(01; SciDIgIlcmTcxi(IDC_Z. _gcvUm_f_Z. 3. temp)); 

return TRUE. 

1 

''/PrcTraruiaicMcsjage 
//Makes It piKsible to control input focus by input of the 

//CDordinate the user wonts to change. Als4i makes it possible 

//to !(clcct the point by pressing return 

BOOL CCiX)rds:;PrcTran3latc.V(essagc(MSG* pNlsg) 
I if fpMsg->mcssagc == WN!_KEYDOWN> 

( switch (pNtsgowParom) 

( 

ease X: 

ease "X"; 

:SctF«)CUS(GeiDlgIttm(IDC_X>->ra_hWnd); 

bn»k; 
case y': 

case Y": 
;SctFocus(GciDIgItcm(IDC_Y>->m_hWnd); 

break; 

ca.*c 't!: 

case T; 
:SeiFocus(GetDlgItcin(IDC_ZV>m_hWnd); 

break; 

case 13: //RETURN 
HWND hwnd = "GetFocusO; 
if (hwnd s=GeiDlgIicm(IDC_XV>m_hWnd) ;;SctFocm(GetDlgIicm(IDC_Y)->m_hWnd); 

else if (hwnd = GeiDlgItem(IDC_Y>>m_hWnd) ::SetFocus(CetDlgItcm(IDC_Z)->m_hWnd); 

else :;SctFocus(GctDIgfictn([DOK>->m_hWnii); 
tl'(hwnJ 'sGetDlgItcm(lDOK)->m_hWnd && hwnd 1= GciDlgIicm(tDCANCEL)->m_hWnd) pMsg->wParam 

break; 

I 
I 

return COiaiog; PreTransiiceMessagc(pMsgl. 

i 

Coords.!l 

II CiH)rxls h • header file 
//Class Dcfinumn fiirTN!t>D EXE 
//\^'ntien m Microiolt Vuuai 
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//E.Ydfu»jCip>TighlC 1W7 
iimiimiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiumiiinuiiiiitiiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitii 
:t CCiKirits dialog 

cioM CCtHTrds pubhc CDiaJog 

I 
// Ctirucrucuon 

public: 
CCoonlsJCObPoint* pPnu ml num. CVr'tul* pParcnt = N'ULL). 

// Dulug Data 
//(I AFX.DATA(CCiK)nls) 

cnum I IDD = IDD.COORINATES 

CEdil m.Z; 

CEdil m.Y; 

CEdu m.X. 
Hon m_f_X; 

floai 
rtoai 

//IIAFX.DATA 
CWnd" pPmi: 

// 0%CTTUJCS 
// OauWuani genera led vtrtuaJ funcutm ovemdes 

//{(AFX .VIRTU AL(CCoord5) 

pubbc 

vtnual BCXDL PrcTransIaicMcssagrtNtSG* pMsg); 

protected: 

virtual void DoDataExchongclCDataExchangc* pDX); // DDX/DDV suppon 

//II AFX .VIRTUAL 

// bnplcmentauitn 

protected: 
CObPoini* pPoint: 

int n. 

U Generated message map funcuons 

//{I AFX.MSG(CCi)ofUs) 

virtual BOOL OnIniiDialog(). 

//IIAFX.MSG 
DECLARE.MESSACE. .Vf/\PO 

I. 

HutogranvCPP 

// f-hstogram.cpp : implementation file 

//Module for TMoD EXE 

//Wntlen m Microsoft Visual 

//E.Yafuso Copynght O 1997 

ihnclude 'itdafx.h' 

•include TMoD h' 

#ifdef .DEBUG 

•define new DEBUG .NEW 
tundefTHIS.FlLE 
<uuc char THIS.RLEd = _nLE_. 

•endif 

iiiiiiiniiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimuniinuiiniiiiiiiiiiii 
U CHtstogram dialog 

//CHtstognun 

//Consirtjcior: 

CHisiogram: CHi>togram(BYTE* pOngDIB. DWORD DatSize. BOOL MstFIag. CWnd* pParcni/*=NULL*/) 

CDialog(CHistogram:;(OD. pParent) 

1 //l{AFX_DATA_INrr(CHistogram) 

// NOTE, the ClassWi/ard will add member initxali/auon here 

//UAFX.DATA.INrr 
pDIB = pOngDIB. 

datasi/e = OatSue: 

HistFbg = HslFbg; 

1 

//DoDataExchange 

void CHistognun;:OoDaiaExchangc(CDataExchange* pDX) 

{ CDtalog::DoData£xchange<pDX); 

//(I AFX_DATA_MAP(CHistogram) 
// NOTE: the ClassWi/ard will add DDX and DDV calls here 

//IIAFX.DATA.MAP 

I 

BEGrN.MESSAGE.MAPCCHutogmm.CDialog) 

//H AF:< .MSG _MAP(CHisio gram) 

//jjafx.msg.map 



END_MESSAGE_V1AP() 

mmiumuimmmmimmmmuiimumummmmtimim 
// CHutugnim message hanilen 

//OnlmtDialog 

//Calculates and displays hislogram of present image 

BOOL CHistogram::OnImtOialog() 

( CDialog::OnImtOialog(); 
ShowWindow(SW_SHOW): 

UpdateWindowO: 

//Set the active button tu what it's suppiiseil tu be 
if iHisiFlag -- TRUE) SeiDIgltcmXexKlDOK. 'L'tuk) Histogram Ei|ual>ation*>; 

//Do the htstugram »tuff 

DWORD hist(2561. cJn256j. ma*, i. 
ULVT first; 

char Nu/nPi>mtst3^|. 

RECT rcct; 
mt EXT = 32767; 

BYTE* image spDIB; 

//Compute Huiugram and lowest iKcupied bm 
for (I s<); I < 256: histlil = (h 

//Histogram 
for (t si); t< liatasizc: htst(image(in-^; 

//high bin 
max = 0; 

for (J sO; i< 256: !••-»•) max - max>htst(il •* max : htst(i|: 

//low bin 

for (first s 0: first < 256: first-»-»-> if (histlfirstl !sO) break; 

//Cumulative Distnbuuon Function 

cdnOl = hisUOl; 

for (» = I: i< 256; i-«-»-) cdflil =cdfli-Il • hist(i]; 

//Display histogram 

CClientDC dc(thi5): 

//mapping cotiniinaces 

GciChcniReci («5ma:i); 
Jc SeiMapMode (MM.ANISOTROPIC); 

Jc SetWinduwExt (EXT. EXT); 

dc.SetVicwportExt (rcctnght-lO. •ra:Lbtmom*25); 

dc SetVicwportOrg (55. recLbmiom - 30); 

//Gnd and axis labels 

EXT -s 

dc.SctBkModcfTRANSPARENT); 
dc SctTexiColor(RGB(63.63.l6()»); 
CPcn cGndPcn(PS.SOUD. 0. RGB( 16(). 16l). 1 fiO)); 

dc.5c)cctOb|ecU&cGndPen); 

strcpylNumPotnts. "O'); 

mt offset; 
for (i =(); I <=max; i-^s^max/lO)) 

{ if (I <10) offset = -1900: 

else if (t < 100) offset s -2500; 

else if (i < 1000) offset = -3100: 

else if (i < U*X)0) offset = -3700: 

else offset = -4300; 

UoaCi^'umPumts. 10); 
dc.TextOuUoffscL 100(K<i*(EXT-2I67ymax). NumPomts. strlen(NumPomts)): 

dc.MovcTo(0.i*(EXT-2167Vmax); 

dc. LineTo< EXTj •(EXT-2167 Vmax); 

) 
dc SctTcxiColor(RGB(160.63.63)); 
ltoa(maxJs'um Points. 10); 

stn;at(NumPuints. * max*); 

dc TextOuUO. EXT. NumPomts. <irlcn(NumPoinis)); 
dcSctTextCok»r(RGB(63.63.l6())); 

//Display histogram 
CPcn cPea<PS_SOUD. 0. RCB(255.om: 
dc SelcciUbicj:;&cPen); 

for (i =0; i< 256; 

( if(hisi(ir=0) 

{ dc MoveTo<(fEXT)/256. 0); 

dc.UneTo((i*EXT)/256. hisi(il-(EXT-2167VmaxK 

I 
,f ((,«?• 32)=<)ll(i=255)) 

{ iioa(i. NumPomts. 10); 

dc.TcxtOui(({t*EXT/256>-5(K». 0. NumPomts. sirlen(.^'umPoints)); 
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I 
i 
//Draw coordinate axes 

CPcn cA*isPcn(PS.SOLID. 0. RGB({).0.0)): 

Jc. Seiea0b)cct( &c Ax tsPen); 

Jc. MoveTo( • 10()£XT-: 167); 

Jc.LincTo<-I(X).0); 

Jc. LincTo( EXT.O); 
iJc.SctTcxtCoIur(RCB(63.A3.63)); 

strcp>(NumPuinis. 'Gray Scale Lc\cl"V. 
Jc.TcxtOutlEXT/3. -I5()(). NumPoints. sulenlNumPoints)): 

rcium TRUE; 

) 

HistocranLh 

// Huuignim.h header file 

//Com Deimition for TMoD.EXE 

//Wnticn m Microsoft Visual 

//E.Yafuso Copyright O 1997 

iiiiiuminniiiiiiininnnniiimiiimimiinnmminiiimimt 
II CHutogram dialog 

class CHistugram : public CDiaiog 

{ 

// Constrticuon 

public: 
II siandardconstructiir 

CHisa)gfam{SVTE- pOngDIB, DWORD DiiSia. BOOL HsiFlag. CWnd* pPa«nt = NULL;; 

// Diaiog Data 
/l{ J AFX_DATA(CHisiognun> 

cnum I IDD = IDD.HISTOGRAM !; 
// NOTE, the ClassWizard will add daia members here 

//HAFX.DATA 
BYTE- pDIB; 

DWORD datasize; 

BOOL HistFlag: 

>! Ovcmdes 

// OassWuord generated virtual function overrules 

//(I AFX_VlRTUAL(CHtstognun) 

prucccted: 
virtual void DoOata£xchange(CData£xchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV support 

//))AFX_VIRTUAL 

U Implcmcntauon 

prucecied: 

// Generated message map funcuoru 

//({AFX_MSG(CHiaiogram) 

virtual BOOLOnlnitDulogO; 

//1|AFX_MSG 

DECLARE_MESSAGE,MAP() 

MainFrnvCPP 

// NfainFrm.cpp : impiemeniauon of the CNlamFrame class 

//Mixlule forTMoD.EXE 

/AVntten in Microsoft Visual 

//E-YafusoCopynghl O 1997 

#include "stdafx.h' 

^include TMoD h" 

#ifdef _DEBUG 

^define new DEBUG.NEW 

•undef THIS .FILE 

suuc char THIS_FILE(1 = _FILE_; 

•cndif 

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmiimummiiimiiimimimimi 
11 CMain Frame 

rMPLEMENT_DYNAMlC(CMainFnimc. CMDIFnimcWnd) 

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CMainFnunc. CMDIFramcWnd) 

//{I AFX.MSG_MAP(CMamFramc) 

ON.WM.CREATEf) 

ON.WM.PALETTECHANGEDO 

ON .WM.QUER YNEWPALETTEf) 

ON_COMMAND(ID_MOVIE_VIEWMOVINGLMAGES.OnMovicViewmuvingunagcs) 

ON.L*PDATE_COMMAND_UI(ID_VIEW.SHOWCALIBRATIONAXES.OnUpdalcVicwShowcalibrauonaxcs) 



//IJAFX.MSC.MAP 
// Global help cixninands 

ON.CONIMAND<ID_HELP_nNDER.CNtDIFrameW(ul::OnHcIpRndcr) 

ON.COMMANDdD.HELP. CMDIFrameWna;:OnHeIp) 

ON_COMMAND(ID_CONTEXT_HELP. CMDIFrameWmtiOnConccxiHelpi 

ON.COMMANCHID.DEFAULT.HELP. CMDIFrameWnd;:OnHcipRndcr) 

&VD,MESSAGE_MAP() 

static UINT indicatursO = 

{ [D^SEPARATOR, 

ID.INDICATOR.U. 
ID.INDICATOR.V, 

ID.INDICATOR.CAPS. 

ID.tNDICATOR.NUM. 

ID.INDICATOR.SCRL, 

1; 

iimmimmuiimmiiimmmmummmimiuutmmiiimim 
// CMainFnune coiutrucaon/dcstnicuon 

//CNtainFramc 
//Coasinictiir 

CNtiinFmnc:: CVfainFrainc() 

I //Set bnghtncu to mij>range 

nBnght =127; 

//Initiali/c memory piitnten to iSULL 
toritnt t =0: t < 16: t-t-t-} pOlBfi] - Nt'LL. 

pDIBHeader s NULX. 

I 

//-CNtainFnime 

//Deallocates DIB p^nnten if any have been iillocated 

CMainFramc:; -CMainFramet) 
( for lint I =0;: < 16; if (pDIB(il) GIobalFrccPlr(pDIB|i|); 

if (pOlBHeader) GlubalFrcePtrtpOIBHeaiier): 

//OnCreaie 

//Pnmanly sets up stauis bar with caps, scruil. num indicators 

//as well as row and column indicators which bccome active when 

//an image is Uispbyed in the view class 

ml CMainFrame::6nCrcaie(LPCREATESTRUCT IpCrcatcSinici) 

( if (CMDIFrame Wnd::OnCrca£c<IpCfcatcStnict) - J) 

reium -1; 

if (!m_wndStatusBarCrcate(thtsi li Im.wndStaiusBar.Setlndicatorsdndicators. si/Ci)f(induTaton)/si/eof(UIND)) 

{ TRACKK'Faded to create status barVi"); 

return • I; 

I 
for(int > = 1; i< 3; i«-»> 

m.wndStatusBar.SetPanelnfiKi. m_wndSiaiusBar.GeiItcmlD(i). SBPS.NORMAL. 50). 

return 0; 

// status line indicator 
// index I. Col 
// index 2. Row 

//PrcCrcateWindow 

BOOL CMainFramc:;PrcCrcalcWindow(CREATESTRL'CT& cs> 

{ return CMDIFrameWnd:;PrcCrcateWindow(c5); 

I 

,:!;:!,iitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimniniiiiiiiiiiiiim 
// CSlainFrame diagnostics 

#ifdcf .DEBUG 

void C.VfajnFnune::AiscrtVaJid() const 
{ CMDIFrameWnd::AssertValid(): 

I 

void CMamFrame::Dump<CDumpContextJlt dc) const 

( CMDIFraineWnd:;Dtunp(dc); 

1 

•endif//.DEBUG 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// C.VfainFrvne message handlers 

//OnPaletieChan ged 
//Let all windows know 

void CMainFrame:;OnPaletieChangcd(CWnd* pRjcusWnd) 

( C.MDIFrameWnd;:OnPalettcChangcd(pFbcusWnd): 

// always reali/e the palette lor the acuve view 

CMDIChildWnd" pMDIChildWnd s MDIGeiAcuveO. 

if (pNtDlChildWnd = N'ULL) 

return. // no acuvc MDI child frame 
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CVicw* pVicw s pMDIChildWnd-^GciActivcVicu'O; 

ASSERT(pVitfw sNULL); 

U niHify oil child windows that the paleue has changed 
Scnd.VtosagcToDcsccndants(WM_ljSER. (WPARAM)pVicw->m_hWnd); 

I 

//OnQucry New Paknc 

BOOL CVlainFraroc: ;OnQticryNcwPaktte<) 
( //Always reali/s the palette for the active view 

CMDIChildWnd- pMDIChildWod = MDIGetAcavcO; 

//If no active NIDI child frame (no new palette) 

if (pMDIChildWmi = NULL) return FALSE; 

//Noufy the target vjew 
CView* pView s pMDIChildWnd-rGetActivcViewO; 

ASSERTfpView •= NULL); 
pVjew*>SendMessagc(WM_USER, {WPARAM)pView->m_hWnd); 

return TRUE; 

1 

//OnMovieVlewmoviiigi mages 

//This function allows a :fcquencc to be viewed in stereo. That is 

//it shows uncalibrated. and/or unreconstructed images to be viewed 

//in stereo form-

void CMainFrame::OnMovicViewmovtng]mages() 

{ CMovie* pDIg = new CMuvieCthis); 

if (pDIg->C>oModaJ() = IDOK) 

( //Detennine number of images (count) in queue 

if (pDIB(0| = NLXL) return; 

for (BYTE count = (h pOtB[cotmt-M>| = NULL.); 

//Get window size and obtain device context for client area 

DWORD cx = ;K3eiSystemMeincs(SM.CXFULLSCREEV); 

DWORD cy = :;GetSystemMetncs(SM_CYFULLSCREEN); 

RECT rect; 
GetClientRect( &rcct K 

// Stretch image wtthin screen keeping aspect ratio fixed 
c . \  /=  Z: 
if ((noat)cy/(fliKit)cx >= <noat)hmHcight/(float)bmWiilth) 

cy = (f1oat)cx * (noai)bmHeigh(/(noat)bmWidth; 

else cx = (dtiatkry * ((ToaObmSVidch/^floaObmNeight; 

MovcWindow((). 0. cx " 2. cy. TRUE); 

//Prepare tu dtspby inuges 

MSG msg; 
BOOL GO s TRUE; 
WORD I = I); 

COientDC dc( this); 

//Sa%'e Wmdow Title 

CStnng cOldTitle; 
CetWindowTcxticOklTille); 

//Raster-BIast with aspect ratio adjust (i.e. 'strcich') 

while (GO) 
( //Right Image (Al.DAT-AS.DAT) 

:StretchDIBits(dc.m_hDC. 

ex. 
(). 

cx. 
cy-
0. 
«. 
bmWidth. 

bmHeight. 

pDIB(iI. 
pDIBHeader. 

DIB_RGB_COLORS. 

SRCCOPY 

//Left Image (B1.DAT-B8.DAT) 

;S(retchOtBits(dc.m_hDC. 

0. 
0. 
ex. 

cy. 
0. 
». 
bmWidth. 

bmHeight. 

pDIB(i+K|. 

pDIBHeader. 

//hDC 

//DesiX 

//DesiY 

// nDestWidth 

// nDestHeight 

// SrcX 

//SrcY 

// SrcWidlh 

// SrcHeight 

// IpBits 

// IpBitslnfo 

// wUsage 

// ROp Cixle 
); 

//hDC 

// DesuX 

// DestY 

// nDestWidth 

// nDestHeight 

//SrcX 

//SrcY 

// SrcWtdlh 

// SrcHeight 
// IpBits 
// IpBitsInfo 



DIB .RGB .COLORS. 

SRCCOPY 

// wCsage 

// ROp CiKic 
); 

//Rename window to icilcct Hies dispLiyed 

char rtik( 12X); 
strcpyfTiiJc. FUc_Namc(»>*l); 

sticatfTitlc.' and"); 

strcatCTitle. FUc^Namclil): 

SctWindowTcxirntlc): 

while (* ::PcdtMcssagc(&msg. thi5->m_hWnd, WM.KEYDOWN, WM.KEYDOWN. PM_REMOVE)»; 

switch (msg.wPanin) 

{ 

case VK.ESCAPE: //Many ways to escape movK sequencing 

case VK.DELETE: 

case q': 

case Q': 
SetWindowText(cOkiTitie); 
GO = FALSE; 

break: 

case "b"; 

case B' 
.•\d|usifinghtness(): 

brcal:; 

case 38: //ForwanJ one frame as indicated by 

case 39: //either up or nght arrow keys 
I 7 '' I = 0 • 

break: 

case 37: //Back one frame as indicated by 

case 40: //either down or left arrow keys 
>«() »i = 7;i-.. 

break; 

1 
! 
Mo>rWmdow(&rcct. TRUE). 

[nvalidateO: 

UpdateWtnduwO; 

} 
I 

// On U pdate V lew Sho wcalibrationaxes 

//Checks and unchecks the culibrauon axes uptiiin m the menu 

void CMainFrame::OnUpdaicViewShowcalibraiionaxcs(CCmdUI* pCmdUI) 

( CMenu* pMenu = GetMenuO; 

CMDIChildWnd- pMDlChiUWtid = MDrCeiAcuvei); 

CChildFramc* pFrame = (CChiklFrame*) pMDIChtlJWnd: 

CView* pVtcw = pFr«ne->GeiActiveView(); 
CTMoDView* pT^loDView = (CTMoDVicw*) pView; 

i( (pT\!oDVicw->GctAacsFIag()) pMenu-XTheckMcfluIiemdD^VIEW.SHOWCALIBRATIONAXES. MF_CHECKED), 

cbe pMcnu->ChcckMcnuItcm(ID_VIEW.SHOWCAUBRATIONAXES. MF.UNCHECKED): 

I 

//OnCreateClicnt 

//Tnes ti) lit the client and vjcw pn)pcrly 
BOOL CMainFramc: OnCrcatcCljeni(LPCRE.\TESTRUCT Ipcs. CCrcatcCuntexi* pConie*t) 

( MoveWindow((J.<).6Kf).6<)0). 

return CMDIFrameWnd;:OnCrcateOientttpcs. pConiextl; 

1 

//AdiusiBnghuiesj 
//Additional function which allows the bnghiness U) be adjusted from 

//within the movie loop 

void CMamFrame::Ad]ustBnghtness() 

{ CBnghtness* pDIg = new CBnghtneu(thu*>GctBnghi(). this); 

int terap: 

if (pDlgoDoModalO = IDOK) 

( SetBnght(pDlg->m_nBnght); 

for (int I =(>. I < 256; 

( temp s - 127 nBnght • i; 
if (temp < 0) temp = (h 

if (temp > 255) temp = 255: 

pD[BHeader->bmiCoIors(i|.rgbBIue = 

pDIBHeader->bmtCoIon(ij.rgbGteen = 

pDIBHeadcr->bmtCoIors(i|.rgbRcd s (BYTE) temp; 

) 
InvalidateO; 

UpdateWindowO; 

) 

I 

MainFnruH 



II N{atnFrm.h mtcfl'ace ut the CMainFrame clou 

//Class Ocflniuun fur TMuO.EXE 

//\fc'nticn ui .Microsoft Vuual 

//E.YafiisoCopynghi O 1997 

'//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

class CMomFnune public CMDIFrvncWnd 

( 
DECLARE.D YN AMIQCMauiFramc) 

public: 

CNlamFramcO; 

char 

B'tTE* 

BYTE 

LPBITMAPINFO 

DWORD 

WORD 

WORD 

fncnd class 

Rlc.Samcl I6|l 1281; 
pDlB(16j; 

nBnght: 

pDlBHeadcr. 

daiasi/e: 

bmWkith; 

bmf^ighi. 
CMovic; 

//Image tile paths 

// OperatiDfu 

public: 

void AiljusLBnghtnessO; //Moving image bnghtness aintrol 

U ClassWi/ani generated virtual function ovemdes 
//{(AFX.VIRTUAUCMainFrame) 

public: 

virtual BOOL PreCreatcWindow(CREATESTRUCTi cs); 

pniiected: 
vrtual BOOL OnCreaieClienULPCREATESTRUCT Ipcs. CCrcateContext* pConiextK 

//DAFX.VIRTUAL 

// Implementauon 

public: 
BYTE GetBnght()( return nBnght: I 
void SetBnght(BYTE nNcwBnght)(nBnght = nNewBnght:} 

CStatusBor* GetStatusBan) (return &m_wndStatusBar.} 

virtuai -C.NfaiflFramef >: 

•ifdef _DEBL'G 
virtual void AsscrtValidf) const; 
virtual void Dump(CDumpContextJI: dcj :onsi; 

prniccted: 

CSutusBar cn.wndStatusBar. 

// Generated message nup functions 

protected: 

in |AFX_MSC(CMauiFraOTC) 

Alx.msg ml OnCrcatecLPCREATESTRUCT IpCrcateStruct); 

afx.msg void OnPaJetieChangedCCWnd* pFocusWnd); 

afx_msg BOOLOnQucryNewPaletteO: 

afx.msg vi)id OnMuvieViewmovingimagesO: 
afx.msg void OnL'pdateViewShowcalibrauonaxcstCCmdUI* pCmdUI). 

'/IIAFX.MSG 

DECLARE_MESS AGE_MAP() 

I. 

////////////////////;//////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

MathFcfis.CPP 

//MathFcns.cpp 
//Function Module for TMoD.CPP 

//Modified by EYafuso from 'Numencal Recipes m C 

// TNtoD CtUities: 

// DrawEpipole 

U Sei3D^in[ 

// DoHistEq 

// Sumencal Reapes and L-ttlities: 

// nrerror 

// free.vector 
// 'vcctor 

11 ••matnx 

// free^matnx 
// svdcmp 

// svbksb 

Vmclude 'stdafx.h" 

•include TMoD h' 

'/////////// TMoD uulmcs //////////////// 



//DrawEptpi)ic 

^/During RccansuxKUott: Takes xy o( TempObPoini and uses ihcm tu cokuJaie 

//and draw the corresponding epipobr line m the ctxrssponding bank's view. 

//Integer "bankZ" is used to denote present image which means that bankl refers 

//to image tn which TempObPoint's xy was deterrnined. 

void OrawEpipole(CTMoODoc* pDoc. CDC* pDC. CObPointJt TempObPoint, tnt bank2) 
{ int bank 1 = bank2 < 8 bank2 *• 8 : bank! > 8; 

double U s (double) TempObPoinLGeuO; 

double V s (double) TcmpObPoint-GetyO; 
//Sci up mnsform mapping thus: 

//[X.Y.Z,n • TUT12T13 

// 121722123 
// T3rT32n3 
// T4l T42T43 ={U.V.w| 

//yielding... 
//mi-T13U)X > (T21-T23U)Y ^ (T3I-T33U)Z • (T41-743) ^0 

//m2-T13V)X * m2-T23V)Y • (732 T33V^Z • (T42.T43) « 0 

//rewniten as. 
//(aI*X)-'(bI-Y)-^(cl*Z) -dl =0 

//(a2*X) * (b2*Y) (c2*Z) •d2=0 

//Note; mapping of transform T from 2*0 matrix to 1*0 vector 
//TnTl2Tl3= TOT4T8 

//T2IT22T23= TI T5 

//T31T32T33= T2T6T10 
//T4IT42T43= T3T7T11 

double al. a2, b 1. b2, c I. t2. d I. d2; 

a I = pDt)c->TIb4nklll()I - fpDoc->TlbanklIl8]-U); 

b I = pDoc>TIbank I |l 11 • (pDoc->TIbank II191-U); 

d =pDoc->TIbaflkIH2I-(pD.>c->nbanklIII0|*L'>; 

dl =pDoc >TlbanklU3| - (pDi>c->'nbankll|I 11*U>; 

a2 = pDoc->TIbankI||4i - (pDoc >Tlbankl |(81*V>: 
h2 = pDtJc-^TlhanklUSl • (pDoc->Tlbankl|[91*V); 

c2 = pIXK->"nbankll|6| - (pDt>c->TIbankl!|IOl*V); 

d2 - pD»x:->TlbankI 117) - (pDoc->Tlbankini 11*V>. 

//Dot product to test for orthogonality of two planes 
double test = (a 1 *a2) • (b 1 *b2) «- (c I *c2): 

//Directional vector components of Ime defined 

//by tncersccuon of the two p/anes (e.g. planes defined each 

//by X and y coordinates) 

const double i ^ h 
const double J a ((a2*cl) - (al*c2))/((bl"c2) - <b2*cl)); 

const double k s '(al*b2) - (a2*bn)/((bl*c2) - (b2'cl)); 

//Use coefficients U) calculate start and end points in real 3-D 

//Solve for Z m sccnnd equauun above: 
//Z s -(a2/c2)X - (b2/c2)Y - (d2/c2) 

//Substitute into first equation and solve lor Y 
//Si>lve using fiducial X value ti.e. start or end point) 
//Solve for Z usmg either first or second equautm 

//Do some starting with Y and X 

double X. Y. Z. XuYt^; 
CPoint pointl. point2; 

//Arbitrary point along epipolar line using starting plane defined 

//by X. Y, or Z = 0 Choice of which to set to zero depends on 

//which yields the smallest screen coordinate values. 
//Solve for best plane in which pomt will lie: I) on cptpole and 

//2)m field of view if puuible 
Y =»): 

X = (iY-cl*h:/c2) • <Y"bl) • (cl*d2/c:) • dl)/ (al - rcl*12/02)). 

Z = -(X*a2/c2) • (Y*b2/c2) - (d2/c2). 

pointl s pDoc->xy(X.Y.Z.bank2). 
Zt = 0; 

Yt = ((Z*al-c2/a2) - (Z*cl) • (ard2/a2) - dl i/ (bl - (al*b:ya2)); 

Xt = .<Y-b2/a2) - (Z*c:/i2) - (d2/a2); 
p«)int2 = pDoc->xy(X.Y.Z.bank2); 

if (((unsigned)pomtl.x-Munstgncd)pomtl.y) 

> 

((unsigned )poini2.X'H unsigned )pomt2.y)) 

pointl spoint2; 

else 
{ point2 s pointl; 

Xi = X. 

Yi = Y; 

Zl = Z; 

I 
X = 0: 

Y = ((X'cl*a2/c2) - (X*al) • (cl*d2/c2) • dl)/(bl • (cl*b:yc2)); 

Z = -<X*a2/c2) - (Y*b2/c2) - (d2/c2); 

pointl = pDiK->*y(X.YXbank2); 

if (((unsigned)pointl.x-Hunsigned)pointl.y) 

> 

((unsigncd)poinL2.x^(unsigncd}point2.y)) 
( X = Xt; 
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Y = Yt; 

Z = Zi; 

I 
//FinJ XYZ thai produces an xy where x = 0. starting with 

//previously determined XYZ. and stepping along direction «if vector 

//defining direction of line of intersection of planes 

double delta = I; 
mt check =i): 

while (point 1.x !=() SlSl check < tOO) 

I point! s pomtl; 
X -s delta-i; Y •= defta-i; Z -= delta'k; 

point! s pDoc->xy(X.Y.Z.bank2); 

if i(pointl.x*pointI.x) >(pomt2.x*pomt2.x)) delta/= -2^ 

check = (pointI.X sspoint2.x) check t : 0: 

if (check > 2) delta •= 2; 

I 
//point2 at other end of screen 

poini2 = point I: 
while (putnL2.x = point! x) 

1 X delta'i: Y delta*}; Z •= dclta*k; 

point2 - pDoc->xy(X.Yibank2); 

) 

delta - point2.x < point I .x * -delia : delta; 

mt 1 tst; 
check = 0; 

const mt nght = pOoc->GctimagcSi/e() cx; 
while (poinC.x '= nght && check < KX)) 

I last = ptnnt2.x; 

X •= delta-i: Y -= delta'i; Z •= delu'k: 

poinC = pDoc->xy(X.Y.Z.bank2); 

if (((nght-point2.x)*(nght>point2.x}) > 

((nght-last)*(nght-last))) delta /= -2; 

check = (point2.x = last) check *• I • 0; 

if (check > 2) delta '= 2; 

I 

//Render line from XIYIZI to X2Y2Z2 using transform from bank2 

CPen cPen(PS.SOUD. 0. RGB(I27.63.I271); 

pDC->SeIectOb)ect(&cPen); 

pDC->MovcTo(pointn; 
pDC->LjncTo(ptMnt2); 

//SetJDPoint 

//Uses xy coordinates I'rum two piumons m cach of two bonk unagcs of 
//a given frame to produce one XYZ 3'D poinL This point is then stonnl 
//in the CObPoint whose reference ts the sccond argumenL Bank integers 

//an: used to detennine which unage transforms to utilise in reconstruction. 
BOOL SetiDPoinUCTMoODoc* pDoc. CObPoint& TcmpObPoint, CFoiniA point) 

( //Loop indKxs 

int I.}; 

//Determine corresponding bank/image to use the correct transt'orm 

//Present image is hank2 and the rele%-ant parameur is point 

//First image is bank 1 and its parameter is TctnpObPomi'!> x and y 

ml bank2 = pDoc->Vicw(); 

mt bank 1 = bank2 < S * bank2 -*• K hank2 • K; 

//Declare 4X3 double float macnx'm' for Singular Value Decomposition 

//m used to represent both A and U Note ovenletermmed condition 
double ''m s matnxd. 4. 1. 3); 

//Declare and initialize 4 X 1 double float vecu)r "b' to 

//represent resultant vector 

double *h = vectort 1.4); 

//Fill matru and vector with point data values 

//Note: mapping of transform T from 2-D mainx to 1-D vector 

//TnTl2T13= TOT4TK 

//T2IT22T23= TIT5TV 

//T31T32T33= T2T6TI0 

//T41T42T43= T3T7TII 

//First usmg ObPoint's xy (bankl) 

double U s (double) TempObPoint.Getx(); 
double V = (double) TempObPointCetyO; 

m( 11( 11 s pDi)C->TIbank 11(01 • (pDoc->Tlbank 1 |(Ri*U); 
m(l}(2| = pOoc->TTbank (|( I (- (pDoc'>77bankl](9|*U>; 

ml 11(31 = pDoc->Tlbankl 1(21 • (pDocoTIbankl IJlorU); 

b{l| = • (pDoc->Tlbankl](3i - (pDoc->Tlbankl|Illl*U)); 

fn(2|lll =pDoc->Tlbankll[41 -(pDoc->TIbankll(8rV); 

m(21I21 =pDoc.>TIbankll(5| -(pDoc.>TlbankllI9rV>; 

m(21I31 spDi)C->TlbanklI(6] - (pDoc->"nbankl|[101*V); 

b(21 = • (pDoc->nbankIH71 - (pDoc->T|bankll(I U'V)); 

//Sccond usmg point's xy <bank2) 
L' = (double) pointx; 

V = (doublei pointy; 
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m(31ll| = pDtJC->TIbank2iI0! • (pDoc >Tlbank2n8I*U): 

m(31121 s pDoc->Tlbank2H 11 - (pDoc->Tlbank2119I*U); 
'"(31131 s pDoc>>Ttbank21[2I - (pDoc->Tlbaiik211U)l*Ln; 

b(3J - - (pDoc->TIbank2II3| - (pDoc->Tlbank2H 11 I*i;)K 

11 s pDoc->Tlbank21141 - (pDoc->TIbaiik21181*V): 

tn(41I21 s pDoc->Tlbank21151 - (pDoc->TIbaiik2119rVl; 

fnKII31 s pDoc->Tlbank2116l - (pDoc->Tlbank211101*V); 

b(41 = - (pDoc->TIhank21171 - (pDi)C->'nbank2|l ni*V»; 

//SVD on array 

//void svUcmp(doublc** a. ini m. im n. duublc w( j. double" v» 
//Nticc: mput array is ml l..m|l t..n|. m=n=4 

// output amy 15 vjl mil t .n|. m=ns4 
// w(l u array (of n .ttngular values pnivided m > n> 

double 'w = vcctort 1. 3): 

double ''v = mjtnx( 1. 3. 1. 3); 

svdcmp(m. 4. 3. w. v); 

//A*X = B 

//A = U*ldiag(wj)l*(V transpose) 

//X = (A inverse) " B = (xI.x2a3 transpose) 

//A inverse = V*Idiag(l/wj)]*(U truispose) 

//3 loops to solve for eoonlinates: 

//Loop I 

//U transpose *Bs ultb!-*-u2lb2-*-u3Ib3't-u4lb4 

// u 12b I • u22b2 • u32b3 • u42b4 

// ul3bl • u23b2 • u33b3 * o43b4 

double %-all3|. suml3]. temp; 
for (I s(): i< 3: j-*-*) sum(i| = (h 

for Ci s 1; t 3; 

for (J = I; J <=4; !«-•» sum(i*ll •= m(jllt| * b^jl; 

//Liiop 2 

//Idi3g(l/w))l*SUM ssum(()t/wl 

// sumlll/w2 

// <uml2l/w3 
for(i B 1.; <= 3; 

{ temp = w(i| =0 M) ; I/w{i|; 

sum{i*il "= temp; 

I 

//L*H)p 3 

/Ar*ldjag{ l/wi)|*(Lr iranspoK)*B = val(<)l s xl = X 
// valill = K2 = Y 

// vaH21 = *3 = Z 

for <1 a 1.1 < 3. valltl = 0; 
for41 = 1.1<= J. 

ft>r(] = I. ] <s 3. vail I-11 •= (v(illj| " %umlj-l h; 

//Fill m appropriate coordinates to TcmpObPomt 

TcmpObPumLScLX(vall(}|. pDiKoFramcOK 

TcmpObPomi.SctY(vall 11. pDix:->Framc()); 

TempObPo(nc.SccZ^vaif2|. pDoc->Ramc(»: 

//Free heap*allocated memory blocks 

frcc.veciortb. I. 4); 

frec.vectortw. 1. 3); 

frcc_mairu(m. 1.4. 1. 3); 

ffcc_mainx(v. 1.3. I. 3>; 

return TRUE; 

1 

//DoHistEq 

//Performs hisiogr^m cquoJizauon on ima^e dercfercnceU 
//by *pO(B 

void DoHut£q(BYTE* pDIB. DWORD datasi/e) 

{ BYTE 

DWORD 

double 
uLvr 
BYTE-

map|25<Sl; 

hist(256|. cdfl2561. i; 

div, bdiv; 

first; 
image = pDIB; 

// Compute Histogram and lowest occupicd bm 
for (I 5 0; i< 25ft; hutlij ='); 

// Htitograffl 

for (I 5 0; i< datasue; !•*•>) hist(imagc(il|-»-*-; 

// low bm 
lor (first = 0; firsi < 256; firsti-*-) if (hut|first) '=<» break; 

// Cumulauve Dtstnbuuon Function 

cdflOl =hut(ni; 
for (J a 1.1 < 256; cdH"! = cdfli-l 1 *• hjst(il; 
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'/Traftsform Map 
Jjv =iJi;ubIcH<laU5t/?'C'J/inntI): 
luliv = div / 1(«); 

for 0 s first; i < 256: cnapls} = (BYTE) ((JoublcK25S • (cdn>l • ciUlfirstl) *• bdivj / Jivk 

//Equalize image 
for (t = 0; I <(latasize; i-*-^) image(i) = map(image(i|); 

1 

linillinil numencai Recipes /////////////// 

//nrcrror 

//Descnpuun: Gcnenc errur funcuun 

//ARGUMENTS: chaf 
//RETURNS: v-ojtl 

vokI wrrrortchar •emir.text) 

{ 
fpnnif(siderT.'Numcncal Recipcs run-umc error..Vn'): 

fpnnif(st*len'.*'ts\n"'xrTX)r_icxi): 

fpnnifCsiderr.' ..now exiung to systcra...\n*); 

ciitd); 

I 

//vector 

//TVscnption; Allocate l-D Jouble-prcciston vecwr 

//ARGUMENTS: im tU 

// ml nh 

//RETURNS double* 

Jouble *vcctor(int nl. ml nh) 

{ Uoubic 'v. 

vstdoubic *)maUiic((unstgncU) (nh<.il>n*^i/cof(doubIe»; 

if Cv) nrcrrort'ilKicaUon failure in vcctur()'): 

return v-nl; 

1 

//frcc_vcciiir 
//Dcscnpuon: Free l-D vector 

//ARGUMENTS: double* 

// mi 

7 mi 

//RETURNS: void 

vuid frcc_%'cctor(double *v. mt nL int nh) 

I frcc((char*i (v-kjI));} 

//matnx 

//Description: Allocates Z-D duublc-prccuion mairu 
//ARGUMENTS: ml nrl (low ruw index) 

// mt nrh (high row index) 

// mt ncl (low column index) 

// mi nch (high column index) 

// RETURNS double-

double "*matnx(int nrl. mt nrh. mt ncl. ml nch) 
( mt i: 

double ••m. 

m=(doublc **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-nri-f l)*stzeof(doublc*)). 

tf Cm) nrem)rt''aUocauon failure 1 m matnxO'); 
m •= nrl. 

for<l=nrl:l<=nrh:l^-^) ( 

m(i|=(double •) malloc((unsigncd) (nch-ncl-*-l)*sizcof(double)): 

if ('m(il) nrcrrort'allocauon failure 2 m matnxO'); 

m(il -= ncl. 

1 
return m. 

1 

//frce_matn* 
//Descnpuon: Free 2-D matrix. *m' 

// ARGUMENTS: double— m 

// mt nrl (low ruw index) 
// mt nrh (high ruw index) 

// mt ncKluw column index) 
// mt nch (high column index) 

// RETURNS: void 

void free.mamxtdouble mt nrl. mt nrh. mt ncl. int nch) 

( int i; 

for(i=nrhu>=nrlu-) frec((char*) (m(i|-»-ncl)); 

free(ichar*){m*nrl)); 

) 

(low index) 

ihigh index) 

nl (low index) 

nh (high index) 

//svdcmp 

//Descnpuon: Singular Value Dccomposiuon 



// ARGUMENTS 

// 

II 
// 

// 

U RETURNS: void 

fuuc duuble aLbt.ct; 
•define PYTHAG(2.b) ((ai=fabs(a)) > (bt>fabs(b)) 

(cisbi/atui*$qn(l.O+ci*ci)); (bi 7 (ct=ai/bubt*5qn( I O.i))) 

i ouc double maxarg I jnaurgi; 
•define MAX(a.b) (maurg 1 s<a)jnuarg2=<b).(maxarg 1) > (maxarg2) A 

<m;fcxargt): (maxargi)) 

•define SIGN(a.b) ((b) >sO.O'* fabs(a): -fabs(a» 

void svdcmp<duuble "•», «ni m. mt n. double 'w. double '"v) 

I mt fUg.uis.|,ijJUjun. 
double cj.hjjc.y^; 
double 2norTn=').0.gs<) ()jcaics<).(>'. 

double •rv|. 

if (m < n) nrcm^ri'SVOCMP' You must augment A with extra zero niwi*); 

rvl=veciortI.n); 
ft)r{i=la<=nu-^) ( 

t(• j^3C3*C*2i 
g^=!u:aic^).U: 

if (t <s m) ( 

for (k=iJc<5nn:k-«-*-) scale *•= fabs(a|kHjl); 

if (scale) { 

for (k=tJc<sniJc-•-*•) I 

4k](i| I- scale; 

s^=a|k|Iira(k((t|; 

1 
f=a(«jIU; 

^ s •SICN(sqrt(s).0; 
h=fg-<; 

a{ii[iK-g: 
if (i !s n) I 

for(pl;j<=n;j-»-*-> | 
for (s=<).0.k=i;k<5=mJc-»-*) s •= a{kllil*3|k|lj|; 
f=s/h; 

for(k=i;k<=m;k-M.)a(klljI «.5fa(k|(il: 

I 
) 
for (k=Kk<=mJc-^> a|k|Iil scalc; 

} 

1 
w(il=scalc*g: 
^=s=scalc=<)<>: 

if (I <- m t '= n) ( 

for (k=l;k<snJc«-») v;ale fabs(a(i](k|); 

:f(scale)( 

tor (k=IJt<=n;k>-»-i ( 

aIiIfkI/= scale; 

s>=iiil[kra(i|(k|; 

I 
f=a|iini; 
g = -SIGN(sqn(s).f>; 
h=fg-s; 

a(ilIII=f-g: 
for (k=lJc<=nJc^) rv l(k|=a(i|[k|/h; 

if (i '=m) [ 

for (j=l;)<=m;j-M.) { 

for (5=<).0Jt=IJc<=nJc-»-^i s •= a(jnkl*a|il[kl; 

for (k=lJc<=n;k-M') alj|(k| *=s*rvllkl; 

1 
I 
for (ksl;kom:k-«-^) a{ti[kl "= scale; 

I 
1 
anormsMAX(anorTn.(fabs(w(iIHfabs(rvI[iI))); 

1 
for (isn;i>=l.i-) { 

jf (i < n) { 

«f (g) I 

for (js|;j<sn;j*-*') 

vUlI'l=*aIi|Ul/a(ilIIIVg; 
for (jsl;j<=n;j-*-»-) | 

for (s=<)-0.k=l;k<=o;k-»^) s -•-« altJIkJ-vJkJIjJ; 

for(k=l;k<=nJc4>>) v(k|U) s*v(kUil; 

1 
I 
for (}=l;i<^;)-^) v|iHj|sv{jl|il=<) (); 

J 

di»ublc** a 

mt m 

int n 

double* w 

double** V 



v(.|(»l=l(): 
g=fvl|i|; 
I=»; 

1 
l'i)r<i=n;i>£|.i--» { 

gsw(i|; 
if (i < n) 

iHg) ( 

I else ( 

I 

g=HVg; 
if (i's n) { 

I 

for (j=I;j<sn:j**) I 
for (s=<) 0.k=fJc<=fflJc-^> s •= a(k[r>rafk(OI: 
f=<s/aji!li|)*g; 
for(k=i.k<=m;k-^>aik|ljJ •sf*a(kl(i|; 

1 

for(f=i;i<=m:j-^*)a(jlin 

for 

I 
for <ksnJosl;k—) | 

for(jis=l;jis<=3()iils-^) { 
flag=l; 
for(lsk;!>=Ul-) ( 

nm=l-l; 
if (fabs(rvl(l|Hani}rm = onorm) ( 

nag=<h 

bft^. 

1 
tf (flag) { 

\( (fabsCwfrnnlHanonn ss anurm) break: 

c=<).0; 

sssl 0: 
for (i5:l;j<=k;i-^) I 

f=s*rifl[il; 

if<fabs(f>-^anorm '=anorm) ( 
g=w(»Ii 

h=:PYTHAG(f.gK 
w(i|=h; 

hsi (Mt; 

csg'h; 
sa(-fh): 
for(j=l;|<sm;i-*-») { 

y=a(jUnml; 

aOHil=z'cys; 

/=w(k|; 
if(l=k) I 

if (/<().()) I 
w(k! s f. 
for(jsl.i<=n;j-^) vlj|(kM-vtj)Ik|); 

brrak: 
} 

if {Its = 30) nrcrrort'No convergence in 30 SVTXTMP iierauons"): 
x=v,-[ll: 
nmsk-i. 
y=w(nm|; 
f=rvl{nml; 

h=rvl(ki. 
f=<(y-4»*{y*z>*<g-h)'(g*h))/{2.0*h*yK 

g=PYTHAG(f.l 0): 
f=((x-4)*(x+zH'h*((y/(f*SIGN(g.0)>-h)Vx; 
c=s=l 0; 
for (j=l;j<=nm;j-*-^) { 

gwl(>li 
y=w(i|; 

h^*g; 
g=c-g; 
/=PYTHAC<fJ»): 
rvl[jl=/; 
c=(/z; 

*=h/z; 
fsx*c+g*s; 

g=g*cx-s; 
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frcc.vcctort rv I. Ln); 

1 
•under SIGN 
•undef MAX 
•umlcf PYTHAC 

hsy*s; 
y=y*c; 

for{lpl;U<=n;u'^l ( 

*=vtijlljl; 

VUJH>1=2*C-**S: 

I 
tePYTHACKfJi); 

w(jjsz; 
if(£) { 

c«fc 
s=h-z; 

I 
f=<c-g)-Hs*y); 

xs<c*yH5*g); 
for(jj=l;u<=m;u-»-»-> { 

y=aUjlUh 

v:=a(jjllil; 

i(ulljl=y*c*4*s: 

) 

1 
rvini=rf>0; 

rvllkl=f; 
w|kl=x; 

//Dcscnpuon; SVD Backsubsutuuon 

//ARGUMENTS: double** u 

n double 

It double** V 

// mt m 

// ml n 

// double bll 
// double Ml 
//RETURNS: void 

void svblubtiiiiublc **u. double w(]. double **v. mt m. mt n.doubIe b(]. double x[l) 

mi ij.i.i. 
double s.'imp. 

unp=vcctor( l.n); 
tor»j=I.)<=n;j-^> { 

»=<)<); 

iffwOIX 
for (j=lu<=mu-*-»') s *= u(il[j|*b(jl; 

w= w(j1. 
) 
iinp[jl=s; 

I 
tor (j=l.)<=n;j-^> ( 

s=<)<); 

for (ij=l;ij<=n;u4-.-) s •= v(jlljjl'unp(jj|; 
x(jl=s: 

\ 
frcc_% ecior( imp. 1 .n): 

.MatfiFcns.H 

//NUthFdu.h 

//Funcuon Heatier File for MaihFcns.CPP 

//Mi*lifled by E.Y*fuso from 'NumcTKal Renpes in C 

•include 'maih.h" 

illlllllllll TMoD uuhues //////////////// 
vijid DrawEpipole(CTMoDDoc* pDoc. CDC* pDC. CObPoiniA TempObPomu mi view); 

B(30L SeODPoinuCTMoDDoc* pDoc. CObPoini& obpotm. CPomi& pt)inO; 

viud D4iHtst£q(BVTE* pOlB. DWORD daiasi/e). 

/////////////// nurocncal uuliucs //////////// 

vmd nrcrTof(chaf •emir_tc*i): 

double •%ccu)r(int nl. int nhl; 
void ffcc_vccior«doublc 'v. ml nl. mi nh); 



Joubie **nuinxiiiii nrl nrh. ini xi. im nch): 

void frcc_mamx(dinible "*m. mt nrl. int nrtu im ncK im tich); 

vuid svdcmpfdoublc **a. uit tn. im n. diiuble *w. double **v>; 
void svbksbtdouble **u. double w(). double **v. mi m. int n. double b{|. double x(!); 

Movie. CPP 

// Movie.L'pp implemcnuiiim I'lJe 

//Module for T\foO.EXE 

//Wnocn m Micrusoli Vuuoi 

//E-Yafuso Copynghi O 1997 

•include "'^idofx.h' 
•include T^toD h" 

•iidcf .DEBUG 

•define new DEBUG _NEW 

•undet TWIS.FILE 

suuc char -miS.FlLEII - _FILE_. 

•cndif 

iiiiiinniiiiiiiininiiiiniiiiiiiinuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuii 
// CMOMC dulog 

//CMo%rjc 

//Constructor 
CMavie:;CMo>ne(CWnd* pPircnt/•^NULL*/) 

CDialog(CMovie::IDD. pParcni) 

{ //| {AFX.DATA.INmCMovie) 

//)}AFX_DATA.LNrr 
pPml = pParcni; 

1 

//DoDauExchangc 
vind CMovic::DoData£xchange(CDataExchange* pDX) 

{ CDiaiog::OoDaLi£xchangc(pOX}; 

//({AFX.DATA_MAP(CMovici 
DDX_Contrul(pDX. lEXT.R.IMAGE, m.RjmagcK 
DDX_Conm)l(pDX. IDC_L_LMAGE. m_L_imagc); 
DDX.ConiroKpDX. lEXT.THREE.D. m_3D); 
DDX.ConiroKpDX, IDC.ALIGN. m.altgn); 

//IIAFX.DATA.MAP 

I 

BEGIN _MESSACE_MAP(CMOVIC, CDialog) 

7( I AFX_MSG_MAP{CMovie) 

0N.BN_CLICKED(IDC.DATA, OnDaU) 

ON_BN_CUCKED( IDC .CLEAR. OnOearJ 
//J)AFX_MSG.MAP 

END.MESSAGE.MAPO 

iiiiiiimiiiiniiniiiiniiniuiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
// CMovie meuage handlers 

//OnDaia 

//Loads last 16 data files acquired. The tUes must be named accordingly: 

//Al DAT-A8DAT.BI.DAT-B8.DAT 

void CMovie::OnDala() 
{ CMainFrame* pParcnt = (CMainFrame*) pPmt; 

const char filierf i = "Data Files (• OATH* DATlAll Files 

CSinng Path. Name: 

CFiIeDialog filcDiaIog(TRUE •DAT*. NULL. OFN.RLEMUSTEXIST. filler); 

if (ftleDialog.DoModaiO s= IDOK) 

( //Get file name and extension fmm file dialog 

Path = fiIeDiaJog.CeiPathName(); 
Name = fileDialog.GetFUeNamc:); 

//Check file name and extension 
su-tich (Name(()|) 

( case A'; break; case a'; break; 

ease 'B': brcak;casc !>'; break; 

default 
A/x.McssageBox(*Chosen file is not a legal data file.'), 

return; 

I 
switch (Name{ 1|) 
{ ease T: break; ease break; case "S": break: case T: break; 

case '5': break; ease 6': break; case 7': break; case "S*: break; 

default: 
Afx.MessageBox(*Chosen file is not a legal data file.'); 

rettim; 

} 

CRlc flic; 



CFiIcExccpuun fc. 

It (Tilc-OpcmPaih. CFtIc::im*kRc*J' CFjlc;:shareDcnyWntc. ifciJ 

i AfxMc.\5agcB»)*rEm)r opening file"); 

rcium: 

I 

//Get Biunap sue. width and height 

DWORD datasi/e; 
WORD bm Width. bmHeight; 

tiIe.Scek(3l. CFiIe;:begin); rile.Rcad(&datasi/e. -it: 

pParcnt->datasi/e = dataai/e: 

nie.Seekt43. CFlle;:bcgm); ftle.Read(&bmWidih. 2); 
pParcnt->bmWidth = bmWidih; 

fUc.Seek(45. CFiIe::begin); nie.Read(&bmHetghL 2): 

pParcnt>>binHeighi = bmHcight: 

filc.QaseO; 

//Prepare DIB header 

tf (pParent->pDIBHeadcr) GlubalFrecPtrtpParent>>pDIBHeader); 
pParent->pDreHeader = (LPBITMAPINFO) Global Alloc PitiGkik . 

sijroflBnMAPtNFO) ^ (sjzeoftRGBQUAD) • 256)); 

if (pPareni->pDtBKeader = NULL) 
I AfxMeaaageBox('ErTur aJlucating header tnemory*); return;) 

pPafcnt'>pDIBHcader->biniHcadeT.biSizc = si/cof (BITMAPINFOHEADER); 

pp3refii->pDIBHcadcr->bmjHcadcr.biWjdtb = bmWulth; 

pPan:nt>>pD{BMeader>>bmiHeader.btKeight= bmHcight; 

pp3rcni->pDIBHeader->bmiHcader biSt7elmage = data5i/-e; 

pParent->pDIBHeader->hmiHeaJcr biPlanes = I. 

pPaicnt->pO[BHeadcr->hmiHeader.hiBitCount = K; 
pPan:nt->pDIBHeader->bmiHea<ierbtComprcMion = BI.RGB. 

lor (ml I = (k J < 256; 

( pParent->pD(BHeader->bmiColurs(i|.rgbBIue = 

pParcni->pDIBHcaUcr->bmiCoIorj(il.rgbGrcen = 

pPafcnt->{)D[BHcadcr->bmiColors(i|.rgbRed -1; 

I 

//Prepare loop to retneve 16 stereo images 

char num(8|; 

L'INT len = Paih.GctLengthi); 

Icn -s 5. 

// Allocate. Cast. Check Global Memory for Image and Ulmage 

BYTE* image = (BYTE*) GiobalAlUKPtriGPTR. dausize • «/cof (BYTE)); 

if (image — NULL) 
( Afx.MessageBo*('Em>r allocating memory'); return; | 

//Prepare retisable variables 
DWORD 11. index!. index2. ]. cemp; 

//Begin file liHip 
for(1 aO; i< 16; i-*-^» 

( //Determine file and alter path name to suit 
temp = i< 8 M • I : i - 7; 

Koademp. num. U)>; 

Path.SetAUlen. num(()l); 

Path.SetAUlcn-l. i < 8 ' A' B'); 
I < 8 m_R_unage.AddStnng(Path) m_L_imagc.AddSinng(Paih». 

*trcpy(pPaicni->File_Namc(il. Path); 

//Open flic ft)r reading 
if ('file.Opcn(Path. CFiic::mtxleRcad I CFtIc::sharcDcnyWntc. ifc>) 

( AfxMcssageBoxi'Error opening flic'); return; } 

//Allocate memory for file 
tf (pParent->pDIBIi|) GtobalFreePir(pParent->pDlB{iI). 

pPareni->pDIB(t| » (BYTE*) Global Alloc Plr(GFlk. pParcnt'>JaLm/e); 

if (pParent->pDIB ss NULL) 

( AfxMessageBox(*Em)r allocating memory*); return; ) 

// Read Image into memory block 

rile.Seck(512. CFile::begm); 

if (rile.Read((void*)image.datasia) !sdatast/e) 
I Afx.VtcssageBox('Failure reading image.*. MB.ICONEXCLAMATION. ()>; 

return; 

I 

// Inx-en Image Dau into uimage 
indcx2 = I); 

] = bmHaght: 

while (-1) 
I for (ii =(); u < bmWidth; u-*-*-) 

I indcxl = (DWORD)(j * hmWidlh) • ti; 

pParent->pDIB[iI(index2^i = smage(indexl|; 

I 
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I 

I 
//OnClcar 

//Gear file Usts 

voul CMovtc;;OnClear() 
( CMamFrarac* pParcm = (CMainFramc*) pPmu 

for (WORD J s(>:t< 16; i-^) 

( if (pParem->pOffi[tI) GIobalFreePir(pPareni'>pOIB(i)): 

pParent->pDlB(iI = NULL. 

1 
tf (pParcnt->pOIBHcader) GlubalFrcePtr1pParem>>pO[BHcadcr); 

pParent->pD{BHca(ler = NULL. 

m_L_jmagc,RtfsccContcnt(); 
m _R .tmagc.RcsctContcniO; 

1 
file.QascO; 

I //End flic loop 
GIobalFrcePtr (image); //Free memory bUxks 

Ntovie.H 

// Movic.h header tile 
//Class Detiniuon for T\foO EXE 
//Written m Vticnisiifi Visual C*-*-
//EYafusi> Copynght O 1997 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnifiuiiiiniiiiiiiuiin 
'/ C.N(o>tc diaiiig 

class CMovie public CDtaiog 

i 
H Ctinstnicuon 

public: 
CMovic(CWnd* pParcm = NULL); // standani constructor 

CWnd" pPrnu 
// Dialog Data 

//(I AFX_DATA(CMoviej 

cnum { IDD = IDD.MOVIE 

CLisiBtix m_R_unagc; 

CLiSiBox m_L_image; 

CButtun m_^U; 

CBuilun m.alipn; 

//}|AFX_DATA 

// 0\cmdcs 
// Class Wizard generated virtual function o\-cmdc^ 

//({AFX.VIRTUALiCMovtc) 

proi<;cted: 
virtual void DoDataExchangetCDataExchangc* pOX); // DDX/DDV' support 

//1|AFX_VIRTUAL 

'! Implementation 

protected 

// Generated message map tuncuonx 
//{{AFX_MSG(CNtovic) 

ilx.msg void OnDataO. 

aJx.msg voul OnCeart), 

//11AFX_MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

I. 

SdecLCPP 

// SelecLcpp : implementouun file 
//Module forTMoD.EXE 
//Wnticn in Microsoft Visual C-^ 

//EYafuso Copynght O 1997 

<hncludc 'stdaft.h' 

•include TMoD-h' 

#ifdef .DEBUG 

•define new DEBUG.SEW 

#undcfTHIS_FlLE 
jiauc charTHIS_FILE(l « _RLE_; 

•endif 

iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHUniiiiinuunummumiffi 
II CScicct dialiig 

//CSclcu 



//Construcior 
CScIcct CSclccuCTMoDDtK* pdoc. CWnd* pParcnt/*=NULL*A 

CDiaIog(CScIcct::IDD. pParenO 

{ //((AFX.DATAJNmCSclcct) 
// NOTE: ihc ClusWizanl wiU jikl member inuiah/alion bcit 

//jIAFX_DATA_r.VrT 

pDiK = pduc; 

pVjcw s iCTMoDVicw*) pParcnU 

Cn:aic( IDD^IMACE^SELECT); 
) 

//Dt) DataExchon ge 

void CSclccLrDoDaLiExchangetCDataExchangc* pOX) 

{ CDtalogi'DuDataEjichangeipDX); 

//((AFX.DATA.MARCScIeci) 

DDX.ConiruUpDX. IDC.BANKAB. m.9>; 

DDX.ControKpDX. IDC_«. m_8); 

DDX.ConifuKpDX. IDC_7. ro.7>: 
DDX_Conin)l(pDX. IDC.fi. m.6); 

DDX.ConiroKpDX. IDC.5. m_5); 

DDX.CantfoKpDX. IDC_J. m_4); 

DDX.CooiroKpDX. IE)C_3. m_3); 

DDX.CuntroKpDX. IDC_:. m.2); 

DDX.CmifoKpDX. IDC.I. m_I); 

//1|AFX.DATA_MAP 

1 

BEGIN.MESSAGE_V!AP(CScIcct CDialog) 

//U AFX_MSG.MAP(CSclcci) 

ON.BN.CUCKECXIDC.I. On I) 

ON.BN.CUCKEDdDC.:. On2> 
ON.BN_CUCKED(iIXr.3. OnJ> 

ON.BN.CUCKED(IDC_4. On4> 

ON.BN.CUCKEDdDC.S. On5) 

ON*.BN*.CUCKEDnDC_6. On6) 

ON.BN CUCKED(IEX:.7. On7> 

ON_BN.CUCKED(IDC_H. OnH> 

ON_BN_CUCKED(IDC.BANKAB. OnBankab) 

//1}AFX_MSG_MAP 
END _MESSAGE.MAP() 

iiiiiuiiiiimiiimmiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiuiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuiii 
U CSclcct mesMge handlcn 

//OnBank 

//Public jcccss vcnton ol OnBankab 

//Used dunng ptiint rccunstrucuim 

void CScIcct::On.iank() 
{ //BonkA = 0 (nght). BankB 3 1 (left) 

pDt>c->bank = pDoc->hanSc '0 I; 

pDk)C->bank ' 
SetDlglicmTcxuIDC.BANKAB. 'Bank B (L)')-

SciDlgltcmTcxUlDC.BANKAB. "Bank A (RD . 

CSinng cTiiJc; 
if (pDoc->GciRccoa*tructFUg()) cFjilc = 'RcconstrucL 

if (pD«)C->GctRccMovieRag()) cTide = "Replay: *: 
CStnngcExtra = pDoc->Filc_Name{pD«c->View()|; 

pDoc->SciTiUc<cT>ile *•= cExtra): 

pDtw >UpdatcAIIV>cws(NULL. 0. NULL); 

1 

//On( int) 

//Public access vcnion of frame changcr 

//Used liunng point rccoruirucuon 

voui CSeleci:;On(mt frame) 
{ CBuiU)n'pBuuons(CButlun*)GciDlgIlcm(IDC_l • pDoc->fnme); 

pBuUon->SetStaie(FALSE); 

pButton - (CButtun*) GetOlgItem(IDC.I «• frame); 

pButton->SetSute(TRUE); 

pDoc->framc = frame; 

CSuing cTiUe; 
if (pDoc->GetReciinstnjctFlag(» cTiile = 'Reconstruct: 

if 'pDt)C'>GciRccMovicRagO) cTiile s 'Replay: 

CStnng cExira = pDoc->Filc_Namc(pDoc->Vicw()|; 

pDoc->SctTii]e(cTitlc cExtra); 

pDi>c->UpdatcAlIVic>fcs(NULL. 0. NULL); 

I 

//On# 

//The^e functions chcck to see if the user is m the middle 
//of a point sequence reconsUMCtion and. if noL changes the 

//image to the number selected, and updates the wmdow utle. 
//If a point sequence is bemg specified, these functions return 

//the focus to the view without doing anything. 

void CSclect::Onl() 



{ //Disallow changu during p«)tni rccimstnicuon 
if (pViow->Gctf^State() '=()) return; 

CBuuon* pBuUiin = (CBuiion*) OetDlglicmdDC.I • pDoc->framcK 

pBuuon->SctSute(FALSE): 

pBuuon = (CButton*) GetOlglicmi IDC. I). 

pBuaon->SetS(aic<TRUE); 
pDtH;->fnime = 0: 

CStnng cTidc; 
if (pDoc->GeiRccurutructFUg())cTidc = "Rccunstnwn: *. 

if {pDi>w->GctRecMovieFbg())cTide = 'Replay: *: 

CSinng cExtra = pDoc->fiIc_Nanic(pDt)c->Vicw(',I; 

pDoc >SctTiUc(cTitJc •= cExtra); 

pDoc->Upila(cAlIViews(NULL. 0. NULL); 

1 

void CScIcct::On2() 
{ //Disallow changcs dunng point rccututrucuon 

if (pVicw->CciRccSiatc<) ?=0) return: 

CButton* pBuiton s (CButtun*) Gct01gltcnt([DC.I *• pDoc->frame): 

pBuiton->SeiStaie(FALSE); 

pBuiion = (CButiun*) GetOlglicmdDC.I); 

pButton>>SctState(TRUE); 

pDoc->frafne = I; 

CSuing cTidc; 
if (pDoc->CciRccunstructFbg()) cTidc a 'Reconstruct: *. 
jf (pD*>c->GetRecMovtcFlag()) cTiUc = 'Replay; 

CSmng cExira = pDoc->Filc_Namc{pDoc->Vicw()j; 

pDoc->SciTiilc(cTiik •= cExtra); 

pD«>c >UpdaicAlIVicws(NULL. 0. NULLj: 
1 

void CSclccl;:Oii3() 

( //Disallow changes dunng ptiint rcconstntcuun 

if (pVicw->GctRcwSuu:«;!- Oi return: 

CButton* pBution = (CBution*) CetDlgItcm([DC_l • pD<K->franic); 

pButton->SciStaic<FALSE); 
pBuiton = (CBution*) GctDlgItem(IDC_3); 

pButton->£ttStaterrRUE) 

pDoc->l'nunc = 2: 

CStnng cTidc; 
if (pDiK:->GctRecoiisiructFbgt)) cTiiJc s 'Recunstnict: 

if (pDtK->GciRccMovicFtag()) cTidc = 'Replay: 
CStnng cExtra = pDiK*>RIc_Namc{pDoc->Vicw()|: 

pDoc->SciTillc(cTiiIc •= cExtra>: 

pDixroUpdaicAlIVicwsCNULL. 0. NULL); 

1 

vt)id CScIcct::On4() 

{ //Disallow changes dunng point reconstruction 
if (pVicw->CetRecStatc() != 0) return; 

CButton* pButtun = (CBution*) GctOlgltcmdDC.l • pDoc• >fnunc): 

pButton->Sei5uite(FALSE): 

pButton = (CButtun*) GetDIgIteni(IDC^4): 

p B u tton • >SciS tate(TR UE); 
pDtKoframc = 3. 

CStrwg cTitiC: 
if (pDi)C->GclRccofisiruciFUg()) cTitlc = "Reconstruct: 

il ;pDoc->GctRccMovieRag()) cTitle - 'Replay 

CStnng cExtra = pD\)C->Filc,NamcipDoc->Vicw()I: 

pDix;->SctTiUc(cTitlc cExtra): 

pDoc->L*pdaicAllVicws(NULL, 0. NULLi; 

I 

vt)id CSclect; On5() 

( //Disallow changes dunng point reconstnicuon 
if (pVtew.>GeiRccStatc() != <)) return: 

CBution* pBution = (CButton*) GetOIgl'cnidDC. ( pDoc*>frame): 

pButton>>SctSiatc(FALSE); 
pButuin = (CBution*) GetDlglienKlDC^S'i; 

pBution->SetSiatc(TRUE); 

pDocoframe = 4; 

CSinng cTide: 

if (pDtx:->GciRcconsirtJCtFlag{)) cTiUc s 'Reconstruct: *: 

if (pDoc->GctRccMovjcRag()) cTidc = 'Replay: 

CSinng cE*ira =pDoc->RIc.Namc|pDiK->Vicw()J; 

pDoc->SctTiUe(c'nilc *= cFxira): 

pDoc >UpaaicAllVicws(NULL. 0. NULL); 

I 

void CSelccl::0n6() 
( //Disallow changes dunng point reconstmctiiNi 

if (pVicw->GciRecSuic() != 0) return; 

CBuiion* pBuiton = (CBution*) GetOlgltemdDC.l • pDiK->framc): 

pButi4>n->5etSiaiefFALSE): 

pButton = (CButton*) GctDlg{iem(IDC.6); 

pButu>n->SctStaie(TRUE); 



pDi)c->lniinc = 5: 

CStnng cTitJe: 
if (pD«*;->GciRtfcotumjctFUg{)) cTiilc ='Rccocuinict: 

if (p[>)c->GciRccMovteFlag()) cTitlc = "Rcpby: 

CStnng cExtn = p£>)c->Rlc_Namc(pDt)C->Vicw()l; 

pDoc>>SetTiUe(cTiile cExtra): 

pD.)c->CpdatcAllVicw5(NL'LU(). NULL); 

I 

VOMI CSclcci::On7{) 

( //Disallow changes (iunng p^iint rcconsinicuon 

»f (pVicw->GeiRccStaic() '=0) mum; 
CButton* pBution = (CBuiion') GctOIgltcmdDC.t • pD«x:->ffamcJ; 

pBucton->SeLS(ate<FAL5E); 

pBuiton s (CBuiton*) GciDlgItcm(IDC_"^>; 

pButton->SciStaic(TRUE). 
pDoc->fnimc = fi; 

CStnng cFitlc; 
if (pDix;->Cct5l£Con5tnictFbg()) cTitl; s "Rcconsinict; 

if (pDuc->GctR£cMovieRag())cTitlc = 'Replay: 
CStnng cExm = pDoc->Filc_Namc(pDi)C->Vicw()I; 
pDt)C->SciTitJc(cTiilc •= cExtra); 

pDoc->UpdateAIIVtews(NULL. 0. NULL); 

I 

void CSclcct::On}<() 

{ //Disallow changcs Junng pomt rcconsinicuon 

if {pVicw->GctRccSiaie<) !sO) return; 

CBuiton* pBution - (CBuiton*> GciDlgliemdDC.I * pDoc->fnmc); 

pButton->SetState(FALSE); 

pButton = <CBuuun*> CctDlgltenidDC.^): 

pBution->SctStaic(TRUE); 

pDtK->frantc = 7; 

CStnng cTitle; 
if (pD«M:->GetRcconsiructFbg(» cTitlc = 'Reconstruct: 

if (pDoc->GctRccMi)vicFbg()) cTitlc = 'Replay: *; 

CStnng cExm = pD«)c->FiIe_Namc|pD»x:->Vicw()I; 

pDtK: >SetT>tle(cTitlc «-= cExira): 

pDoc->UpUaieAllViews(NULL. D. NULL); 

1 

//OnBaniub 

//Switches frum left to nght bank or ^-1Cc•vc^sa 

void CSelect lOnBankatM) 

( //Disallow changes dunng point rcconstnjcuon 
if (pVicw->GciRccSia(c()()) return; 

//B^mkA = 0 inght). BankB = I (left) 
pDoc->bank = pD<>c->bank * 0 I. 

pD»x:->bank ' 

SctDIgltcmTc*t(IDC_BANKAB. 'Bank B (L)"t: 
SctDIgltcmTextrlDC.BANKAB. 'Bank A (R)"1. 

CStnng cTide; 
if (pDix:->CciRcconjtfuciFlag())cTiUe = 'Recoostruci: 

if (pD«>c->GctRccMovieFIag()) cTitle s 'Replay: 

CSinng cExtra - pDoc->Ft]c_Namc{pD«c->Vlcw()l; 

pDoc->SctTiilc(cTitIc •= cExin); 

pDoc->UpdaicAllViews(NULL, 0. NULL). 

I 

//OnlnitDialog 

//Sets up the main wmdow and dialog utles and initiali/es 

//tracking vonabics 

BOOL CSelecLiOnlnitOialogC) 

i CDtalog::OnIruinta]ogO; 

pDiH;*>frame s 0; 

pD*x:->bank s <); 

CButton* pButum s (CButton*^ GetOlgliemdDC.l); 
pButton->SctSiaic(TRUE); 

SetDlgIiemText(IDC_BANKAB. 'Bank A (R)'); 

CStnng cExtn = pDix:->Filc.Name(pDoc*>View()|; 

CStnng cTide; 

if (pDoc->CetReconstructFlag())cTidc s'Reconstnjct: 
if (pDoc>>GctRecMovieFlag()} cTide = 'Replay: 

pDoC'>Set'nt/e<cricfc cExtra); 

p View->SctFocus(); 

return TRUE; 

) 

//PrcTransJaicMcssagc 

'/Fix for MFCs prcsupposiuon that the amiw keys should 

//he used to tab from one button lo the next in this di^og 

//Anow) now shift ftK'us to the image where they arc handled 

/,'by more appnipnaie lunctions 
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BOOLCSclcct::PrcTransIatcMcxsagc(MSC* pNUg) 

{ (Witch (pMsg-xnesuge) 

( 

w-asc 15f>: //Control character gcncniced by any imiw 
p V lew • >SclF» )cus(). 

rctirni TRL'E. 

I 
rclum CDiaiogr;PrcTranslatcMcs4agc(pMsg): 

Sdect.H 

:i ScIccLh header lilc 

//Class Definition forTNloD EXE 

/AVntten m MicrusoU Visual €•*-*• 

//E.Yifusi)CopynghiC 1997 

iiiiunniiiiiiuninnniniimiiiiinniiinmniinimiiimiiiiniii 
U CSekct dialog 

class CSelcct public CDialug 

I 
// Constnicuon 

public: 
CSelcctlCTMoDDoc* pdoc. CWrul* pPareni = NULL): // standard constructor 

voul Onf int framcK 

void OnBonkO. 

// Dialog Data 
ll[ [ AFX_DATA(CScIeci» 

cnum I IDD = IDD.IMAGE.SELECT 1. 

CBuuon m_9: 

CBution m_H; 

CBuuon m_7; 
CBuiion tn_6. 

CButton fn_5. 

CButton in_4. 

CButum m_3. 

CBuilon m_2; 

CBution >n_I; 

//)) AFX .DATA 

'/ ClassWi/.ard generated virtual function overrides 

//((AFX.VIRTUAUCSclect) 

public: 
vtnual BOOL PreTransIauMcssagecMSC* pNtsg). 

protected: 

virtual void DoDaiaExchangccCDaiaExchangc* pDX); // DDX/DDV support 

//IIAFX.VIRTUAL 

// Implementation 
pnvaic; 

CTMoDDoc* pDoc; 
CTNIoDView* pView; 

protected: 

// Generated message map functioa^ 

//((AFX.MSG(CSclect) 

il'x_fnsg voidOnK). 

aix,msg void On2(); 

afx.msg votd On3(). 

alx.msg void On-U); 

aix.msg votd On5(>; 

a/x_msg void On6(); 

al'x_msg void On7(); 

afx.msg void On8(); 

afx.msg void OnBankabO; 

virtual BOOL OnlnitDialogO; 

//IIAFX.MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

Tlming.CPP 

//Tuning cpp : implementation file 

//Module for TMoD.EXE 

//Wntten in Microsoft Visual C-^ 

//EYafusoCopy-nghtO 1997 

tinclude 'stdafx.h' 

#inc!udc TMoD h" 



.DEBUG 
•tlcfinc new DEBL'G.NEW 
•umlcfTHIS.FlLE 

iucc char THIS_FILH[/ = FILH 

•cndif 

mininiiiiiuniiiuiniiiiiiiiuiriniumiiiiiinnimuniiiiiiiini 
U CTtmtng dialog: Enables user tu mput frame delays fur later caloilatmn 

//CTixnmg 

//Constructor 

Cnming::Cnmmg(CT\toDDoc* pdoc. CWnU* pParcm /'sNULLT) 

CDulog(Cnmtng::[DD. pPareni) 

{ //{I AFX,DATA_L\rr(Criming) 
m .frame I =().(); 

m_frame2 = 0.(); 

m_fnunc3 =0.0: 
m_framc4 =00; 

m_framc5 =0.0; 

m_framc6 = 0 0. 

m_framc7 = 0.0; 

m_fnmcS sO.O: 

//) |AFX,DATAJMT 

pDi)c s pdoc; 

1 

//DoDataExchange 
void CTtming. Pt»Data£jichangc(CDatj£»change* p D X f  
{ CDiaiog; :DoDaia£xchangc(pOX); 

//{{AFX.DATA_MAP(Cnmmg> 

DDX_Tc*i(pDX. [DC_FRA.MEI. m.fnunel). 

DDX.TexKpDX. IDC_FRAME2. m.framc2); 

DDX_Tc*t(pDX. IDC.FRAME3. m.frameJ); 

DDX.TextfpDX, IDC.FR.\\fE4. mjnimc4): 
DDX.TcxUpDX. rDC_FRAME5. m.framei); 

DDX_Tcxi(pDX. IDC.FRAME6. m_traroe6); 

DDX_Tc*t(pDX. IDC.FRAME7. m_framc7); 
DDX_Te*i(pDX. tDC_FRAME8. m_framc8j: 
//) lAFX.DATA.MAP 

I 

BEGIN .MESSAGE.N!AP(CTtmtng. CDialog) 

//{{AFX.MSG.MAP(Cnming) 

//1|AFX_MSG.MAP 

E\D_MESSACE_.\UP() 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////;///////// 

// CTiming message handlcni 

//OnlnitDtalug 

//ImUalt/cs the etht windi>ws with the frame ume Jeh} < 
//pre^ntly stored m the document 

BCX3L CTimmg::OnlmiOiaJi)g() 

{ CDialog: OnlmtOtalogO, 

char bull321: 
CStnng cText. 
m_'ramcl = pDoc->t(()l*l000; 

cTcxi s gcvi(m_framcl. ft. huO. 

SeiDlgliemTcxtt IDC_FRAMEl. CTCXIK 

m_framc2 = pDoc->{(II*l<X)0; 
cText = gcvt{ra_framc2. 6. buO; 

!>efOlg((Ck iText(IDC_FRAA(E2. cTcxi); 

m_fr»mc3 = pDoc->i|2i*I(X)0; 

cText = gcvi(m_J'rame3. ft. buO; 

SeiDlgliemTcxttIDC.FRAME3. cText). 

m_framc4 = pDoc-x(3I*10(X); 
cTexi = gcvt(ra_frame4,6. buf): 

SeiDIgItcmTcxtfIDC_FRAMe4. cTcxtl; 

m_fninic5 = pDoC'>t|41*IOOO. 
cText = gcvt(m_framc5. ft. buO; 

SctDlgItcmTcxUlDC_FRAME5.cTcxi): 

m_frame6 = pDoc->t(5I*l(KX); 
cTexi = gcvt(m_fraroc6. ft. buO; 

SciOIgIlcmTexUrDC_FRAME6. cText); 

m_fnime7 s pDoc->i(61*l000; 
cText = gcvi(m_framc7. ft. buf); 

SciDlgIlemTcxUlDC_FRAME7. cTexi); 

m_framc8 = pDoc->t(71*l(XX): 
cTcxt s gcvtfm^fraroeS. ft. buO; 

SeiDIgftcmTcxt(IDC_FRAMEK. cText); 

1 

return TKL'E. 



Timing,!! 

// Timmg.h . heaiicr ftk 

'IChss Deflmuon far TMuD EXE 

//Wnacn m Microsoft Visual C<-* 

//E-Yafust) Copynghi O 1997 

iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiimniiniinuiiiiinminiiiunniiiiiiiimniiiii 
>! CTuning liuJug 

cLtu CTuning public CDiolug 

1 
// G)njtrucui)n 

public: 
CTimingtCTNtoDDix:* pdiic. CWrul* pp-jrent - NULL): 

// Dialug Dau 
//{I AFX,DATA(Cnming) 
cnum I IDD = IDD.INPUT.T ); 

double m .frame I; 

double m_rnunc2; 

double m_framc3; 
double m_fnune4; 

double m_framc5: 

double m_frame6; 

double m_frame7: 

double m_frame8: 

//)|AFX,DATA 

// 0\'cmtlcs 
// ClassWiioni generated virtual function uvemtjes 

//({AFX^VlRTUAUCnming) 

protecieU: 
virtual void DoOaca£xchangc(CDataExchange* pDX): // DDX/DDV suppon 

-VHAFX^VIRTUAL 

II Implcmenuuon 

pnitected: 

CTVloDDoc* pDoc; 

// Generated message map functions 
//| (AFX^MSG(CTiming) 

virtual BOOL OnlniiDtalogO: 

//))AFX_MSG 
DECLARE.MESSAGE.MAPO 

TMoDDocCPP 

U TNloDDtxr.cpp " unplcmentauon of ihe CTMoDD**; class 

//Module for TNIoD EXE 

/AVnticn m Micros*)fi Vuual 

//EYafusti Copynghi O 1997 

tinclude 'stdafx.h' 

^include TMoD h' 

«tfdcf_DEBfG 

#dct"ine new DEBL'C_NEW 

•undefTHIS.FILE 
suuccharTHIS.FILEJI = _Fa-E_. 

•cndif 

iiiiiiniiiiimniiiiniimiiiiniiinuiiuuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiin 
U CTMoDDoc: Holds all data infonnauon for any open files 

IN!PLEMPVT_nv\CREATE(CTMoDDoc. CDocumcm) 

BEGIN_MESSAGE.MAP(CTMoDDoc. CDocumeni) 

U\ (Ara^MSG.MAP(CTMoDDoc) 
ON_COMMAND( ID_RLE2.SAVE.AS. OnFtle2SavcAs \ 

//})AFX_MSG_MAP 

END.MESSAGE_MAP() 

iiiiimiiininmuniniiniiiiummnunniuniiiinnnimiuiiin 
H CTMoDDoc constnjciion/desiniction 

//CTMoDDtK 
//Constructor Initiali/cs device independent bitmap handles and 

//vanous (lags 
CTMoDD\>c: :CTMuDDtK:() 

{ hank = frame = 0. //default lo nght image, frame I: camera AI 
ftir <mi I = 0; 1 < 16. 
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I hDIBliI =NULL. 
HbiFbghi = FALSE, 

I 
!«>r (I = (); I < S; i-*^} l|i| = (duublOt/IIXXh 

Calibrate = Rccunstnict % RccMttvie = FA1.SE. 

Transfonn = FAL5E; 
cSt/cImagc ~ CSizct 1.1); 

//-CTNfoDDiK: 

//Desiructur Cleans up any memory allocaicd fur bitmaps 

CTMoDDoct:-CTMoDD*)C() 
I for (ml I =0; i < 16; i-^) if (hOIB(i| - NULL) ::GU>balFfcc((HGLOBAL)hDIB(il); 

I 

iiiiiiiimuniiinnnnniuiiiiimiiinnmiimiinnininmmiii 
// CTMnDDoc scnaluaiion 

void CTMoDDoc::Seruluc(CArchive& ar) 

{ if (ar.lsSionngO) 
{ //TODO; add siunng code here 

I 
<:Isc 
{ // TODO: add Nudmg axJc here 

I 
array.Scnali/£tar); 

1 

miiiniiiiiimiuiiiinnniiiiiiiiiuiiiimuiiiiiiiimniiiiiminiii 
H CTMoODix; diagnosuu 

•ifdcl .DEBUG 

void CT\foDD«)c:;A.uertV'aiid() const 

i CDttcumentr.-^ssertValjdO. 

ASSERT.V ALlD(&amy >; 

1 

void CTMoDDtic;-Dump<CDumpContc:(i& dc) cunst 

{ CD«>cumcm:.Dump<dc>. 
iJc « array; 

} 

#cndif//.DEBUG 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CTNfoDD»*; Aitnbutes 

//AddPoint 
//Adds an objcct pomt into the amy based on 

//the coordinates provided in the point p 

void CTMoDDoc:;AddPomi(CPotnt p) 
{ array AddCnew CObPotnt(p)); 

UpdatcAJIVic»-^(N'ULL, 0. NULL); 

\ 

//AddObPoint 

//Adds object point into array based on all values 
//in temporary object point p 
void CTMoDDoc::.-\ddObPoint(CObPuint p) 

{ array Add(new CObPomt(pi); 

UpdateAIIVicws(NULL. 0. NULL); 

1 

//DcIetePomt 

//Removes last objcct pomt in array 

void CTNtoDDoc: ;DcIcicPoint{) 
I if (array GetSizeO K 0) return; 

array RemoveAUarray GctSi/eO - U; 

UpdaieAllVtewsCNULL. 0. NULL); 

} 

//GctPomt 
//Returns a CPoint with xy coordirutes of objcct point 

//number x i)f array 

CPotniCrMoDDoc;:GctPoint(mt x) 
{ return ((CObPoint •)(arTay GeiAi(x)))->CeiPomi(). 

I 

//GetObPouit 
//Returrts ObPoint nuoibei x from amy 

CObPoint* CTNtoDDoc:;GctObPomi(mi x) 

{ return (CObPoint*) array GelAUx); 

I 

//GeLS'umPoinis 
//Returns the number of obpoints currently stored in array 



mt CTMoDOi)c::GcLSumPomis() 

( rttum Amy.Gei5i2e(): 

} 

//DdeteContcnts 
/AVipes out array elements 
void CTMoODt)c: :OclcteConlcnts() 

( int x: 
for (X =(h X < array CeiSizeO; Ue/etc(an3y GetAUxf); 

aiiay.RcmoveAIK); 

CDt)cument:;DcIctcContents(); 

I 

//OnNewDixrumcnt 
//Defauit (unciiun for generating new (jix:umcncs fa>m scratch 

//This function u automaucally callcU by the framc*Ar(>rk when 

//the program hegiiu 

BOOL CTMoDDoc::OnNewDocumcnt() 

{ // Don t allow new Jocuments to be generated from scratch 

return FALSE; 

1 

//SwiichBank 

'/Used dunng rrconstriicuon to flip fn>m one bank 

//to (he other to iscertoin frame 4-0 ciH>rdinatc 

void CTNfoODoc: :SwitchBank() 
{ bank = bank 0 i; 

CStnng c Ex Ira = Rlc.N'ame(Vicw()|; 

CStnng cUde = 'Reconscruct: *. 

SeiTjde(cTjllc •scExtra); 

UpdaicAlIViews(NULL. 0. NULL); 

I 

//ScrCalibrateFlag 

//Sets utle and calibration flag m document 

void CT\(oOOoc::SeiCaJibraceFbg() 
{ Calibrate = TRUE; 

CStnng cExtra = GetTitlei): 

CSmng cTitle = "Calibrate: 

SeiTidetcTitlc •acExtra); 

UpdaicAllView5(NULL. 0. NULL); 

//SeiT 
//Takes leading pomter to 2-D array m and the Ci)lumn index 

//to sclect out a column oihI store it at the end of the presently 
//opened dix'ument file. This funcuon is used « hen SVD has just been used 

//on the array m to find the solution lu the transform matnx T 
//T = TU TI2 T13 which becomes V )  T4 TK 

// T:IT22T:J TIT5TV 
// T31T3:T33 T:T6TU) 

// T41T4:T43 T3T7T11 

//expressed as a vecttir T(()I through Tl 111 

void CTMoDDoc::S<iT{doublc'* m. int column) 

I //Enter Tl | elements 
for (mt I = I;: <= 12; i-^'TIOHi-I) a m|>|lcolumnl; 

//Save them into the appropnate file 

CFUe CalFile. DatFUe; 
CFileExcepuon fc; 
if CCalFUe.OpemFilc.NamelOl. CFilc::modcRcadWntct CFileirshareDenyWnte, ife>) 

{ Rcpi>nSavcLoadExcepuon(File_Nan>c{0]. &fe. 

FALSE. AFX.IDP.FAILED.TO.OPEN.DOO: 

return; 

1 

//Get Bitmap datasitf 

DWORD datasize; 

CalFtle.SeekOI. CFile::begin); CalFUe.Readf&daiasizc. 4); 

//Check for correspondtng data file 
char DatTitle(l2S|; 
strcpy(DatTitle. Rlc_Name(01); 

DatTiUe[strlen(DatTiile}*31 = Vi": 

strcaUDatTitle. 'DAT"); 
if (DaiFtIc.Open(DatTitk. CFiIe::modcReadWntc I CFilc;;sharcDcnyWntci) 

[ char tempi I2K|: 
strcpy<tcmp. "Assocutc Transfonn wjih data file. '). 

sircat(tcmp. DatTitle): 

%trcai(tcmp. ""^'1. 
if (AfxMessageBox(tcmp. MB_YESNOIMB_ICONQL'ESTION> ©YES) 

{ //Wntc transform to end uf data file 

DatFde. Seck(dausirc IZ. CFllc: begin); 

DatFUe.Wntc<Tt()l. 12 * «zcof(double)); 

DatFiJc.CIosc(): 



:o7 

//Wnic mnslorm to Caiibrauun Hlc 

CalFilc.ScclUiiatasizc^5I2. CFilc::bcgin): 

CalFilc.Wntc(Tl()l. 12 • «/e«i(<loublc»): 

CJIRIC.QOSCO: 

//Set prcscncc flag 
Tramform = TRUE; 

1 

//\y(ili)ub[c. double, double. inO 

//Takes 3>D coordinaies as input and using vic>w integer to detennine 

//which transtorm to use. maps (he coonlinates (u the 2-D screen using 

//full perspecuve transform 

CPumt CT%loODoc::.xy(doubIe X, double Y, double Z. mt view) 

{ //Use T to transform 3-0 p^imt mio 2-D 

//Matnx u T14|[3] represented as the linear vector T(12|; 

II TIHI TI4| Tim 
II Tin TI51 TISI 
II Tin Tt6| TIIOI 
II TI3I TI7| Tim 
// (viewl prefues image of iransfonn being used 

double * = rnviewl(()l*X) • (T|vicw|[ IpY) * mviewI[2I*Z) • TIview((31; 

double y = rnvjewJf4|*X) *• n7view|15I*Y) *• mvjew)|6|*Z) TlvKwj|7|: 

double w = rnvievw|(8|*X) • mview|l91*Y^ rnvtcwHIOpZ") • Tlview|[n|. 
* /= w. 

y /= ur; 

return CPointfii. y): 

I 

//OnOpenDocumcnt 

//General document creauon tor 4 possible modes; 

//Open file for v»wmg: Opens I image 

//Calibration; Opens I image ( CAL) and sets calibration tlag 

//Reconstruction: Opens 16 images ( DAT) and sets reconstrucuon tlag 

//Sequence viewing; Opens 16 images from reconstnicied data file rR£C) 

BOOL CTMoDDoct OnOpcnDiKumenULPCTSTR Ips/PathName) 

( //Check fur TVloDApp OpenReconstruc: flag 

CWin/Vpp* App = AfxGetAppO; 

CTNloDApp* MyApp = (C^loDApp*) App; 

if (NfyApp->IsReconstiuct) 

{ //Check that title ts A# or B# 
//and that I <= » <= 8 

if ((Ips7PathNafflc(ntr!en(lps/PaihNaffle>-6] != A" && 

lpszPathName{strlen(lps/PathName)-61 != B') Q 

(IpszPaihName(strlen(IpS7P3ihName)-5) < T 'I 

lps/PathNainc(sirlen(lps/PathiSame)-51 

return FALSE; 

//If legal files, check (hat (hey have traasforms and load 

//ail the files 

return OpcnRcconsiruc«(LPSTR)lps/PathNamc); 

I 

//Cheek for TMuDApp Rec.Vtovie flag and handle 

if (MyApp->Rec.Movie» return OpcnRcc.Vlovie((LPSTR)lpszPaihNamc); 

//If not recoiutnicung or showing movies, open image for either gener^ 
//viewing or calibration. Note that fmm this point on the only index used 

//for File_Namc(l. TII. hOlBd. ctc. will he /rro. since here we can only 

//tipen one tile for the enure document 

CFUe file; 
CFtleExcepuon fe; 

It CfUe.OpendpszPaihNamc. CFilc;;modcRead I CFile::sharcDcnyWnte. 4fe)) 
{ ReportSaveLoadExcepuon(lps/i*athName. &fe. 

FAL5E. AFX.IDP.FAILED_TO_OPEN_DOO. 
return FALSE; 

I 

strcpy(FiIc_NamelO|. IpszPathName); 

//Get Bitmap sue. width and height 

DWORD datasi/e: 

WORD bm Width. bmHeight; 
rile.Seck(3l. CFtIe::begin); nie.Read(&datast/c. 4); 

file.Seek(43. CFtle::begin); fiie.Read(&bmWHith. 2); 

file.Seek(4S. CFiIerrbegin); ftle.Read(&bmHeighL 2); 

//Set up image si/e 
cSi/elmage.cx = bmWidth; 

cSi/elmage.cy = bmHeight; 

//Check fur truwform and enter ii if it CJWis 
if (file CetLengthO — (12 * si/ev^fCdouble)) • datasi/e • 512) 



{ rUcScek(Jimi/r-»-5l2.CFile::bcgTn); 

riIc.RcaU(TIO{. 12 * si/et)f(di)ublen; 
Traxisfunn = TRUE. 

I 

//.MIocacc bitmap tundk and chccic return handle 
hDIB(()| = GU>balAlloc(GPTR. daiasi/c • si/ctii(BITMAP[NFO) • («/ct)ffRCBQL'ADJ • 256)); 

tf (hO[B[0) = NULL) Af*McssagcBo*("BJtmap handle crcaoon failure.*. MB.ICONEXCLA.MAnON. 0); 

//Lock and return a pointer to the memory 
LPVOID pDIB s ::OIobalLock((HGLOBAL) hD[B(0|); 

LPBITMAPINFO pBMI = (LPBITMAPINFO) pDtB; 

pBMI->bmiHcader.biSt2S - sizenf (tirrMAPINFOHEADER); 
pBNf(>>bmiHe3der.biWjdlh = bmWkiih: 

pBM{->bR^iHeader.biHeight sbmHeight; 

pBMIobmiHcader.btSiicImage ^datutze: 
pBMI*>bmiHeader.biPtanes = I; 

pBMI->bmtHeader.biBiiCimnt s K; 

pBMI->bmiHcader.btComprcssion = BI.RGB; 

(or (DWORD i = 0: j < 256; » 

{ pBMN>bmtColort(i].rgbBlue = 
pBMI->bm>CoIors(i|.rgbGfecn = 

pBMI->bmiCo(on(ii.rgbRcd = u 

1 

// Allocate. Cast. Chccic Global .Memory for Image and L'lmage 
BYTE* image = (BYTE*) GIobalAlIocPtr (GPTR, datasi/c • sizeot (BYTE)); 

BYTE* uimagc= (BYTE*> GIobalAllocPtr (GPTR, datasi/e * sizeof (BYTE)): 

if ((image = NULL) II (uimage = NULL)) return - I; 

// Read Image mtu memory block 

tlleScxkcSIZ. CFilc::bcgm); 
if (file Readf(vuKj*)tmagc. Jatasi/e) 'sdataai/c) 
I Alx.MeisagcBoxi'Failure reading imageMB.ICONEXCLA.MATION. 0); 

return • I; 

) 

// Invert Image Data into uunage 
DWORD uHkrxl; 
I = bmHeight; 

DWORD md«2 = 0; 

DWORD It: 
while (~i) 

J for ui = <); u < bmWidih; u-m*) 

I index I s (DWORDHi * bmWidth) • u; 

uimage(index2-*-*-| = image(indexl ]; 

I 

1 

BYTE* plmage = (BYTE*) pDIB • sizeoflBrTMAPINFO) (256 • si/cuf(RCBQUADt); 

mc.ncpy(plmagc. uunage. Jatast/e); 

GlobalFreePtr (image); // Free memory blocks 

GiobalFrrcPtr (uimage); 

return TRUE; 

I 

//OnCloscDiK-ument 
//Standard clean-up funcuon except ihat there also is a tollow up 

//of fl.i^ changcd m the application class dunng the creauon of this 

//particular duworucrtL When the doctiment cioses. these flags are reset 

//to default. 
void CTMoDDoc:;OnCloscDocumcnt() 
{ CWjnApp* App « A/xCetA{^); 

CTNloDApp* MyApp s (CI^oDApp*) App; 
if (MyApp->[sReconstnict) MyApp->bReconsiruct = FALSE; 

if (MyApp->Rec.Movte) .V!yApp->Rcc.Mo>ie = FALSE; 

DeleteContenuO; 
CDocument::OnCloseDocument(), 

1 

//OpcnRec.Mo%ric 
//Opens 16 previously calibrated and reconstructed files for viewing as 

//moving images. Begins by opening the nxonstnicuon data file ( REO 

//which has a lut of the relevant data files lu open. 

BOOL CTMoDDixr:;OpcnRccMovic(LPSTR PiihNamc» 

{ ifsuram InFile(PathName): 

char tempi 1281. poini(I2K|. num(8): 
int 1 = 0; 

//Seek U) fir^t file name and open all files based on that name 

//Transforms are loaded from the files, not the REC data 

while < I 27) InFiIc »temp; 



if (!OpcnRccotumict(tcmp)) 
( .-UxMcuagcBoxCEinir Uiaiiing flies'); 

return FALSE: 

) 

//Seek to ftni puint (iau 
//For cach point, input 8 X. Y. Z values into the amy of a (emptirary 

//CObPoint obfccu and fill the ume amy t(M|. Then use the temporary 

//obptnnt to inituii/c a new CObjcct array element tn the document class. 
1= L 

ml ]. 

CObPojni cObPoini; 

double X. Y. Z. 

strcpyipoint. "Poinil'); 

while (InFUe »temp) 

{ if (!strcmp<tcmp. point)) 

( strcpy(point. 'Pomt'l; 

sticaUpoinu iti>a(^i. num. ID)). 

for (J sO; ) < S; )-»-»•) 
{ InFile » X » Y » Z »lUI-

cObPornLSetXCX. j); 
cOhPomLSelY(Y. j); 
cObPuim.SciZtZ. ])• 

} 
AddObPomUcObPumt); 

//Set reconstructed movie sequence flag 
RecMovjc = TRUE; 

return TRL'E; 

\ 

//OpenReconstruct 

//Called by the OnOpenOocument funcuon if the .MainFrame class 

'/returns a Reconstruct Hag that is TRUE. This funcuon opens 16 
'/files for reconstrucuon assummg that their views have been calibrated 
y/ond thai iheir transforms have been assixnated. 

BCX)L CTVfoDDoc::C)pcnRcconstruct(LPSTR PathName) 

CFUe filc( lft|. imt; 
CFileExcepuon fc; 

char (emp(12K|; 

//Open tirst file to imuali/c invariant a)nstants 

if ('mit.Open(Path.^aine. CFile::modeRead i CFde::shafcDenyWnte. &fe» 

{ ReportSaveU);Kl£xccpuon(PathName. &fe. 

FALSE. AFX.IDP_FAILED_TO_OPEN_DOO; 

return FALSE; 

} 

//Get Bitmap sue. 'Atdih and height 

//Note: These par;imetcrs must be constant across all 15 files 

DWORD datasi/c; 

WORD bmWidih. braHeighi: 

>mLSeeki31. CFiie::begm): mitReadf&datastze. -i): 

imLSeek(43. CFde:;begin>; iniLRead(&hmWtdth. 2); 
imLSeek('t5. CFilc::hegin); imt.Read(&bmHeighi. 2); 

//Set up image si/e...once 
cSi/efmage.cx = hmWidth; 
cSi/elmage.cy = bmHoght; 

//Allocate. Cast. Check Global Memory for Image and Ulmagc 

//and prepare other reusable pt)intcrs 

BYTE* unage = <Bt TE') GlobalAlIocPtr (GPTR. daiasi/e * si/eof (BYTE)); 

BYTE* uimage= (BYTE*) GlobalAllocPir (GPTR. datasize * sizeof (BYTE)); 

iJ ((image = NULLi II (uimage = NULL)) return FALSE; 

LPVOtD pDIB; 

LPBITMAPINFO pBMI; 

BYTE* pimage; 

DWORD t. It. index 1. UKicx2; 
WORD view; 

for (vnew s 0; %iew < 16. vicw-^) 
{ view < K '* itoa(view>l. temp. 10)' iioa(vicw*7. temp, 10); 

PaihNamc(5trlen(P3lhName)-61 = view < 8 A"; B'. 

PaihN'amc(strtcn(PaihName>-5I = tcmp{01; 

tf ('filc|view|.Open(PathNamc. CFiIe::modeRcad I CFile::shjrcDenyWnic. &fci) 
I RcponSaveLoadExccption(PathName. &fc. FALSE. AFX_IDP^FAlLED_TO_OPEN_DOC); 

return FALSE; 

1 



//Ciipy t'Uc title 

<ircpy(Fik_Nanic|vicw|. PaihNamcj; 

//Cheek for and rctrcive transform 

if (rik(vicw|.GctLcngth() '= (12 * sizcof(double)) daustze 5t2) 

( sircpy((cmp.'Missmg Transform for Image# 

char tcmp2{2): 
view < X ** iiiu(view«-I. temp2, tO) - icoa(vtew-7. iemp2. 10); 

5trcat(temp. view < 8 * 'A* "B"); 

strcaUiemp. temp2); 
Afx\te&sagcBox( temp i: 

return FALSE; 

ri]e(view[.Scck(daUsuc-*-SI2. CFile::begin); 

rile(view|.Readrnview|. 12 * »/cuf(doubic)): 

//Allocate biunap handle and check rrtum handle 
hD[B[view| = QubalAlloc(CPTR« datasi^e *• Mzcof(BrrMAP!NFO) (stzcuf(RGBQUAD) * 25M); 

if (hDIBlvKw) = NULL) AfxMessagcBoxCBttmap handle creation failuic.". MB.ICONEXCLAMATION. 0); 

//Lock and return a pumier to the memory 

pOIB s ::ClobalLockf(HGLOBAL) hOIBlviewj); 

pBMt = (LPBITNfAPtN'FO) pDIB: 

pBMI->bmiHeader.btSixe = si/cuf (BITMAFINFOHEADER); 
pBMI>>bmiHcader.btWidih = hmWidth; 

pBMI->bmiHeadcr.biHetght = bmKeight; 

pBMI->bm>Kcadcr biSi/elmagc = datasi/c; 

pBMI->bffliHcadcr biplanes = I. 

pBMI->bmtHeader biBitCount - K; 
pBMI->bmiHcadcr biCompre&ston = BI.RCB; 

for (I = 0:1 < 256; i^-^) 

I pBMI->bm>Color5(i(.rgbBIuc = 

pBMI->bmiCoU)r3(iI-rgbGrcen = 

pBMI->bmiColors(ii.rgbRed = t; 

1 

// Read Image mto memory block 

file(vicw|.Scck(512. CFilc::begm); 
tf (riIe(view|.Rcad((void*)tmage.da(a5izc) 'sdatasi/e) 

t Afx.V1essagcBox('Fatlurc readmg image.'. MB.ICONEXCLAMATION. 0): 

return FALSE; 

) 

// Invert Image Data into uimage 

index 1. 
I = bmHaght: 

indcx2 s<); 

while (-0 
( for (II s(); u < bmWidth; ii'*^) 

{ jndexi s /DWORDKi • bmWjdzh) ^ u: 

uimage{tndcx2>-^| = tmage(indcx 11; 

I 

1 

pimage = (BYTE*) pDIB • si/eonBITMAPINFO) (256 • si/cof(RGBQUAO)); 

mcmcpy(plmagc. uimage. datasi/e); 

I 

GK^aJFrccPir umjfo. U Free memory bltjcki 

GIobalFreePtr (uimagc); 

//If Reconstrucung and not showing movie sequence, allow user to 

//spccify time parameters 
CWinApp* App - AfxGetAppO: 
(TTMoDApp* MyApp = (CTNfoDApp*) App; 

tf (MyApp*>bRMoitstn)ct) 
I //Time mput dialog box 

CTinung* pDIg = new CTtmuigdhis); 

if (pOlg >DoModal() ~ IDOK) 

( t(()) s pDIg->m.frame l/lCXX); 

t(1i s pDlg->m.frvne2/I(X)(); 

t{2) s p01g->m.frame3/l(XXh 

1(31 = pDlg->m.framc4/lO{X>. 

t(4| s pDIg->m.ffamc5/I00(); 

1(51 = pDlg->m.framc6/IIXX); 

t(ftl s pDlg->m.framc7/l()fX>. 

1(7) s pDlg->m_framc8/!()()0; 

I 
//Set document reconstruct flag 

Reconstrxict = TRUE; 

1 

Transform = TRUE. 



return TRL'E, 

I 

//OnFtlc2SavcA$ 
//Saves reconstructed data U) ftlc 

VUHJ CTMoOOiK::;OnFtle2SavcA5() 
; it'lKeconstruci) 

( AfxNteuageBoxCNu Reconstrucuon Oau lu Save'l: 

return; 

1 
const char filiert) = 'Stereo Reconstruction FtJc <• REOl* REC"; 

CFileDiaicg fileDtalog(FALSE. 'REC. NULL. 

OFN.CREATEPROMPTI OFN.OVERWRnEPROMPTl OFN.HIDEREADONLY. fUtern 
if (fileDialog DoNfodaiO = IDOK) 

{ CStnngCFileName = ftleDulog.GetPathNaincf); 

ofstream OuiFt)e(CFtlcNamc); 
if (!OutFUe» 

{ AfjiMcvuigcBtixCEmir creating tHiiput file'). 
return; 

1 

//File name. ume. date 

//First Items that will appear in reconstrucuon Hlc 

OutFiIe « CHlcName « 
//Get tune as lung integer 

tunc J iTime; 

timet &m met; 

//Create tm structure iiutialized with local ume 
struct tm* n»)w = localumelJUTime); 

//DistingU5h between ante and post mendtan 

//then convert frum 24>hour to 12-hour clock 

char am_pm(l = *A.vr; 
if (now->im_hour > 12) 

( now->tm_hour-s 12; 

strcpy(am_pm. 'PM*); 

I 
/.'Get hour to 12 if midnight 
if (now->tm_hour = 0) now-xm.hour = 12; 

//Perform ascu ume conversion with ascumcO using 

//comrrted local ume as argument, then copy that ascu 

//stnng into char array. Terminate stnng with V) 
char ani)w(32|; 
strcpyCanow. asctuneinow)); 
;inow( 191 s W; 

OutRle 
« 'File Created: " 
« onow « '' « amjjm « " ' « nnw-xm^ear^ISKK) 

«'\n\n'. 

//Output liH>ps fur data and files 

int 1. f; 

//List rcconsirucuon files and the:r transforms 

OutFilc « *Lut of Reconstrucuon FtlcsVn' 

«"and Associated Transforms\n" 
« 'Right Bank\tLcft BankSn'. 

OutFiIe.setf(ios::fixed. loscrfloatfidd); 

OutFile.wtdth(i2); 
for (I = 0: i< 8; i-m-) 

i OuiFile « "^Frame# ' « i-»-l « "^n'; 

OutFile « 'File •* « i*! « "^t* « "Ftle * «i+9 « *\n'; 

OutFiIe « File.Namehl «« Rlc_Name(i-^|« 

for (j =0; j « 12; jt-n OulFtlc «'nilljl « "\l" « TIl•^^^l(Jl « An*. 

I 

//List of recnnstrucied data 
int numpis = GeLNumPointsO; 

CObPomt* pPtimt; 

OutFtle «'\n\nRecunstructed Data\n' 

«'TotaJ Points Reconstructed = ' « numpis 

« AnLisied as:\n* 

«"Point 
« 'X(t) V(t) Til) i\n'; 

for (i =(>; i< numpts; 

( OuiFile « AnPomt'«1*1 « "\n"; 
ppQint = GctObPoint(i); 

for (j aO: J < H; 

OutFiIe « 

pPomi->GciXO)« *^1' « 

pPomt->GciYO)«*^1" « 

pPoini->GctZ(j)« At' « 

tjjl« 

I 



l^foOOocJi 

// TNloODoc h intert:u:c nt the CTNfoOOtx: class 
'iClsss Dctinuum f{)r TNfuO EXE 
,'AV'nucn m Micrw^oli Vuuai C-^ 
//EYafuso Copynghi O 1997 

uiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiniiiiinuiiiiiiiuminnuniiniiiiiiiiiiuiiimiii 

CIAU CTNIODDOC : public CDocumcnt 

( 
pn){cctcd; // cmie irum scnoluauun only 

CTMoDDoci); 
DECLARE,DYNCREATE<CTMi>D[X>c) 

// Aunbuics 

prutccted: 
char Rle.Name(161Il2Hl; //Image file paths 

CObArray array; //Point values in images 

HANDLE hD[B[16I; //Device Independent Bitmap HaxKlles 

CSi/c c5i/e Image: /Amage sis 

BOOL HistFlag(16|. //Independent histogram Hags 

BOOL Calibrate; //Calibration flag 

BOOL Reconstruct; //Recunstiuction flag 

BOOL RecMuvie; //Movie flag 

BOOL Transform; //Does image have transform? 

double T1161I12I; //Transform vectors 

double m. //Frame ome coordinate 

int frame; //I of 8 stereo frames (C)-7) 

int bank; //RightsbankA=<) or Left=bankB= I 

//Anay access functions 

CObArray* GctAnay() (return &array;) 

void AddPoint(CPoint p); 

void AddObPomtlCObPoint p); 

void Delete PointO; 

CPoint CetPoinUint x); 

CObPoint* GctObPumt(mt x); 

ini CeLSumPumoO; 

//l-iuk)gnim iLig functions 
BOOL GeiflisiFbgdnt view =0) | return HutFUg(vicw|;] 
void SciHmFlag(BOOL Nc>fcRag. tni view s 0) {Hi3tRag(vicw| = NcwRag; 1 

//Image functions 
HANDLE GciHDIB(ini view = 0) const (return hD[B(vicw|;| 

CSi/c GetlmageSuet) const (return cSi/cfmage; I 

//Calibrate functions 
void SeiFrame(mi NewFramc) | frame s SewFrame;I 

void SwitchBankO; 
im ViewO (return frame • (bank*}i):| 

int FrameO (return frame;) 

BOOL CeiTranjfofmFIjg( > I reium Transform;) 

void SctTfdouble** m. mt column); 

CPoint ty(duublc X. double Y. double Z. mi view = ()); 

void SetColibratcRagO: 
BOOL CctColibrateRagO (return Calibrate;) 

//Reconstruct functions 

BOOL GetReconstructRag() {return Reconstruct;) 

BOOL OpcnRcconsinict(LPSTR IpszPath); 

BOOL OpenRecMovie(LPSTR IpszPath); 
fnend BOOL ScL3DPoint(CTN!oDD«c* pDoc. CObPointA obpoint. CPointA point); 
fncnd voul DrawEpip»>lc(CTMi)DDoc* pDoc. CDC* pDC. CObPotnt^ TempObPoint, uit vicw>; 

fncnd class CSelcct; 

fncnd class CTimmg; 

//Reconstruct functions 

BOOL GctRecMovieRagO {return RecMovte; | 

//Operations 

public: 

// Overrides 
// OassWi/ard generated virtual function ovemdes 

I AFX_VtRTUAL(CTMoDD«c) 

public: 
virtual void Scnali/r<CArchive& ar); 

vinual void DeleieContenuO; 

viaual BOOL OnOpenDocumenULPCTSTR Ips/PathNome); 

virtual BOOL OnNewDiKumentO; 

virtual void OnCloseOiKumentf); 

//)) AFX .VIRTUAL 



J Implcmcnuuon 

public: 
virtual -CTMoDDt)C(); 

•ILIJCT _DEBL'G 
virtual vuui AsscrtValidO const; 
virtual void Oump(CDun)pContexti(L dc) const; 

•endif 

protected. 

// Gcncraiol mcusgc map funcuons 

protected: 
//| {AFX_MSG(CTMoDDoc) 

^x_msg void OnFtle2SavcAs(); 

//IIAFX.MSG 
DECLARE.MESSAGE.MAP( \ 

1-

iiuiniiinniiiiniiiimmimiiiiiiimiiimiimiiiimiiniiiuiiini 

TVfoDView.CPP 

//TNloDView cpp implementatjon of the CTVtoDVicw class 

//Ntodulc for TNtoD EXE 

//Wniien in Micmsoft Visual 
//E.Yafu5«) Cop>-nghi O 1997 

•mcJodc 'suiaf-vh" 

•includc TMoD h' 

(hfdef _DEBL*G 

•det'ine new DEBUG.SEVr' 

•undef THIS .RLE 

suuccharTHIS.FILElI = _nLE_. 

•cndif 

iiiiiiiiiimmmiiimiimmiimiiiimmimmmiwmmni 
U CTMoDView 

IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CTMoDVicw. CScnill View > 

BEGLN.MESS ACE.MAPtCTMoDView. CSCTollView > 
//{(AFX_MSG.MAP(CT%toDVjrjH 

ON.WM.RBinTONDOWNO 

ON,WM.MOUSEMOVE() 
ON,COMMAND(ID_VIEW_BRIGHTNESS.OnVicwBnghuicss) 

ON_COMMAMXID.VlEW.HIST(XiRAM. OnViewHisiogram) 

ON.WM.KEYDOWNO 
ON_COMMAND([D.PROCESS.CALCULATETRANSFORM. OnProccssCalculaieirmsform) 
0N\C0MMA.VD(ID.VIEW_SH0WCAUBRAT10NAXES.OnVtcwShowcaljhrauonaxes) 

ON_WM_LBUTTONDOWNO 
//1|AFX_MSG_V!AP 

// Standard pnnung aimmands 
ON_COMMAND(ID.RLE_PRLNT.CScroUVicw;:C)nFtIcPnni) 

ON\COMMAND{ID_nLE_PRINT_DlRECT.CScroUVicw;:OnFilcPnni) 

ON.COMMAND(tD_nLE_PRINT_PREVIEW.CScruIIView:;OnFtlcPnniPn:vjcw) 

END_MESSAGE_MAP() 

iiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiininii 
// CTNIoDVicw construcuon/destiucuon 

//CTMoDVicw 
//Constructor Sets bnghtncss offset to mid-range. 

//windows allocation for device independent bitmaps and 

fix single header for them, prepare SfainFrame status bar 

//pointer which will show crosshair cminiinates at ail tunes 

//the >iew u open, various other (lag iniualtzauons. 

CTMoDViewtrCTMoDVicwO 
{ // Load Cross Cursor 

cross = AfxGetApp()->LoadSiandardCursortIDC.CROSS); 

//Set bnghtness U) RiKl^raAge 

nBnght = 127; 

//Allocate view DIB header 

for (int I =0; i< 16; pDIB{i| » NUtX; 
pDIBHeader = (LPBITMAPINFO) GIobalAlIocPtr^GPTR. si/cof(BrrMAPINFOMsi/eof{RGBQUAO)-256)); 

tf(pDrBHcadcr = NULL) 

I AfxMessageBoxCUnable to alKicate DIB header for view*); 

return; 

I 
pOIBHeadcr->bmiHeadcr biSi/e - si/cof(BrTMAPINFOHEADER); 
pDIBHejdci-xmiiHeader.biPlanes = 1; 

pDIBHcadcf >bmiHeadcr.hiBitCi)unt ^ K; 

pDIBHca»lcr->h">iHcadcr biCumprcs-sion = Bt.RGB; 



//Pointer for mam window scuus bar 

m JJMWSB - SULL. 

//Recunsirucuon dialog pointer and stoic indicator 
mjjScJDJg = NULL, 

RecStatc = O: 
replay = 0; 

//Nt» ax-'t yet 

Shi)>bCalAj(cs = FALSE; 

1 

•7-CTMoDVjcw 

'/Destructor Clean up DIBs and header, dose reconstruct dialog if open. 
//cican up MouiFraxnc status bar (do nut show C(Hiniinatcs if no view) 

CTMoDVtew: -CTMoD Vjcw() 

{ //Free header and Oence-Indcpcndent Bitmap memory 

if (pDIBHeader) GlobalFrcePtrtpOIBHeader): 
I'or (int I s(): 1 < 16; 

; ir(p01B[iI)dclete[IpDIB[i]; 

1 

//Clean up reconstrxictiun dialog 
if (m jjSelDlg) 
{ m,pSclDlg->DcstroyWindow(); 

delete m_pSelOlg; 

I 

//Clean Status bar uulicaiors 
jf(m _pMWSB> 

{ fr._pMWSB->SciPancTe*t(l. "Col".TRUE); 

m.pMWSB->SetPaneTcxt(2. 'Row*. TRUE); 

1 
1 

//PreCrcatcWind4)w 

//Registers a custom WndCla&s for control of initial setungs. 

//Resets background color 
BOOLCTMoDVtcw::PrcCrc3tcWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs) 

( // Register custom window class 
const char* wndClass « AfxRegtstcrWndClass(CS_HREDRAW1CS_VREDRAW. 

SULL. CrcatcSolidBrush(RGB(().0.A3)). 

NULL); 

cs.Ip^/Cla&s = wndCIass; 

return CScrollView::PrcCreateWindow(cs); 

I 

//OnOraw 

'/This IS (he catchall funcuon for all possible view functionalities 

//Open files; draws image and any selected ptimts and their ciMirdinates 

'/Calibration: image and selected points shown numbered sequenually 

//Reconstrucuon: image and selected points shown numbereU sequentially 

//Movie: 

//AJI modes can show caJibraiiun axes if displayed image possesses a transform 

voidCTMoDView;OnDTaw(CDC" pDC) 

I CTMODDIK* pDtx: = GetOixrumemO; 
ASSERT.VALID(pDtx:); 

//Get view flag (O^R, l=L) 

mt Mew » pDoc->Vicw(); 

//Only draw when necessary 

if ('pO[B(view| fl IpDlBHeader) return. 

//Use stretch mtxle for color pictures 

:SetSirctchBlLModc(pDC->m_hE)C. COLORONCOLOR); 

//Rasier-Blaster 

:Set01Bit5T«)Dcvice(pDC->m_hDC. 

0. 
0. 
bmWidth. 

bmHeight. 

0. 
0. 
0. 
bmHeight. 

pOIB(vtew|. 

pOIBHeader. 

DIB.RCB.COLORS) 

//hDC 

//DesiX 

// DestV 

// nDestWidth 

// nOestHetght 

// SrcX 

//SfcY 

// nStartScan 

// nNumScans 

// IpBits 

// IpBitsInfo 

// wUsage 

//Cheek for and Draw Epipolar Line 
if (pDoc->GciRcconstfuciFlag() && (RecState s= D) DrawEpipole(pDoc. pDC. TempObPoinu pDiK->Vicw()K 
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VDnw ami number oU chitson ptnnu 

in( numPtiinu s pDtK->Gct.N'un)P«itnts(); 

if (numPoinis 0> 

( char NumPmnu(i2|. ixii32|; 
cuost ml half = 3. 

CPinm point; 
CPcn cPcmPS_SOUD. 0. RCB<255. J 27.155)): 
p£}C->SeIcctOb|ect(&cPcn); 

pDCoSctBkModenRANSPAREND; 

pDC->SciTcxtColor(RGB(255.0.0)); 

//Recunstnicuon cose 

if (pDoc->CjetRecanstructFlag()) 

( CObPomi* pObPoinu 
for (int I s (); 1 <niimPomu: i-^) 

( pObPomi spDoc->OetOhPoint(i); 

pomi s pl>*->*y(pObPotnt->GcLX(pDoc->Ffamc()). pObPoini->CctY(pDi>c->Framc()K 

pObPomi->GeiZ(pDix:->Ffamc< )>. 

VICV/U 

pDC->MovcTo<p«tnL* - hall. putnLyK 
pDC*>LineTo(pomt.x «• half-^l. pointyK 

pDC->MovcTo<poinu*. pointy - half): 
pDC->LineTv><pi>mi.*, pi)inLy • half^l); 

iioa(i>l. NumPoinu. 10); 

pDC->TcxiOui(p«inLx+-5. poini.y-H. NumPmnis. strIen(NumPi)ints)K 

) 

J 
//Caitbrauun case 
ehc tf (p0iK>>CctCaltbr3tcFlag()) 

{ for(ini 1 s(>: i<numPomts; i-»H.) 

I poini s pDoc- >GetPotna i): 

pOC->MovcTo(point* - half, pointyj; 

pDC->LincTo(poinL* • half*!, pointy). 
pDC->MovcTo<p«nntx. pointy • halO: 
pDC->LincT«j(p»)int*. pomi.y • half*!); 

itoad-*-!. NumPoinu. (0): 

pDC->Tc*iOut(point.x*5. p<iinLy-X. NumPoinu. strlcn(NumPt)inU)); 

I 

1 
//Reconstnictcd movie ^ucnce case 

cl5c if (pDoc->C3ciRccMovicFbgu) 

( CObPomi* pObPoint; 

mt I.): 
for (i s 0; t < numPoints: i-*^) 

f pObPtiim spDt<->Cc{OhPutn«j;; 
point s pDt»c->xy(pObPoini'>OcLX(0). pObPoini->CctV<{)). pObPoini->GciZ(0). vle^n. 

pOC->MovcTo(points • half, pointy >; 

pDC->LmeTiXpoint* • half-*-!, pointy); 

pDC'>MovcTo(piMntx. pointy - halO; 

pDC->LmeTo<pointx. pointy half-^!); 

pDC->MovcTt)(pt«ni). 

for (J !; J <= replay; 

( //For each point loop lo point in sequence denoted 

//by ihe replay mteger 
point« pDoc->xy(pObPoini->GeiX(j). pObPoini-><jeiY{j). pObPoini->GctZij>. viewi. 

pDC->ljncTo(point); 

pDC->MovcTo(pointx - half, potnty); 

pCXr->LincTo<piJintx half-*-!, pomty); 

pDC->MovcTo<pointx. pointy - half); 
pDC->LjneTo(pointx. pomty • half* I); 

pDC->MoveTo(point). 

) 

1 

I 
//Just viewing a file 

ebe 
( for (mi 1 =<>; i< numPoints; 

{ point = pDoc->GetPotnt(i); 

pDC->MoveTi>(pointx - half, pomty); 

pDC->LincTi>(potntx • half+1. pomty); 

pDC->MoveTo<pointx. pointy - half); 

pDC->LmeTo(pomtx. pomty half*!); 

Koatpointx. NumPumts. 10); 
iuu(pomty. txt !()); 

strcaUNumPomts. 

ftrcaKNumPtiinis. ui); 
pDC->TcxtOut(potntx*S. pointy-K. NumPomu. sirlen(NumPoinis)); 

I 

1 
1 

//Check for Calibraaon Axes Rag and draw if necessary 

if (ShowCalAxes) DrawAxes(pDO; 

//Do noi allow document modification on disk files 

pDoc->SctModifiedFbg( FALSE): 
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//Track parent to child windows 

Rc3i/cParcniT»)RttTRL'E>; 

ncturo: 

1 

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniinmmniiiiii 
H CTNfoDVicw pnnuog 

BOOL CTMiiDView :OnPrcpafcPnnting(CPnntlnfo* plnful 

( // iJefauli prepomuon 

return DoPrcpairPnnungtpInfo); 

1 

void CTNIoDVjcw:;OnBcgjnPnnung(CDC* /•pE)C*/. CPrmilnfo* /•plnfo*/^ 

( H TODO: odd extra mituli/auon before pnnting 

I 

void CT\foDVjcw:;OnEr*lPnnimg(CDC" /•pDC*/. CPnnilnfo* /•pinfo*/) 

{ // TODO' Mill cicanup after pnniing 

I 

'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiuiinini 
II CTMoDView dugmuucs 

#ifdcf _DEBLG 

void CTMoDVicwiiA^rtVoIidO const 

( CScn?nVicw:tAsscitValid(); 

J 

void CTMoDVtew:;Dunip(CDunipContcxt& dc) const 

1 CScruUVicw"Dufnp<dc); 

I 

CTNIoDDoc* CT\fuDVicw;;GciDtx*umcnU) // non-debug vcrsum is inline 
( ASSERT(m_pDocuracni->[sKit»dOf(RUNTlME_CLASS(CTMoDD<w:)»; 

return (CTVIoDDt>c*)m_pD<xnuncni; 

1 
•cndif//.DEBUG 

iiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
// CT\!oDVjcw mc-vvage handlers 

''/On Ini tui L'pilaic 

//This tuncuon is used U) take corc of any imtiolt/auons which 

//must (<cur AFTER the window and its handle have been crcated. That is 

//u) contrast to m»tiaJt/jtion by constiuetur which completes execution 

//before %bindow geneniuon by the operating system. 

void CTMoDVtew:;OnlniUalUpdaiet) 

( //Get document pointer 
CTMoDDtx:* pDixr = GeiDocumcmi 

//Obtam pointer to mam window status bar 

CWnd* pWnd = GctParcniFrame()->GetParcniFrame(). 

CMoinPrame" pMWnd = (CMamFrame") pWnd; 

m.pMWSB =pNfWnd->CctStatusBart); 

'/Setup scroUs and moke frame window track the view 
SctScn)USi/cs)MM_TEXT. pDt<->GetImageSj/et)); 

//Get display data from document 
LPSTR pBitmapi 16): 
pBitmap(()| = (LPSTR) ::GlobalLock((HGLOBAL) pDoc->GetHD[B()): 

//Fill m width and haght 
LPBITMAPINFO pBMI =(LPBrrMAPINFO) pBitmaplOI; 

bmWidth = pBMI>>bmiHeader.biWidth; 

bmHeights pBMI>>bmiHeader.biHeight; 

datosivcs pBMN>bmiHcader.btSi/elmage; 

//Allocate DIB memory 
if ((pDIBIO] = new BYTE|datasizc|) — N'ULL) 

{ AfxMessagcBox('Unable to allocate DIB for %'tew 

return: 

I 

//Make an image data copy for the %iew 
pBitmap(()| *= (sucoftBn^IAPINFO) • <si/cof(RGBQLIAD)*256)); 

mcmcpy(pDIB(0|. pBtunap(0|. datasi/e): 

//InituliA 16 imago if reconstructing or showing sequence 

if (pDoc->GctRcconstnjciFIag() il pDoc->GeiRecMovteFlag()) 
( for (int I = I; i< 16: i-h»-) 

( if ((pDIBhi = new BYTEIdatostzel) = NULL) 

( AfxMessageBoxCUnable to alliKate DIB for view"), 

return: 
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I 

//Ci>py ill (he bitmaps mtu the view class 

pBitniap(i| s(LPSlll) GIi>balL4)ck((HCL0BAL) pOoc->OetHOIBn)). 

pBiinup(iI (si/coftBITMAPINFO) (sj/eof(RGBQUAD)*236)>. 

meincpy(pD(B(i|. pBitmap(i). ihlasi/e); 

1 

//Initialize Julog I'tir selecting frames to work wtth 
m.pSclDlg = new CSelectipDix. thur. 

1 

//Fill tn OIB HeatJer 

pD[BHca(Jer->btntHcadcr.biWiilth sbmWidth; 

pO[BHcadcr->bmiHeader.biHeight = bmHeighi: 
pO[BHca(lcr*>hnuKea(ier.biSi/e(ma£e = ilatasiye; 
for (DWORD i =(); i< 256; 

I pD[BHeadcr->bmtColors(i|.rgbBIue = 

pD[BHcader<>bmiColors(iI rgbCfcen = 

pD[BHeaiJer->bmiColors(il.rgbRed ^ i; 

1 

//Size to fit 

RECT rccu 
CWnd* pTopWnd = GetTopLeveiPan:nt(); 

pTopWnd->CctWtndowRcct(&rccx); 

LONG xP = rrctnghi - rccLlefu 
LONG yP = rcctbiuiom - rccttop; 

LONG X = pDoc->GetImageSi/c() cx; 
LONG y -pE>K;->Getlinage5i/c<) cy; 
* = « > *P ' *P t; 

y - y > yP ' yP y; 

Mo* cWifKlow((). 0. (ml) \*25. (int) yi. 

//On Update 

//Update IS called by the EXicument class when a point has been selected. 

//This function handles open files and calibration pi^int selections and 

//defers rcconstniction p^iints which must be handled m the mouse button 

//response (since the view is updated with a new unage) 

void CTMoDView:;OnL'pdate(CView* pSender. LP ARAM IHmt. CObjcct* pHint) 
( CTMoDDoc* pDix: =GctDix:umeni(); 

if (pDt)C->GciRccor»iructFlag() II pOoc->GetRecMovieF1ag()) 

( fnvaiidaKrO; 
Update WindowO; 

return; 

1 
int numPoints s pDiK->GcLS'umPoints(); 

if (numPoints = 0) return; 

char NuraPomts(321. uil32I; 
const im half = 3: 

//Do all drawing usmg device context derived from mis 

//client window 

CCientDC dcfthis); 

CPcn cPemPS.SOUD. 0. RGB(255.127.255)); 

lie SelectOb)ect(&cPen); 

dc.SciBkMode(TRANSPAREN-n; 
dc.SctTextColor(RGB(255.0. ())); 

CPoint point s pD(K>>GctPomUnumPoint5 - 1); 

if <pCXx;->OctCalibratcRag()) //Show points and their numben 

( dc-MoveTo<poinLx • half. potnLy); 

dc.LjncTo(p»)inLx • half+l. pomLyn 

dc-MovcTo<point.x. pointy • halO: 
dc.LincTo(pt)inLx. point.y • half-»-l): 

itoatnumPoinis. NumPoints. 10); 
dc.TextOuKpoinLx+S. ptunLy-H. NumPoints. strlen(N'umPomts)); 

I 
else //Show points and x.y values 

I dc.MovcTotpoinLx • half, pointy): 

dc.LmeTu<poinLx + half+1. pointy); 

dc..VlovcTo(pointx, pointy - half); 

dc-LmeTiKpointx. pointy * half*I); 

uoafpointx. NumPoints. 10). 

itx}a(potnty. txt. 10); 
jtrcatfNumPomis. 

strcaUNumPoints, txi); 
dc.TcxtOui(pointx+5. pointy-8. NumPoints. strlen(NumPoints)); 

1 
} 

//OnRButtonDown 
//Right mouse button in tlus program has the general funcuon of 

//giving the client the ability to record points Dunng movie 
//viewing, however, it is used to advaiKc 'Jic time sequence. 

// Dunng: 
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// ftic Viewing: Just mark chosen pomt with screen ctxirdtnoies 
// calibration: Record 3-D real \Y7. along with 2-0 scrcen ciHirUs 

U recorutnjction: Record <^0 mformation (real XYZ and ume) m 

// sequence format 

// movie sequence: Advances viewed sequertce. 
void CTMoDVicw::OnRButtonDown(UtNT nFlags. CPuint pomt) 

/ CTMODDJX:* pDoc = GeiDtJCumeniO: 

//Reconstruction of point sequence to be handled 

//in Sequence Dialog, not here 

if (pDoc->OctReconstructFIag()) 

( twitch (RecState) 

{ 
case fh //Frame 1. Bank I 

TerapObPoim = point; 

//Turn on Epipolar line 

RecState = 1: 

m_pSelDlg->OnBank(); 

return; 

case I: //Frame #. Bank 2 
//D*) XYZ for pt)ini and TempObPomt 

Sct3DPomt(pD«)C. TcmpObftimt, ptunt); 

if (pD\)c->Frame<) < 7) 

{ RecState = 2. //Contmue 

m4)SeIDlg->On(pDiK->Framc( KI 

1 
else 
( RecState = 0; //Next Sequence 

pDiM:->AddObPointn'crapObPomt). 

pDoc->SeLV1ixliriedRagrniUE); 

m_pSclDlg->On(()U 

I 
m _pSclDlg->OnBank(); 

//Turn off E(wp«Jlaf Une 
return; 

case 2: //Frame 2. Bank I. no epipolar line 
//D*i XYZ for point and TempObPomt 
TempObPomt = point; 

//Turn on Epipolar line 
RecState = 1; 

m_pSclDIg->OnBankf); 

return; 

I 
1 

//If calibratmg. gather 3-D data points and correlate 

//them to 2-D screen coordinates 

else if (pDoc->CetCalibraieFIag()> 
( jnt I = pDt>c->CciNumPomis(); 

if {i < (S) 
{ pDoc->AddPoint(point); 

CObPomt* pPoini - pD«>c->GetObPoini(t); 
CCiKjfds" pDIg = new CCiH)rds(pPomi, i*l. ihisj; 
if (pDJg->Ot)MiMlal() — IDOK) 

i pPoini->SciX{pDlg->m,t_X). 

pPoini->SeiY(pDlg->m_f_Y); 

pPoint->SctZ^pDlg->m.f_Z); 

I 
J 
else AfxMessagcBox('Nta;iimum of 6 calibration pomts rcached.'"\nUse Backspace to delete points*): 

1 

//If replaying rccons true ted sequence, use mouse to advance one frame 

else if (pDoc->GetRecMovieFiag()) 
{ replay = replay < 7 ' replay • 1 : 0; 

InvalidateO; 
UpdateWmdowO; 

1 

//If not caltbratmg just show pomt cixiniinates 
else pE}oc->Add^int(pomt); 

CScrollView;;OnRButtonL'p(nFIags. pomt); 

I 

//OnLButtonOown 

//Left mouse bution ts used dunng reconstruction sequence movie viewmg 

/'and allows user to backstep progression. 

// movie sequence: Backsteps viewed sequence. 

void CTMoDVicw::OnLBulionDt^wn(UlNT nFlags. CPotni poinl) 

{ CTMoDDoc* pOoc = CeiDoomientO; 

//If repbying reconstructed sequence, use mouse to advance one frame 

jf (pD^)c->CeiRecMovicFlag()) 

j replay = replay > 0 ' replay - I 7. 

InvalidateO; 
L'pdate WindowO; 
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1 

CScrwilVtcw: ;C)nLBuctonD»wn(RFIag5. poim): 

1 

//C)nKcy£>)wn 

//Handle kcytHurd input 

//Allows clicnt u> move cursor with arrows, sclcci point with return 
ll\xy, delete selected points with the backspace key. artd allow 

//viewing ot any of 6 selected points dunng calibration 
void CTMoDVicw::OnKcyDown(UINT nChar. UINT nRepCni, UINT nFlags) 

I CTNtoDDoc* pDoc sGctDiJCximcmc): 

'/Bcgm switch to handle key stroke commands 

//Commands passed as vtrtual keycudes m nChar 

CPoint p; 

GctCurs4)rPos(<Scp K 

switch (nChar) 
{ //Handle point elimination by backspace (X) key 

ease S: 
if (pDoc->OetNumPoinis() =0) return; 

pDiK:*>OeletePoint(): 

InvalidatcO: 

UpdateWindowO: 

return: 

//Handle cursor movement by imiw keys 
ease 3K; //up 

SciCursorPos(p.x. p.y • nRepCnt); 

cPos.y -« nRepCm; 

return: 

ease 4(): //down 

SetCursorPns(p.x. p.y ^ nRepCntK 

cPos.y nRepCnt: 

return: 

ease 39: //nght 
SctCursorPi)s(p..t • nRcpCnu p y): 

ePos.x nRepCnt: 

return: 

exse 37- //left 
SetCursorPosCp * • nRepCnt. p y): 

ePos.x -s nRepCnt: 

return: 

//Handle pomt sclccuon by return (13) key 

ease 13: 
SendMcssagc(WV!_RBUTrONDOWN, 0. (LPARAM)((WORD)cPos x-H(W0RD)ePo5 y«l6))); 

return: 

//Tiandle user change of calibration point data 

case r 

ease '2' 

ease '3' 
CISC 4' 

case '5' 

ease ft' 

//Handle pomt ramtializauon if not 
//reconstructmg 
if (!pDiK->OetCalibrateF1ag()) return: 

char temp{2|: 

(emp{0| = nChar. tempi 11 = 

int 1 s atoi(temp): 

if (pDoc->GctNumPoinis() < i) return: 

CObPoint* pPomt = pDoc->GciObPoinUi-1): 

CCoortls* pDIg = new CCtx>nlj(pPojni. j. thisK 

if (p01g->OoModal() IDOK) 

I pPomi->SeiX(pDlg->m_f_X): 

pPomi->SctY(pDIg->m_f_Y): 

pPoint->SctZ(pDIg->m_f_Z): 

} 

return: 

) //End switch nChar 

//Hand it otf it not dispatched by switch nChar 

CScn)UView;.OnKcyDown(nChar. nRepCnt, nRags>: 

1 

//OnAcuvateView 
//Set up enisshair cursor for improved spaual point selecuon accuracy 

//over the amiw cuni)r Cross hairs have an active pomt at their 

//intersection. 
void CTN!oDVicw:;OnAcuvalcView{BOOL bActivate. CVicw* pAcUvaicView. CView* pDcactivcView) 

{ :SctCur5or(cross): 

I 



//OnMoiucMove 

//DispUy currcnt screen coDrduutes tn status bar 

//Update cPos U) Lccp mck of screen cuordtnaics of cursor 

//relative lu tmage dtspbyed. Thts i5 needed since API functiuns 

//fur cursor position only return absolute scrccn cu«)rdinaics. 

void CT\toDVicw:;OnMouscMove(UINT nFlags. CPotnt point) 

{ //Update sutus bar coi>rdinates 

char tJit{16|. irop( 16); 

//Status bar indices:IV. 2U. 3X. 4Y. SZ 

)trcpy(ut. *Col 
jtrcauut. itoafcPas.x. tmp. U))); 

m _pMWSB->SciPancTcxi( I. ixt, TRUE); 

itrcpy<txt. "Row "V. 
\trcat(txL iiod(cPos.y. imp. 10»; 

m_pMWSB->SctPancTcxi(2. txi. TRUE); 

SctCursorrcnus 
ijPos - point; 

CScrollView ;OnMouscMovclnFlags. point). 

I 

//On V iewBnghmcss 

//tniuaic dialog to allow client to adjust image brightness 

//Dties not dffcct actual image data 

void CTMoDVicw::OnVicwBnghtness() 
1 CBnghtness* pOig = new CBnghtnc&s(this->GciBnght(). thu); 

mt temp; 
if (pDlg->DoModal() = IDOK) 

{ SetBnght(pDtg->m_nBnght); 
lor (int I = (h i< 256; i-t-*> 

{ temp s - 127 • nBnght • i; 
if (temp < 0) temp = (>. 

if (temp > 255 j temp = 255; 

pDIBHcadcr->bmiColurs(iI.rgbBlue = 
pO{BHeader>>bmiCoIors|i|.rgbGreen = 

pDIBHeader->bmiCoton(iI.rgbRcd - (BYTE) temp; 

1 
(nvalidatet FALSE). 

UpdateWindowO; 

I 
) 

//On View Histogram 

//Iniuatc duJog ui display htstugntm and give clicnt opuun U) 

//pcrt'orm histogram equali/auon to improve image contrast Process 

//can be reversed if desinnl. 

void CTMoDVtew;;OnViewHxsiogram() 
J CTMtjDDoc* pD<JC = this-^OetDocmncnu); 

mt view = pDoc->Vicw(). 

CHutogram* pOlg s new CHistogram(pD[B(view|. daiasi/r. pOix;->CctHtstF!ag(vtew). this); 

if (pDlgoDoModalO IDOK) 

1 if (pD«<->CciHtslFlag(vicw) — FALSE) 
{ DoHisi£q(pOIB|vtcw|. datast/c). 

pDoc->SciHislFlag(TRUE. view); 

I 
cLse 
{ //Get display data from dtxrumcnt 

LPSTR pBitmap = (LPSTR) ::GIobalLi)ck((HGLOBAL) pDoc->GctHDIB()). 

pBitmap •= (sizeoftBtTNtAPINTO) • (si/cof(RGBQUAD)*256)); 

mcmcpy(pD[B[viewI. pBitmap. datasue); 
pOoc->SctHtstFlag(FALSE. view); 

I 

//Update the view 
Invaiidate( FALSE); 

UpdateWindowO; 

} 

//OnPnxusCalculatctransform 

//Used after selection of 6 pomts dunng calibration 

//If selected this function will: 

// take x.y^.Y.Z coordinates from 6 points 

// form 12 X 12 mamx m with the input of those ptMnis 

// Generate least squares soluuon using SVD 

// Order column vectors by smgular value (high to low) 

// Use the lowest singular valtte to determine suluuon vector 

// Append solution vector to end of calibration image 

void CTMoDVicw:;OnProccssCalculaietransform() 

I CTMoDDoc* pDt>c = GetDocumentO; 

//Fint check that we're in calibrauon m<xie and that 

//the necessary 6 calibrauon points have been acquired 

if ('pDiK:->GctCalibratcFlag()) 
1 .•U'xMessageBoxCNoi in calibration mode"); 
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return; 

I 
im I = pDoc->CetNumPoinu(); 

If 
( Afx\(essagrBox('\ced 6 points tu form matnx*): 

return; 

1 

//Dcclarc ami imtulue 12 X 12 Hoot matrix'm' for 
//Singular Value Dccocnposiuon (suice this mamx can 
//be singular, or closc to it) 

Juuble **m smacnxfl. 12. 1. 12); 
ford » I; I <= 12; 

f4ir (int I = I; J <= 12; 

mliltj! =0 0; 

//Fill icmpor^ry matrix with piTim data values 

CObPomt* pPoint; 
for (I =s 1; I <= <S; i-«-»-> 

( pPotni s pDoc->GetObPoint(i>l); 

m(il[ 1) s m|i+61I51 = nPoini->GcLX{); 
m(i)(2| « m(i+^l(61 = pPoini->GctY(); 

m(i|(3) - m(i><))[7] = pPuint->GetZ<); 

m(il[41sm{iWiI[8|= I; 

mlilC^I - -pPotni>>GeLX() * (double) pPoint->Geu(} 

m(i-*^l|91 s •pPoint->GciX() * (double) pPotni->Gcty() 

m[i](lO) = -pPoint->GctY() • (double) pPomi->Gcix() 

m(i-HSl(10| s -pPoint->GeiY() * (double) pPoim->Gcty() 

m(tl[ 111 = -pPoint*>GetZ() * (double) pPoint->Cett(); 
11] s •pPotm->GctZ() • (double) pPoint->Gcty(); 

m|iH12| s .ppoint'^GetxO; 

m(i*6in21 s-pPoim->Gety(); 

I 

//SVD on array 

//void s\'dcmp(doublc** a. int m. mt n. double w(|. double** v) 

//Note: mputarray xs m(l ml[l. n|. m=nsl2 

// output array IS v( t m|[ I n|. m^=12 

// wi j 1^ amy (of n smgular values pmvidcd m > n) 

double "w = vectors I 12). 

double "v =mainx(l. 12. 1. 12); 

*vdcmp<m. 12. 12. w. vj; 

//Find minimum w 

int low s 12; 
mt high = 12; 

for<» « I; t < 12; t-*-*-) 
I if (w(i| < w(low|) lo« - i; 

if (w(ii > w{high|) high = I. 

} 

//Test if null space ts multidimensional (i.e. if more than one 

//solution maps therr) This is an idicotion that more than one 
//of the singular values is zero or close to it which negates our 

//proposed technique of selecting the solution frum the ONLY 

//calculated null vector. 

double test = w| 111 >= 0 ? w| 111; -wf U): 
if (test <= pt>w( 10. -JCX))) 

MessagcBox( 
'Selected points form muludimensionai null space'. 

•Insufficient SVD Resulf. MB.IC0NEXCLA\iAT10N); 

else 
{ //Solve for condition number and convert to char amy 

double condiuon.number = w(htghI/w(low]; 

I = (DWORD) condition.number. 

char text{ I2S]. tmp{321; 

sticpydext. 'CundiDon # s 

strcat(texi. Itoad. tmp. 10)); 

//index "low* now indicates best solution 

//so form Tl) vector, if conditum.number is sulTiciem 

if (McssageBox(iexi.*Save new transform .V1B_IC0NQUESTI0NIMB_YESN0) = ID YES) 

( pDoc->SeiT(v. low); 

ShowCalAxes = TRUE; 

InvalidateO; 

UpdateWindowO, 

I 

I 

//Free heap-allocatcd memory bUvks 

frce_vcctor(w. 1. 12); 

free_mainx(m. 1. 12. 1. 12); 

free_mainx(v. 1. 12, 1. 12); 

Old CTMoDVicw:;OnVicwShowcalibrauonaxcs() 



I CTMi)DDt)c" pD«)C = GctDi)cumcnU). 

ini Mcw s pDi)C->Vicw(); 
If ^pDoc->^tTranirt;niinag{ > = FALSE) 

I AfxMcsMgeBuxCNii Transform Vcctur Esublishol'l. 

return: 

> 
ShowCoiAxes s ShowCalAxcs "* FALSE : TRL'E; 

Inv3Lii(Jaic(). 

L'pdotcWindowt); 

1 

//Draw Axes 
//0\-erlays axes onto image il image file possesses a prcMously 

//calculated transform. This function MUST be passed a pomter 

//to »hc view client's device contcxt to work pniperly. 

void CTMoDVicw:;DrawA*cs(CDC* pDC) 
( int limit s Kh 

CTMoODoc* pO«K =GctDocument(): 
mt view = pD»K->Vicw(); 

CPcn cPcnKPS.SOUD. 0. RGB(63.63.79)); 
CPcn cPcnX(PS_SOLID. 0. RGB( l27.0.0))y/X-axis = RED 

CPcn cPcnY(PS_SOLID. 0. RGB(0.l27.()))://Y-ixis s GREEN 

CPcn cPcnaPS.SOLID.O. RGB(0.i:7.I27))7/Z-axu « BLUE 

pDC->SciBkMode(TRA.SSPARENT); 

//Draw and label calibrated coordinate axes 

pDC->SclcciObfcct(&cPenl); 
pEXr->MovcTi)(pDoc->*y(-limit.().<).vicw)); 

pDC->LincTt)(pDt5c->*y(limit.0,0.vicw»); 
pDC->MovcTo(pDoc->xy(0.-limit,().viewM; 

pDC->UneTt>(pDi)c->xy<()Jimit.0.vicw)); 

pDC->NtovcTi)<pDoc->xy(().0.-limii.vicw0. 
pDC->LincTo<pDiK->xy(().()Jimit.vicwM; 

//X-xxis 

CPvnnt p»)ini = pDtx:->xy( t.O.O.view): 

pDC >SctTcxiColortRGB(l75. 127. 127)): 

pDC->TcxtOui(pomLx. poinLy-7. "x". 1). 

pDC->MoveTo< point): 

p DC->ScIcctObicci(&cPcnX); 
pDC->UneTo(pDtH:'>xy(0.().0.vicwi); 

//Y-axis 

ptunc s pDix:->Ky(<).l,0.%icw); 

pIX:->SctTcxiColortRGB(l27. 175. 127)). 

pDC->TcxiOui(potnLx-5. poinLy-lfi. "y'. I): 

;iDC->SclcaOb)cci(&cPcnY). 
pDC->L)neTo( point): 
pDC->MovcTi»(pDoc->xy(().().O.vicw)K 

//Z-oxis 
pi)mi = pD»)c->*yf().0.1.vicw>: 

pDC->SciTcxiColortRGB(lOO. 127. 175»; 

pDC->Tc*lOuUpomLx. poinLy-S. 'i'. 1); 

p DC • >SelcctOb ject (AcPcnZ). 

pDC->LineTiKp*imi): 

for (int I = -limit: i <= limn: n-^) 

( pDC->SetPixcl(pDi>c->x>(i.().O.vicw), RGB(255.<).0)). 

pDC->SctPixcl(pDoc->*y(0.i.().vicw j. RGB(()^5.0)); 

pDC->SciPjxel(pDoc->xy(().O.i.vicw). RGB(().255^5)); 

1 

I 

TNtoDVirw.H 

// TNtoDView h : imertace of ihe CTMoDView rlasa 

//Class Dcfmiuon forTNtoD.EXE 

//Wntten m Microsoft Visual C-t-»-

//E.Yafust) Copynght O 1997 
iiimiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiuniiiiimiiiniinimiiiminiiiiiiiiiiimiiii 

class CTMoDView ; public CScrollVicw 

I 
protected: // crcate frum senalizaiion only 

CTMoDViewO; 

DECLARE.D YNCREATEf CTMoDView) 

// Attributes 

pnvate; 

HCURSOR 

BYTE 

B^TE' 

LPBITSfAPLVFO 

DWORD 

nBnghi: 

pDIB(I6I: 

pDtBHcadcr. 

datasi/c: 

//Cn)sshair for point selection 

//Bnghtness ofTset 
//View's copics of original image data 



WORD 
WORD 
CPviint 
BOOL 
vend 

CSdccf 

CSutusBar* 
COb Point 

int 

int 

public: 

CTNtoDDoc* GeiD\)cumcni{); 

BYTE GciBnghU) firmmnBnghu) 
vord SetBngh((BYTE nNo^BnghU (nBnght = nvS'cwBnghU} 

BOOL GctAxcsRagC) (return ShowCalAxcs:} 

mt GciRecStaici) (return RccSuic;} 

it Opcratiuns 

public: 

// Overrules 
// ClosxWtonl genemed virtual functiim nvcmdes 

//< (AFX.VIRTUAUCTMoDView) 

public: 

%-inual vuid OnlnitulUpdateO: 
pniiected: 

virtual BOOL OriPrrpaitPnnungiCPnmlnlo' pinfo); 

virtual void OnBcginPnnimg<CDC* pDC.CPnniInfo* pInfoK 

virtual void OnEndPnnungtCDC* pDC. CPnntlnfo* plnfu); 

virtual BOOL PreCreaicWtndow(CREATESTRUCT& cs); 

virtual void OnDraw(CDC* pDO: 

virtual void OnAcuvaicView<BOOL bAcuvate. CVicw* pAcuvateVicw. CVicw* pDeoctiveView); 

virtual void OnUpdateiCVie*** pSender. LP ARAM IHinu CObjeci* pHint); 

//| f AFX. VIRTUAL 

// [mplemcntauon 

public: 

virtual -CTMoDViewO; 

#ifdef .DEBUG 
virtual void AssertVoIidO const; 

virtual void Dump<CDumt<rontext& dc) const: 
Oendil* 

protected: 

// Generated message map functions 

protected: 

VI (AFX_MSC(CTMoDVtew) 
af*_msg void OnRBuiionDown(UINTnRags. CPoint pt)int). 

al'x_msg void OnMouscMovelL'lNT nRjgs, CPomt point); 

oi'.x.msg void OnViewBnghtnessO: 

il'x.msg void OnVicwHistogramO. 
dfx.msg void OnlCeyDown(L'!NT nChar. L'lNT nRepCnt. L'INT nFlagsi. 

oix.mrg void OnPrncessCaicuiacetransfurmO; 

oix.msg void OnVtewShowcalibrauunaxesO; 

alx.msg void OnLBuiionDt)wn(ULNT nFlags. CPoint point); 

//HAFX.MSG 

DECL^\RE_MESSAGE.MAP() 
} .  

#ifndef .DEBUG // debug version in TMoDVicw.cpp 

mime CTMoDDoc* CT\loDView::OciDocument() 

( return (CTMoDDi>c*)rn.pDocumcnt: | 

•endif 

bm Width. 

bm Height; 

cPos; 

ShowCaIAjies;//F1ag whether to make them visible 

DrawA*es(CDC* pDO; 
m jjSelDIg: //recunstrucuon modeless dig 
m j»MWSB; //Pointer to main frame window's itatus bar 

TeinpObPoini;//Tcmporary reconstruction p**ini 
RecState; //Multi-state rcconstnict inuicator 

replay: //Reconstructed frame currently playing 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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